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CHAPTER I 

ESTRODUCTIOH 

of Problem 

The problem is to develop a sound pattern of te&eher 

education that will produce teachers capable of functioning 

adequately in modern public schools of a democracy. (1J 

Pacta and established principle# will be drawn from studies 

in psychology, sociology, and other sciences, (2) Logical 

deductions will be drawn from these facts and principles. 

(3) Fundamental principles of democracy will be analysed 

and a democratic philosophy of education will be established* 

(4) these items will be analysed to provide a basis for a 

sound and democratic public school system* (5) An analysis 

will be nade to determine what type of teacher will be nec-

essary to function successfully in a psychologically sound 

and democratic public school* {6) An analysis will be a&da 

to determine what type of teacher education will be neces-

sary to produce a desirable teacher for participation in a 

modern public school of a democracy. (7) The results of 

this analysis will provide the conclusions and recommendations 

of this study. 



Delimitations of Problem 

this problem will be concerned only with the actual 

professional preparation of teachers and will not deal with 

related problems such as recruitment, evaluation, and remu-

neration. The frame of reference for this study Mill be that 

of schools, institution®,, and department® ©f higher learning 

that are primarily concerned with teacher education* 

Prop©sod Source® of Data 

The data for this study will be report# of scientific 

investigations in the fields of psychology, sociology, an-

thropology, democracy, and related fields in their applica-

tions to the study. The established facts drawn from these 

studies will constitute the basis for this study. It is the 

opinion of this writer that enough scientific information 

exists to produce & sound pattern of teacher education. 

Definitions of ferns 

Deaocratic Competency 

Democratic competency Is social interaction in a demo-

cratic society, to individual or a group of individuals who 

has democratic competency possesses attitudes and skills 

necessary for a high level of social interaction in a demo-

cratic society, or possesses the ability to interact with 

the environment in a desirable Banner* Democratic competency 

Is dependent upon an individual's social sensitiveness and 

personal integration. 



Democratic Social Evolution 

Democratic social ©volution Is the process of planning 

and directing social change toward an integrated society 

through democratic processes* 

Individual Excellence 

Individual excellence is an individual*8 achievement 

of a high degree of potential development for democratic 

living* 

Personality 

Integrating personality is an individual who has a 

ainiaua of conflicting and contradicting basic belle fa and, 

thus, has a well rounded and wholesome personality* It Is 

in the direction of the unattainable integrated self* 

Integrating Society 

An integrating society is one in which a common set ot 

basic value© is subscribed to by a great majority of the 

people. It is a society capable of participating in planned 

democratic social evolution* 

School 

A modern public school i® a public school program that 

1® baaed on facta resulting from scientific investigation in 

the fields of psychology, sociology, and related sciences; 

it is a program that is designed to produce personal and 

social integration* 



Methods of Procedure 

The ©ad produot of teacher education is synonymous with 

the end product of public education which is the individual, 

his society, and their relationship to each other* In order 

to determine a desired pattern of teacher education, it is 

aost logical to start with the individual and the society 

and to proceed in reverse order through public education to 

teacher education. Each society demands certain character-

istics in the individual who is to function intellectually 

in that society. It is the obligation of the public schools 

to equip the Individual with the qualities necessary for 

desirable Interaction with his environment. 

A study of the personal characteristics necessary for 

the individual to function with the highest degree of effi-

ciency in a democratic society will be made. 

From a study of the psychology of learning and related 

sciences, the type of public schools that can best produce 

a wholesome personality for democratic living in a techno-

logical age will be determined. After a desirable public 

school program has been determined, the psychology of learning 

and related sciences will indicate the pattern of teacher 

education that is necessary to produce teachers that can 

provide this type of public school education. 

Outline 

Chapter I will be the introduction to the study and 

will consist of a statement of the problem, delimitations, 



definitions, proposed sources of data, methods of procedure, 

and related studies* 

Chapter XI will deal with tbe question of whether Incon-

sistencies and contradictions are prevalent la the current 

society and In aedern s»n. It will advance the concept of 

tfee interaction of nan with his society and of the effect 

that inconsistencies In each would hare upon the disintegra-

tion ©f the other. It will investigate whether th.e present 

educational practices contribute to this dilemma and whether 

these practices perpetuate this condition. 

Chapter II will be concerned, also, with describing an 

integrating society that is based on and consistent with 

sound principles of democracy and of sociology. Chapter II 

will depict the characteristics of an integrating personality 

capable of functioning on a high ©oral and intellectual plane 

in a democratic society. The chapter will show how the in* 

terection of an integrating personality with an integrating 

society places each on a progressively higher level of demo-

cratic competency. . Finally, Chapter IX will consider how a ' 

new type of public school ©an educate for individual excel-

lence and can contribute to democratic social evolution. 

Chapter 111' will be concerned with determining a public 

school education for individual excellence la the democratic 

society described la Chapter II. This public school educa-

tion of the individual will provide for his personal inte-

gration and will throng hie contribute to social Integration. 



The principle* for the constructioa of public education will 

fee consistent with scientifically proved psychological and 

sociological facts and will be democratically sound. 

The concept of public education developed in Chapter III 

my call for heavy demands on the teacher and mm qualifica-

tions of the teacher* The quality of public school education 

probably can be no higher than the qualifications of it# 

teachers. The realisation of the goal of a highly integrated 

individual and society perceived to this study probably can 

be stade possible only through a scientifically planned pro-

gram of professional preparation of teachers. Therefore, 

Chapter IV will concern Itself with a program of teacher 

education that is consistent with psychological and socio-

logical facts and that is democratically sound. 

Chapter V will consist of a summation of the findings 

of the study, the conclusions drawn from the interpretations 

and assimilation of data, and recoaaiendations for a new pro-

gram of teacher education, providing the conclusions fro® 

the assimilated data indicate the desirability for a change 

in the teacher education program. 

Given below Is an outline of the study in topic form. 

X. Introduction 

A. Statement of Problem 

B. Delimitations of Problem 

C« Sources of Data 



D» Methods of Procedure 

Mm Related Studies 

II« The Interaction of the Individual with bis Society 

1, Disintegration 

1» Conditions Resulting from Dlslntegratioa 

2« Factors Contributing to Disintegration 

B. Integration 

1* Conditions Resulting fro® Integration 

2* Factors Contributing to Integration 

III* Public School Education 

A. Psychology of Learning 

B* Educational Sociology 

If. Teacher.Education 

A. Psychology of Learning 

S. Educational Sociology 

?. Summary, Conclusions, and Recommendations 

VI. Bibliography 

Eel&ted Studies 

The most recent and widely publicised studies dealing 

with teacher education are probably those studies conducted 

by the Commission on Teacher Education and the John Bewey 

Society* 

The College and Teacher Education (2) and a * Major 

Issues in Teacher Education (4)» both of which are partial 

reports of the Cooperative Study conducted' by the Commission 
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on Teacher Education, are related to this study# The reports 

of the' Bowl lag Green Conference, The Mmmti-m of J 

A® Viewed by the Profession (3) » and fell# Fourth Yearbook of 

the John Dewey Society# Teachers for Democracy fi), ar« also 

related to this study. 

The College arid Te&cher Education is a report of OR# 

phase of the Cooperative- Study of Teacher Education mud w m 

prepared for the Coaatission on Teacher Education by V, StrX 

Armstrong* Ernest f* Hollis, and Helen S« Davis (2). The 

report was broken down into nine major parts;: ©no of which 

was "Patterns of Teacher Education.1* In this chapter the 

author# reported on the prograas that were conducted in four 

of the Cooperating Teacher Training Institutional College 

of St. Catherine, University of Texas, Stanford- University, 

and Columbia University. All of these institutions made 

modifications in their teaoher education programs during the 

three years of the experimental program. HThe revision at-

tempted ranged from changing the sequence of existing courses 

to developing complete new eurrieular pattern#, and fro® 

experimentation by individual professors to group enterprise 

that sometimes entailed cooperation among several faculties 

(2, p. 129).» 

These experiments are concerned with methods of keeping 

the departments of education in closer touch with changes 

taking place in the nation's schools and the larger culture. 
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Among those thing® conducted in experimenting with 

curricular revision was that "there was greater predispo-

sition toward experimentat ion and improvement with respect 

to teacher education among professional educationist® than 

among subject-matter professors (2, p* 1 6 4 } " T h e greater 

fluidity of the historically recent field of technical edu-

cation was another significant consideration (2, p» lfy).* 

"Public opinion among such persona was accordingly ouch more 

tolerant of prospective change even though it still took a 

vanguard Minority, in each case, to visualise, plan, and 

carry out m experiment (2, p. 164)•* Another conclusion 

was that "there was practically bo interest, asong these 

colleges and universities in the standard *methods1 course 

(2, p* 165)•« 

The Education of Teachers—as Viewed by the Profession 

by the Bowling Green Conference presents a volume that re-

flects studied judgment of professional leaders regarding 

the nature and content of pre-servic@ programs for the edu-

cation of teachers (3)« To facilitate cooperation and 

coordination in the study, the Conference groups were organ-

ised into four sections, studying major areas as follows: 

organization and administration of teacher education, stu-

dent personnel in colleges for teacher education, general 

education of teachers, and professiotaal education of teachers. 

The volume prepared by the Bowling Green Conference (31 

differs from the pare sent study in its procedure of study* 
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The Conference started Its study with teacher education. The 

present study will start with determining the type of school 

in which the teacher will be trained to functionJ the study 

will then proceed t© determine the type of teacher education 

program that will produce teachers to function in the given 

type of school. 

for Democracy., fourth Yearbook of the John 

Dewey Society, was edited by Qeorg# I. Axtelle and William W. 

W&tteaberg (1). Thirteen different writers contributed t« 

the writing of the book* Bach chapter was submitted by one 

or more writers independently. The book did not deal with 

developing an educational program for a particular classifi-

cation of teachers such as elementary teachers, secondary 

teachers, vocational teacherst rural school teachers, etc. 

Instead, it dealt with basic fundamental principles that 

would be common to all aspects of teacher education* The 

authors built their principles on democratic concepts and 

the institutions affecting our democratic society* 

Chapter III, "Abilities of Teachers in Democracy's 

Schools," by Q* Robert Kooptnan (1) deals with factors con-

cerning the adequacy of teachers in a democratic school* 

This is related to a small portion of the present study*. 

Chapter If, "Democratic Concepts of Learning and Teaching," 

by E. T# McSwain {1} is closely related to this writer's 

problem and certain aspects of that chapter may be used in 

the present study. 
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CHAPTER II 

THE INDIVIDUAL M B SOCIETT 

Through the ages mm has constantly striven toward 

perfectibility. Perfectibility is impossible in aortal ouuu 

It ©©aid be achieved only after aim had developed the elusive 

and unattainable integrated personality. Mm integrated per* 

sonality would have no inconsistencies, conflicts, or contra* 

dictions in interacting with society. However, logic indi-

cates that the point ©f perfectibility is xwt static; instead, 

it is highly dynamic. is man progresses toward the iaaginary 

reference point, he finds that the experiences and activities 

engaged in, while attaining that particular point, have re-

vealed new, and possibly more challenging, goals; and, thus, 

the mythical reference point has been "pushed into another 

realm of tedinology in all phases of living* 

It is possible, however, for an individual to be the 

possessor of an integrating personality. This individual 

would have a aiolaua of inconsistencies, conflicts, and con-

tradictions in his interaction with society. He would be 

progressing toward the unattainable integrated self, i© 

would be continually striving to resolve the remaining «oa*» 

filets* and he would attempt, with a high degree of success, 

to bring all phases of living into a harmoniously working 

12 
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relationship, Thia near perfect balance in personality 

would isake the individual a more contributing citisea in his 

society* 

Thia chapter will be concerned with tha characteristics 

necessary for personal integration, tha characteristics 

necessary for social integration, mad tha contribution of 

each to tha evolution of tha other* 

Integrating Personality 

Tha first necessity for tha establishment of aa late* 

grating parsonality is the formation of a sat of baste 

values or beliefa upon whieh tha individual Bust build his 

philosophy. The individual's philosophy of life will dic-

tate his behavior ip all life situations* The individual* » 

philosophy oust be composed of values that would permit the 

individual to react desirably in hie current society and 

that would provide for his contribution toward his ideal 

society* 

To interact construct ively in our current Amirlean 

society and to contribute to the evolution of the social 

order to a higher degree of democratic competency, tha 

individual aust build his philosophy on a set of values 

that is constructed on proved democratic principles* 
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A desirable philosophy of life will not allow contra-

dictory thinking and acting in various situations. It will 

have the scope to cover all existing and impending life 

situations* fills philosophy will be dynamic^cm which Is 

forever building and improving. It will be so foraulatsd 

that it will change with social progress and will conform 

to newly proved psychology, A good philosophy of' life, tfe#», 

is a carefully thought-through set of values that will enable 

the individual to behave consistently toward things in the 

world* 

the society, for which a philosophy is built, will 

determine the extent to which a philosophy is dynamic, A 

totalitarian state is necessarily static, and a philosophy 

that is built in. a totalitarian society and is based on 

that type of thinking will also be static.. Hi© interaction 

between philosophy and society of that nature will produce 

only static results# On the other hand,, a democratic. state 

is necessarily a dynamic state* If a philosophy is built 

in a democratic state, which is based on democratic thinking 

for the promotion of democratic principles,, it will also be 

dynamic, the interaction between the democratic society 

and democratic philosophy will produce m improved demo-

cratic society, which will in turn produce a change in 

philosophy* This unending cycle will produce a constantly 

improving standard of living and way of life* 
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fhe obligation of providing opportunities to utilise a 

democratic philosophy la daily living and of providing the 

Methods for transmitting democratic ideals into practice 

will be discussed later is this study. 

Building jj, Philosophy 

la order to acquire a true democratic philosophy that 

will provide for the type of living that will aid society 

in conforming to the ideals of democracy,, the individual . 

must develop a democratic attitude. fie must search out 

the basic underlying principles of democracy. Be aust 

study those principles; analyse thea; prove then; m d accept 

the® as his mm (20> p. 14). After this lias been accomplished, 

the individual is ready to build his philosophy on basic 

value® which will dictate his behavior in all life aituations. 

Democratic Principle# 

Given below are several authors1 concepts of the prin-

ciples of democracy* these listed democratic principles 

represent the thinking of the leading writers in various 

fields. 

Merrias lists five basic assumptions of democracy} 

1, The essential dignity of nan, the importance 
of protecting and cultivating his personality on a 
fraternal rather than a differential principles, and 
the elimination of special privileges based upon un-
warranted or exaggerated emphasis on the human dif-
ferentials. 

2. Confidence in a constant drive toward the 
perfectibility of mankind. 
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3. The assumption that the gains of commonwealths 
aire essentially mass gains and should be diffused as 
promptly as possible throughout the community without' 
too great delay or too wide a spread is differentials. 

4. The desirability of popular decision in the 
last analysis on basic questions of social direction 
and policy* and of recognised procedure# for the ex-
pression of such decisions and their validation In 
policy# 

5. Confidence is the possibility of conscious 
social change accomplished throw# the process of con-
sent rather than by the methods of violence {29, p. 11)* 

William F. Russell and Thomas H. Briggs propose a creed 

of democracy by which a democratic society must exist* 

We believe in and will endeavor to make a democracy 
which: 
1. extends into every reals of human association; 
2. respects the personality of every individual, 

whatever hi# origin or present statu#$ 
3* insures to all a sense .of security; 
4. protects the weak and cares for the needy that 

they my maintain their self-respect; 
5. develops in all a sense of belongingness; 
o« has for its social aim the mm$mm development of 

each individual! 
7. protects every individual against exploitation by 

special privilege or power; 
H* believes in fee improvability of all araf 
9. assumes that the maximum development possible to 

each individual is for the best interest of all; 
10, provides an opportunity for each and every individ-

ual to sake the best of such matural gift# as he 
has and encourages him to do so; 

11* furnishes an environment in which every individual 
can be and is stimulated to exert himself to develop 
hi# own unique personality, limited 'only by the 
similar rights of others; 

12* assumes that adults are capable of being influenced 
by reason; 

13• appeals to reason rather than force to secure its 
ends; 

14* permits no armed fore# that is not under public- • 
control; 

15* Implies that a person becomes free and effective by 
having restraint imposed upon him by external 
authority; 

16. imposes only such regulations as is judged by society 
to be necessary for safeguarding the rights of others; 
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17. assume® that, all persons have equal rights to life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness; 

IS. guarantees that rights and opportunities accorded 
to one shall be accorded to all; 

19. insures standards of living in which every individ-
ual can retain his own self-respect and unabased 
snake his peculiar contribution to the s ociety in 
which he lives; 

20. does not tolerate an enduring social stratifications 
based on birth, race, religion, or wealth, inherited 
or otherwise acquired; 

21. recognises a desire on the part of people to govern 
themselves and a willingness to assume responsi-
bility for doing so; 

22. holds that government derives its powers solely from 
the consent of the governed! 

23. tests the validity of government by its effort and 
success in promoting the welfare of human beings; 

24« lays on Individuals m obligation to share actively 
and with informed intelligence in formulating general 
public policies; 

25. requires that the responsibilities and activities 
of citisenshlp be generally held to be among the 
highest duties of man; 

26. holds that men deserve no better government than 
they exert themselves to obtain; 

27. believes that the decisions concerning public pol-
icies atade by the pooled judgment of the m i m m 
number of interested and informed individuals art 
in the long run the wisest; 

2g« weigh* all votes equally; 
29* has faith that an individual grows best and most 

by actively and intelligently exercising his right 
to share in. making decisions on public policy; 

30. permits, encourages, and facilitates access to 
Information necessary to the making of wise decisions 
on public policies; 

31. provides free education frost the beginnings of 
for&al schooling as long m it may be profitable 
to society for each industrious individual to 
continue; 

32. attempts a general diffusion among the people of 
the Ideals, knowledge, standards of conduct, and 
spirit of fair play which promote a sense of 
equality; 

33. permits the unhampered expression of everyone's 
opinions on public policy; 

34. guarantees the right of free expression of opinions 
on all natters, subject to reasonable libel laws; 
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35* implies that all who are bound by decisions of 
broad policy should have as opportunity to ©hart 
. in making them; 

36» demands that minor it its live in ascord with th* 
decisions of th©- majority, but accords the right 
to agitata peacefully for th# change of aueh 
decisions'! 

37. exercise tolerance to others without sacrificing 
th© strength of conviction favoring different 
notions and practices; 

3&. accept® representative government a® as ecotii»y 
necessitated by th® a ize ©f th# population; 

39- delegates responsibility to individuals ehoaen by 
the people for their peculiar competence in defined 
areas of action; 

40. develops a steadily increasing sense of obligation 
to a constantly enlarging social group; 

41. induces a willingness to sacrifice personal com* 
forts for the recognized general welfare; 

42. stimulates a hope of constant betterment and pro-
vides means which the ambitious and earnest may use; 

43. encourages constant reappraisal of things as they 
are and stimulates a hope that "leads to .action for 
their betterment in the future; 

44. uses peaceful means for promoting, and bringing about 
changes; 

45. holds that the fundamental civil liberties may not 
be impaired even by majorities; 

46. • permits unrestrained association and as stably for 
the promotion of public welfare by peaceful means; 

47. recognises and protects the rights or individuals 
to associate themselves for the promotion of their 
own interests in any ways- that are not imeoiapatiblis 
with the general welfare; 

4$* grants th# right to labor at work ©f one's own 
choosing,, provided it does not interfere with the 
interests of society; 

49* guarantees the right to enjoy the fruits of oner's 
honest labor' and to us® them without molestation 
after paying a part proportionate to wealth or 
income to the cost of necessary government and 
general welfare; 

50. encourages individual initiative and private enter-
prise in so far as they are compatible with the 
public weal; 

51. maintains human rights to be more important than 
property rights; 

52. s# regulates the natural resources of the country 
as to preserve then for the widest use for the 
welfare of the people; 
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53. insures frm&m and freedom of sovssw&ts 
54* guarantees & legal assuspfcloii of innocence until 

proof ©f guilt, definite charges before arrest 
and detention* stud open and speedy trial before 
a jury of peers, with protection of rights by the 
court and by competent counsel$ 

55* guarantees freedom from persecution by those in 
authorityj 

56* provides that no individual be deprived of life* 
liberty, or property without due process of lawj 

57* pewit# wor ship accordi ug to dictates of ©»efs 
conscience; 

5#* separates state and 
§f* provides such security, freedom, opportunity, and 

justice for all of its members that thsy will be 
qualified and ready to sacrifice in defense of its 
way of lifej 

60. renews its strength by continued education m to 
its meanings and purposes 0# f pp. 206-212} • 

Another widely used set of principles of desioer&cy are 

those proposed by Spears la his book, Secondary Iduoatlon in 

American Life* 

1« Exalts individual worth and calls for respect for 
personality, 

2. Grants the individual the right to free speech, 
free press, free worship, free discussion and crit~ 
kill, and the right to think for himselfj but asks 
him to examine with an open mind the facts before 
he speaks or acts* 
Asks the individual to asanas the responsibility 
for his own actions* 

4* Asks the individual to share decisions and to co-
operate with others for the common good. 

5. Asks the individual to be tolerafct of others to 
respect their rights .and opinions* 

6. Asks the individual to be aware of the society*s 
problems., to. be ready to act for the eoratmon good, 
and to be alert to the improvement of the common 
culture* 

?• Challenges the individual to improve the conditions 
about him and to judge group action in the light 
of accepted social procedures* 

$. Respects proper leadership and holds out to each 
properly qualified eitisen the right to merge as 
leader. Leadership is achieved rather than .seised* 
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9. Cautions to leader that his successful actionj. la 
ei ther personal or governmental af fa i rs* to depend-
ent upon enlightened public opinion, 

10. Follows the wil l of the majority to determining the 
polity pertaining t o the exorcise of such r ights 
as f ree speech, free press and free assemblage. 
Marks de«oer«tie self-government as dependent upon 
self~d i sc ipl in© and self~rel iance • 

.12. Provides a republican gow®nmm% of three branches., 
wiase checks and balances protect the s t a t s against 
t t o r«l# of the mob as well m the rule of the 

13. Holds f a i th that th® *»£«•* of ths people tan be 
intel l igent (43, pp* 366-367). 

11. 

Democratic values listed in .for 
toss MZlBS *3T Stratsasytr and associates are given below, 

1* I s are coisasltted to a belief l a the worth and 
d3#tity of the Individual., 

2* b«li»TS that decisions and action should be 
based on the sc ien t i f i c approach to the study @Jf 
problems. 

3* We are committed to f aith to cooperative i n t e l l i -
gent® as a means of improving l i f e . 

4* We are e m i t t e d to the translation of democratic 
values iato aetioa (44» pp. 44.46). 

An interpretation of democratic principles, i s gimn by 

Arthur D. Hollingshead in summary fora. 

Principle 1. Democracy regards the individual as 
of toist-iaable value and his development as the sole 
objective of society.-

i ^ * K ? e y S U a r , n t M" " e<luaUt3r * 

. Principle 3. Democracy insures freedo» to a l l 
individuals. A 

4» Bwoeracy peaces the relat ions of 
individuals upon ths plane of f r a t e rn i ty . 

Principle 5. Democracy regards individual and 
group welfare as interdependent. 

' Principle 6. Democracy places its confidence i» 
the experimental methods of science as a means of In te l -

• l lgently directing the course of its development. 
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Principle 7, Democracy achieves its cmmon goals 
through tlw cooperative efforts of its neither®. 

Principle 8# Government in a democracy is "of the 
people, by the people, and for the people*11 

Principle 9* Democracy depends upon education as 
a meant of perpetuating and improving itself (19, pp* 
10~25). 

Listed below are principle# of democratic education 

published by the national Education Association. 

1. Democratic education has m its central purpose the 
welfare of all the people# 

2. Democratic education serves each individual with 
justice., seeking to provide equal educational op-
portunity for allj regardless of intelligence, race, 
religion, social status, economic condition, or 
vocational plane* 

3# Democratic education respects the basic civil liber-
ties in practice and clarifies their meaning through 
study. 

k* Democratic education is concerned for the mainte-
nance of those economic, political* and social 
conditions which are necessary for the enjoyment 
of liberty. 

5. Democratic education guarantees to all the members 
of its community the right to share in determining 
the purposes and policies of education. 

6. Democratic education uses democratic methods, in 
classroom, administration, and student activities. 

?• Democratic education sake® efficient use of person-
nel, teaching respect for competence in positions 
of responsibility. 

t. Democratic education teaches thru experience that 
every authority a responsibility, every responsi-
bility an accounting to the group which granted the 
privilege of authority# 

9* Democratic education demonstrates that far-reaching 
changes, of both policies and procedures, can be 
carried out in orderly and peaceful fashion, when 
the decision to stake the changes have been reached 
by democratic means. 

10. Democratic education liberates and uses the intelli-
gence of all. 

11. Democratic education equips citizens with the mate-
rials of knowledge needed for desoeratle efficiency. 

12. Democratic education promotes loyalty to democracy 
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'toy stress lag positive understandings and apppecia** 
felons and by summoning youth to service in a great 
cause {$$}* 

Listed below is a set of seven democratic principles 

that seems to embrace the conclusions of all of the invest!* 

gators that war® reported. A good eitisen in a d«aj©«rati® 

society should has# his philosophy of life on these de*o~ 

cratic principles. (1) A good eitisen should believe in 

respecting the personality and dignity of all people. (2) 

A good ettlsen should believe that all people should have 

thp. right t© help formulate the policies, laws, and decision® 

under which they are to live» {3} A good eitisen should 

believe that the achievements of society should be acco»~ 

plished through democratic cooperation, (4) £ good citizen 

should believe that all. people should he given m equality 

of rights. (5) A good eitisen should believe that the gains 

of the commonwealth are essentially mm® gains and should fee 

disbursed among the masses of the people as rapidly as pos-

sible and feasible. -{#} A good eitisen should believe- that 

all people should be conscientious contributors to the wel-

fare of the group. (7) A good eitisen should believe that 

if a philosophy of life based on democratic principles and 

its applications to society were adopted by all citiseas# 

this country would be wealthier. 

Analysis of Principles 

A good citizen should believe in respecting the person-

ality and dignity of all people* A respect for the personality 
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of others forbids anyone from classifying m person who is ' • 

"different," or las hi* own Individuality, as Inferior. Ita-

stead, he must be recognized &g a potential contributor to a 

dynamic society, k democratic society is capable of radical 

changes la a short period of time. Those people who are so-

called "jaisfits* today my be the social leaders of tomorrow. 

Citizens sunt, therefore, be tolerant of the idiosyncracies 

of others (22, p. 37). 1 respect for the personality and 

dignity of others would not persiit the possessor to be con-

tent with the knowledge that some others do not have the 

necessary physical equipment or knowledge to enjoy the good-

life, 

A good citizen should believe -that all people should 

have the right to help formulate the policies, laws, and 

decisions under which they are to live, & belief in the 

respect for the personality and dignity of all people demands 

that one also believes in self-government. Those people who 

are to be governed can and should make intelligent policies 

tinder which to live. The masses of the people will always 

make the right decisions if properly informed {29, p. 42). 

A belief in self-government would not permit highly organised 

interest groups that represent a very small per cent of the 

people to determine, to a great extentt the passage' or non-

passage of laws by economic, political, or social pressure 

(45J. A belief in self-government also makes necessary a 

belief in an educated and well-informed citizenry. This 
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belief would not per® it the mass coamunication nd4® to be 

dominated by a particular social group* 

1 good citizen should believe that the achievement of 

society should be accomplished through democratic cooperation. 

Individual leader-ship and followshlp should be strong char-

acteristics in each member of the group, not one particular 

individual. Plans and policies should fee presented, dis-

cussed, formulated, and adopted by group action with all 

members taking an active part. One individual or inter-group 

should be selected to coordinate the efforts of the larger 

group or groups. . as the ©roup rises ia cooperation and intel-

ligence, each ©ember #f that group will rise proportionately 

in individual growth* 

A good citisen should believe that all people should be 

given an equality of rights. It has long since been accepted 

that all persons are aot bora identical. Instead, each per-

son is born with hie &m particular set of potentialities* 

Mo two people, with the possible exception of identical 

twins, have the sane potentials. Therefore, no two persons 

are equal. However, all individuals should be given equal 

rights to develop those inborn potentials. Each persons. -

should be given the right to achievements according t# his 

own particular abilities and potentials. A belief in indi-

viduality would not permit identical types of educational 

material for all learners. 
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A- good ©ittan should believe that tits gains of the 

commonwealth .art essentially ©ass galm and should be dia** 

bursed among the masses of the people as rapidly as possible 

and feasible {29} • The proper disbursement of the raass gains 

of the commonwealth would eliminate & priority of common 

goods based on socio-economic status. Proper disbursement 

would bring to a minimum per®anal and group tensions resulting 

fro* frustrations of inability to secure necessary conaaod-

itias that are available to other individuals or group*# 

A food citisen should believe that nil people should be . 

conscientious contributors to the welfare of the group# 

Individual and group welfare are so integrated that it is 

impossible to separate the t«e. All people should have a 

common attitude concerning group welfare* Each person should 

use his own particular abilities and individualities toward 

th@ elevation of the group# Each person is different; hm mm 

and should add something toward group welfare that no other 

parson can# The group should, by the sua® token, be eone&rned 

about its individual ae&bers. Individual achievements and 

accomplishments depend upon the group—group achievements 

and. accomplishments depend upon its individual oeabers# 

A good citisen should believe that if a philosophy of 

life based on democratic principles and its applications t# 

society were adopted by all citisens, this country would be 

wealthier. The overhaul standard of living wouM be much 

higher. The democratic society would attain higher goals 
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and standards. Th© people living in a true democratic society 

would be happier and more productive than any that history 

describes. If the members of a society subscribed to common 

values conflicts between individuals, between individual and 

group, and between groups would be at ft ainimua. Personal 

and s&ss frustration, stress, and tension would be low* An 

integrating society would be in existence. 

the type ©f individual that should be developed in a 

democratic society is determined by the philosophy which was 

presented. It is probably the duty of the teacher to provide 

for the translation of democratic principles into democratic 

living (22, pp. 314-315) • Xn order to accomplish this trans-

lation, the teacher will have to live democratieally with his 

students. The teacher must help the student to become famil-

iar with all the aspects of democratit living. By this means 

the student, too, will develop a democratic philosophy of life, 

Integrating Society 

The acquisition of the above described democratic phi-

losophy is probably the first step in providing for an 

integrating personality. The next logical step is the whole-

some interaction of the individual with society. 

A society is possible in the last analysis because 
the individuals in it carry around la their heads some 
sort of a picture of that society. Our society, how-
ever, in this period of minute division of labor, of 
extreme heterogeneity and profound conflict of interests, 
has come to a pass where these pictures are blurred and 
incongruous, Hence we m longer perceive the sane 
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things as real, and coincident with our vanishing sense 
of a common reality we are losing our common medium oi 
expressing grid coiamunicating our experiences«. The world 
has be©a sp l intered into countless fragments of atomized 
individuals and groups. Th© disruption of the wholeness 
of individu&l experience corresponds to the disintegration 
of culture and group s o l i d a r i t y . When the base® of & 
unified collective action begin to weaken* the soeial 
structure tends to break and to produce a condition 
which Emile Durkheim has termed anomie, by which he 
means a s i tuat ion which night be described as a sort of 
s o c i a l emptiness or void* Under such conditions suicide, 
crise* and disorder are phenomena to be expected because 
individual ex is tence i s no longer rooted in a s table and 
integrated social mil ieu and much of life's activity 
lose# I t s sense and meaning {49, p« xxv)• 

Social integration, then, results from common values 

among the members of a society* The Educational Policies 

Coanlesion referred to these integrating elements as "loy-

alties.* "The continued existence of may society depends 

on the presence among its members of cotmon and appropriate 

loyalties (13, p. 51) .* 

The free nan is l o y a l to the values and processes 
of democracy, the free man i® loyal; first, to- himself 
as a human being of dignity and worth; second, to the 
principle of human equal i ty and brotherhood; third, to 
the process of untrammelled discussion, criticism, and 
group decision; fourth* to the idea l or honesty, fair* 
aindedness, and scientific spirit in the conduct of 
this process^ fifth, to the ideal of respect for and 
appreciation of t a l e n t , t ra in ing , character, and excel- , 
lence in a l l fields of socially u se fu l endeavor; sixth, 
to the obligation and the r ight to work; seventh, to 
the supremacy of the cosuaon good; and, eighth, to the 
obligation to the socially informed and intelligent, 
113# p* 55)* 

Social integration, therefore, denotes not simply a 

society in which social institutions are harmoniously ref-

lated, but to an even greater extent a society in which »•& 
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share ccrtain basic beliefs. So long m these basic postulates 

are almost universally taken for granted, disagreement on 

lesser questions occurs within a framework of basic consensus 

I42» p. 37). 

The distinguished Swedish scholar Kyrdal says of his own 

relatively well-integrated modern society; 

. * * We disagree on all questions of the day, and dis-
cussion is our way of carrying those questions forward 
to solution. The discussion does not, however, concern 
fundamentalsj the basic philosophy is costeon, the main 
direction agreed upon, and the disagreement concerns 
mainly the expediency of different avenues of action 
mu 

Disintegration: Personal and Social 

Relationship of Social and Personal Integration 

There is no one sovereign cause of personal disinte-

gration; in any given case, it is the product of a complex 

pattern composed of many factors, including the entire 

previous development of the individual« But there is warn 

substantial agreement among competent students of human 

behavior that this pattern always centrally involves, as an 

integral part of the personality structure, persistent 

frustration and conflict (42, p» 57)• And, since individual 

personalities are molded and shaped by the culture which 

nourishes them, personal maladjustment is intimately related 

to social maladjustment. It is an established fact, for 

instance, that there is a definite relationship between cer-

tain cultural areas and various forms of personality 
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disorganisation <42)* The areas that persistently breed a 

high incidence of juvenile delinquency and crime do not 

exactly coincide with those that breed, say, schizophrenia 

or suicide. But all these areas do have one factor in con-

ttomi they are areas which exhibit an advanced stage of social 

disorganisation (42)* 

These facts suggest the hypothesis that social disorgan-

isation, particularly in the form of deep-seated social 

conflict and fundamental contradiction in social normative*, 

stay result in a heavy incidence of personal disorganisation* 

There are sound theoretical grounds for believing that this 

hypothesis might be oorreet. The core of every personality 

consists of a life organisation embodying his basic values 

and purposes* In the words of a recent text in sociology: 

In order to realise his purposes, each individual 
has evolved some scheme, some organisation of his life* 
That organisation, incorporating a particular set of 
attitudes and values, constitutes the most important 
factor in the world of the individual. . • * An indivi-
dual * s life organisation is thus his set of rules for 
guidance in the sphere of morality, law, social rela-
tionships, religion, business, or recreation. These 
rules are the embodiment of the individual's values, 
by which he attempts to define each particular situa-
tion* They constitute his code of behavior, the things 
he will do and will not do. whether he be eambler, poli-
tician, clergyman, or stockholder (12, p. ©5). 

Personal integration depends upon the adequacy and con-

sistency of this organisation; hence, where it harbors fun-

damental inconsistencies, or is drastically out of harmony 

with life conditions, some degree of personality maladjust-

ment would appear to be almost Inevitable* Just as surely 
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as social integration is dependent upon common personal 

values so is personal disintegration a product of social 

disintegration. 

fari&tions in the degree of organisation and dis-
organisation within our own society are apparently re-
flected in variations in normality or abnoraality of 
personalities. The highest rates of severe personal 
disorganisation are found in urban populations* la 
general it appears to be true that the dwellers in 
snail towns and village® are slightly more normal and 
sociable, on the average, than urban dwellers. The 
difference m y be declining in the present period, as 
a consequence of the penetration of urban influences 
throughout mfal society, but it is perceptible in 
recent studies may be taken as representative• A 
sample of 1,229 third and sixth grade children is the 
public schools of Miami County, Ohio, classified by 
residence in farm, village, or city, was administered 
a standarised personality test, and also ranked on men-
tal health by teachers* The test results showed that 
the city children had the lowest average score# oa 
both the social adjustment and self-adjustment parts of 
the tests. The self-adjustment scores for farm, vil-
lage, and city children were, respectively, 4$.7» 48,0, 
and 45.4» the lower scores meaning departure fro® nor-
mality. The difference between the city average and 
the other two is statistically significant, though not 
large, as can be seen. Separate parts of the study 
included estimates of "sense of belonging,» withdrawing 
tendencies* and coraanity relations,, and each of these 
showed the saoe direction of difference between the 
average scores of the city children and the children of 
villages and farms, with the scores of the city children 
lower in each case, indicating a less desirable con-
dition of personality in the judgment of the experi-
menters (15, pp. $6-67). 

The general association of high juvenile delinquency 
rates with the slims—the deteriorated urban areas sear 
industrial sites where low-income and unassiailated pop-
ulations constitute a majority of inhabitants—has been 
thoroughly and methodically demonstrated. Sociologists 
have examined the rate patterns in aoat large American 
cities, and nearly everywhere the findings are that the 
high delinquency rates are thus concentrated, almost . .• 
regardless of the racial or nationality composition of ' 
the population—the few exceptions are furnished by 
entail, self-isolated groups, like the Orientals in certain 
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west coast ettiM* or members of religious Met«» who 
«r« able fed live for a tin# Is the aidat of a high-
delinquency region and to resist the disorganizing 
influences |15# p. IffJ# 

Ine p e s l a t e ncie a In. American Society 
The basic belief# of ear current American society sr® a 

conglomeration of values passed down from all the cultures 

of western civilization. Many of the® had their origin 1 a 

old superstitions and in religious beliefs* Others &m of 

raore recent origin. 

* • t Soiae of these- idea# are the expressions of the 
hopes and aspirations of the m * * * * in their mtrnggM 
for freedoms and equalities. Hany of then are the 
r&tionalitttle!!9 ©f ruling datse# who* from tim t© 
tia#> have gtmped their symbols on the cultural fabric* 
It is not surprising* therefor®, that the .prlncipi©« 
by which the ®«aber8 of American society live are af«* 
flieted with & large m m s v * of c oatrsdictioa and 
aabigaity (40, p# 1 1 1 . 

!,yn4 $M hit book, Knov/ledge for yhatt* gives m m «ae» 

amples of conflicting basic • belief# that are- prevalent 4a 

American society. 

1* The Suited States is the best and greatest 
nation on earth 'and will always remain so. 

2* Individualism, »the survival of the fittest,**-
la the law of mftwre a«$ the of America*# {mmA-* 
ness| and r»strictioss on individual freedom are: ma* 
kmrmm an# kill initiative *. 

WoUki Ho aaa ahould live for himself alonej for 
peepllTIm#^ to he loyal and stand together and work 
for cGfBffion purposes. 

2. The things that distinguishes win from the 
beast# is: the fact • that be is rational; and therefor#' 
mm can be trusted* if let alone, to- guide his conduct 
wisely. 

But; Son® people are brighter than others; and, 
as every practical politiclam and businessman knows, you 
can*t afford simply to sit back and wait for people to 
make up their miisda* 
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4* Democracy, as discovered and perfected toy the 
American people, is the ultimate form of living together, 
431 men are created free and equal, and the halted States 
has nade this feet a living reality* 

Buti lou would never get anywhere, of course, if 
you constantly left things to popular vote. Ko business 
could be run that way, and of course n© businessman 
would tolerate it* 

5* Everyone should try to be successful. 
But! the kind of person you are is more important 

than now successful you are. 
6. The family is ear basic institution and the 

sacred core of our national life. 

Ms Business is our most important institution, 
ce national welfare depends upon it, other in-

stitutions must conform to its needs. 
7. Religion and "the finer things of life* are 

our ultimate values and the things all of us are really 
working for. 

Jut i A man owes it to himself and to his family 
e as much money as he can* 
t* Life would not be tolerable if we did not be-

lieve in progress and know that things are getting 
better. We should, therefore, welcome new things* 

§&} the old, tried fundaae&tal* are best; .and it 
stake for busybodies to try to change things too 

fast or to upset the fundamentals* 
9» Hard work and thrift are signs of character and 

the way to get ahead* 
Butt Mo shrewd person tries to get ahead nowadays 

by just working hard, and nobody gets rich nowadays by 
pinching nickels. It is important to know the right 
people* If you want to make money, you have to look 
and act like money* Anyway, you only live once* 

1©. Honesty is the best policy* 
But; Business is business, and a businessman would 

be a reol if he didn*t cover his hand. 
11* America is a land of unlimited opportunity, 

and people get pretty much what*s casing to the® here 
in this 'Country. 

Ml Of course, not everybody can be boss, and 
s can*t give jobs -if there aren't jobs to give* 

12. Capital and labor are partners. 
But: It is a bad policy to pay higher wages than 

you have to* If people don*t like to work for you for 
what you offer them, they can go elsewhere. 

13* Education is a fine thing. 

tti It is the practical aem who get things done. 
* Science is a fine thing in its place, and our 

future depends upon it* 
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But: Science lias m right to interfere with such 
things as business and our other fundamental institutions. 
The thing to do is to aat solenee, but not lot It upset 
thing®* 

15* Children are a blessing* 
But; Tom should not have more children than y m 

can afford. 
16. Women are the finest of 004*8 creatures. 
Butt «0»en aren*t wrf praetieal and are usually 

inferior to men in reasoning power and general ability. 
17* Patriotism and public service are fine things* 
But: Of course, a man has to look out for himself* 
18. The American judicial eyste® insures justice 

to every man, rich or poor* 
Buti k m&n Is a fool not to hire the. best lawyer 

he- can. afford* . 5' 
If* Poverty is deplorable and should be abolished* 
Buti There never has been enough to go around, 

and the Bible tells us that "The poor you have always 
with you.* 

20. No mm deserves to have what he hasn't worked 
for. It demoralizes hla to do so* 

But: lou can*t let people starve* 

The members of each pair of statements do not enjoy 
equal acceptance among the people. The weight given to 
each will vary with circumstances and from one social 
class or group to another (26, pp. 60-62}* 

The practice of mental and eaotional gyanastics—utilising 

one principal in one situation and its direct opposite in 

another~»will tend to be disintegrating to the individual's 

personality. It is possible that «such a loosely knit, am-

biguous, and inconsistent set of values can be used to justify 

discrimination against individuals and even against collections 

of people @» the basis of such things as race, religion, 

poverty, and social position (40, pp. 96-97.n 

Effect of Inconsistencies 

Both the issuer and receiver of these contradlet ions t 

whether individuals or groups, are going to be adversely 
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effected; social disinttgrat ion will inevitably follow* 

As long as the rules of various compartments of 
society do not coiae into serious conflict, and as 
long as contrasting Interpretations of more general 
principles a n kept in their respective spheres, the 
individual m&y not experience serious insecurity, or 
confusion. The society will tend to be orderly, and 
social conduct mm or less rational * But *it$» the 
principles involved in the various social *p«ee»l* 
begin to change and new rules emerge and capote with 
the old ones for survival, social confusion and dis-
order increase. When the central core of universal 
rules, however loosely interpreted, begins to suffer 
the same sort of changes and competition or becomes 
overlaid with conflict, social maladjustments are 
corapounded, Both of these chtmgm., as was implied 
ia the preceding chapters, are now taking place in 
American society, with consequent moral confusion 
and social disorder (40, p. 97). 

The confusion and uncertainty imposed upon the individ* 

ual by conflicting basic beliefs have a direct and isaiediate 

effect# If he continues to frate-raise with these incoasist* 

encies, personality disintegration may follow* Karen 

Homey* s social interpretation of neurotie personality is 

an example of «hat could happen if conflicts, undertainties, 

and confusion persist to exist within the individual* 

fhen we remember that ia every neurosis there are 
contradictory tendencies which, the. neurotic is unable 
to reconcile, the question arises as to whether there 
are not likewise certain definite contradictions in our 
culture* which underlie the typical neurotic tfonfliets. 

The first contradiction to be mentioned is that 
between competition and success on the one hand, and 
brotherly love -and humility on the other hand* On the 
one hand everything is done to spur us toward success, 
which declare that It i® selfish to want anything for 
ourselves, that we should be humble, turn the other 
check, be yielding. For this contradiction there are 
only two solutions within the normal range* to take 
©as of these strivings seriously and discard the otherf 
to take both seriously with the result that the individ-
ual is seriously inhibited in both directions* 
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The second contradiction is that between the 
stimulation of oar needs and our factual frustrations 
in satisfying tha». For e conoaic reasons, needs are 
constantly feeing s tiaulated in ©wr culture by such neons 
as advertising, Conspicuous consumption," the ideal of 
"keeping «p with the Joneses*11 For the great majority, 
however, the & ctual fulfillaent of these needs i# 
closely restricted, the psychic consequence for the 
individual is a constant discrepancy between his desires 
and their fulfillment• 

Another contradiction exists between the alleged 
freedom of the individual and all his factual limitations. 
The individual is told by a society that he is free 
independent, can decide his life according to his mm 
free will; *the great game of life" is open to him, and 
he can get what he wants if he is efficient and ener-
getic. In actual fact, for the majority of people, all 
these possibilities are United* $hat has been said, 
facetiously of the impossibility of choosing one's 
parents can mil be extended to life in general-**-# 
choosing and succeeding in an occupation, choosing ways 
of recreation, choosing a mate, The result for the 
individual is a wavering between a feeling mi boundless 
power in determining his own fate and a feeling of en-
tire helplessness* 

These contradictions embedded in our culture are 
precisely the conflicts which the neurotic struggles 
to reconcile • . • (21, pp. 287-289}• 

At this point it can be definitely stated that personal 

integration depends upon a philosophy of life that is based 

upon a well thought through set of basic values and that 

will bring to a minimwn personal frustration due to incon-

sistencies and contradictions ia the individual** interaction 

with society* It may also be stated that social integration 

depends upon a solidarity is the basie values of the individ-

uals that comprise that society. 

This does net mean that all members of a society should, 

or would, react identically in m integrating society. It is 

impossible and undesirable for this condition to exist. Due 
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Improbably that any t m will iateraet with their society 

is exactly the same way. The margin of uniqueness in each 

individual will insure Mobility of the point of complete 

integration for individual and society. Therefore, progress 

In all phases of living would continue. 

The danger of societal disIntegration increases as 
the number of common values that are accepted declines. 
The moral foundations of sanctions slip away, and they 
become mere sanctions. Then the internal peace that 
makes understanding possible is vulnerable. Once the 
ttoral unity that furnishes the devotion to enforce order 
fails, the'society Is on the downward path, and it Is 
only a matter of t iae until It disintegrates |1, p. 
23 **24)« 

JY§GG£|£ of piglgfce&rat IOB 

An example of social disintegration as a result of the 

people of a society accepting different basic values Is re-

ported in a study by Ealph Linton (26). Linton report® on 

the change® that ©ceurrea In a very siaple, tout integrating, 

society, ©is© which stost of the inhabitants subscribed to a 

common set of values, when a new practice was adopted in 

their culture. This is an over-simplification in comparison 

to our eo»plex teerlcan society* However, even though the 

cause stay be of the multiple nature and much more complex, 

as befitting the bewildering social situations of the present 

day, the process of disintegration resulting from the cause 

is the saae. 
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the Tanala are a Mil, tribe of wisteria Madagascar. 
. , , Prior to about 200 years ago economic feasts 
of their life was the cultivation of dry ri» by the 
cutting and burning method. tinder the local conditions 
this method gave a good crop the first year and a mod-
erately good ©a# from the same land five to ten years 
later. After tills the land had t© be abandoned until 
It had once m m produced a fairly heavy growth of 
jingle, twenty to twenty-five years as a minimum. 
Since the newly cleared land produced the best crops, 
the usual native method was to utilise all the original 
jungle which could be profitably exploited with the 

i, tmm move the village village as a center, than move the village to a mm 
locality and begin the process again* Under these 
conditions there was no opportunity for individual own-
ership of land to develop. The village as a whole held 
a territory within which it moved free sit# to site* 
and forest products sueh as ga*e taken fro* this t*r~ 
ritory belonged to the mm who obtained the®. Joint 
families owned the crops growing on jungle land which 
they had cleared, but the division of land for this uss 
was made as equitable as possible. According to one -
account* the village elders staked out equal frontages 
of land to be cleared and assigned one or these to each 
joint family. The family members, working in a group, 
then cleared back from the line as far as they thought 
necessary to provide for their needs. If a family had 
had bad luak with its crops one year, It would be given 
an advantage th# next. As a result, no narked inequal-
ities in wealth between the joint families ever devel-
oped. As there was no market for any surplus, there 
was no attempt, to cultivate mm land than was actually 
needed, and the product was divided by the joint, family*®, 
head, tech household receiving according to- its needs. 

The cultivation of **t riot appeared first among 
the clans on the eastern edge of the Tanala territory, 
having been borrowed from the Betsileo. It began as a 
simple adjunct to dry rice, the new crop being planted 
in naturally wet places in the bottoms of the valleys. 
Fro® the first this work seems to have been dose by 
households rather than joint families, the task being 
too small to necessitate the cooperation of the whole 
group. Later came small systems of terraces, also bor-
rowed, but by the time this improvement was accepted 
the pattern of household cultivation of the new crop 
had become thoroughly established, so that., joint fam-
ilies, as such, rarely built terrace systems or shared 
the produce* 

Even before the introduction of wet rice the Tanala 
had well-developed patterns of personal property, 
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these, in combination with the idea of family rights - to 
land during the brief period in which it bore ft crop, 
opened the 4oor to individual ownership of land and the 
exclusive right of a household to ths rie# patch it 
cultivated* Since rice timcii were actually growing 
crops throughout most of the year and Mad to do kept la 
repair even between seasons, the land which they occupied 
never really went out of use and therefor® never reverted 
to the village to be reassigned. Only a limited amount 
of land could be utilised for this purpose due to soil* 
height of water available for irrigation* and other' 
natural factors. Hence those households which had not 
had the energy and foresight to take up rice land at 
first soon found themselves permanently excluded# In-
sensibly there grew up within what had formerly been a 
classless society a class of landholders, and with this 
went a weakening of the joint family organization. Loy-
alty to this unit had been maintained largely by the 
economic interdependence of its members and their em** 
stmt need for cooperation. But a household could tend 
its field# of irrigated rics unaided, and its h««d felt 
a not unnatural reluctance produce with 
persons who had contributed nothing toward it* 

The rise of individual land tenure did not affset 
the eaepropriated very seriously at first* since they 
could continue with the older method of exploiting 
village land not available for irrigation. However, 
land within easy reach of the village would be increas-
ingly exhausted, -and the landless households had to go 
farther and farther afield to find Jungle. Often th*ir 
fields were so far away that they could not possibly go 
and return Is to satse day, so they developed the custom 
of building combined granaries and sleeping quarters 
there# These distant fields also became increasingly 
household rather than Joint family enterprises, fesr** 
haps the breakdown of the Joint family patterns of coop-
eration had already progressed to# far when the system 
was instituted, or the Joint fastlly stay haw been un-
willing to risk any large nuaber of mm m far £rm 
hose. This camping-out was dangerous, since a hostile 
war party could cat off a small group with ease. 

One of the greatest stresses within the culture 
arose.in connection with the periodic moving of the 
village. This was a deep-rooted custom, but now the 
villages were .split into the landless* who needed to 
move, and th« landowners, who had a capital investiaent 
in the locality and were unwillitjg to move, A farther 
breakdown of tit# Joint family system resulted. Under 
the old conditions villages not infrequently split and 
foraed new units, but such splits were always joint 
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family lines, it most, a man who stood at the head of 
three or four households within the lineage would secede 
with his group and found a distinct lineage 1m the new 
village. 8 w when villages split it was the expropri-
ated who moved, s© that the immigrant group foiled a 
cross-section of the original leneages. la the new 
locality the same process went on again until the land 
which had formed the range of the original mobile vil-
lage was dotted with descendant villages, each held in 
place by the Irrigated fields about it. 

The combination of increasingly settled life and . 
breakdown of the joint family into its component house* 
holds had still further results* the mobile villages 
had been socially self-contained, mwdogmom units* 
The joint family retained its religious importa-ne@# 
based m the worship of a cowsoa ancestor, after it had 
lost much of its functional importance and even after 
its component households had been scattered, family 
members from, different villages would still be called 
together #a some ceremonial occasions, and this going 
and cosing helped to break down the old patterns ©f 
village isolation. Intermarriages became increasingly 
wmmm, ©specially among the elan* of the lenabe di-
vision whose pattern of cross-ceusia marriage often 
®ade such ratings necessary, thus the: original pat-
tern ojf independent villas groups was increasingly 
transformed into a tribal one. 

fhe new conditions also had important repercus-
sions ©n the patterns of native warfare. The mobile 
villages had allays fortified themselves with * simple 
ditch and stockade, but there was little point i» ear-
pending, a vast amount of labor on a sit# which would 
presently be abandoned. An enemy war party* using sur-
prise, had a fair opportunity of taking such a village, 
seising a rich booty of cattle and personable young 
women, and driving the group out of its territory, which 
could then be aided to the enemy's own range. In fact 
this -was a aoraal procedure whenever a village felt it* 
self crowded. lew that permanent residence in a village 
was assured, the villagers could set themselves seriously 
to the work of fortification, and by the time the Euro- • 
peans arrived some of the eastern villages, which had 
gotten wet rice first and hence been settled longest, 
had aade themselves impregnable to anything short of 
artillery. I was told of one village which was pro-
tected by three concentric ditches each twenty feet 
wide and of the saae depth, strai®ht-eided and with 
hedges of prickly pear- planted between, ft# Tanala pro-
bably copied this £@m of defense fro® the Betsileo, 
although they had not adopted It while they still 
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followed the mobile pattern. The new conditions wade 
what was already a well-known foreign trait desirable, 
and it was accepted accordingly* 

Since the natives had a© siege machinery, these 
great fortification* reduced war to a stalemate# It 
was impossible for an attacking party to take a village 
except by treachery* and the large, determined war 
parties of the earlier period degenerated more and more 
into snail groups of raider0 who aimed to cut off strag-
glers. This tendency was increased by an increase in 
the value of slaves. The presence of Arab, European, 
and Jmerina slave-traders, who gave guns in exchange, 
had something to do with this, but their activities 
were never carried on on a large scale. In part, at 
least, this increased importance of ©laves was corre-
lated with the new crop*' Under the old systen slaves 
were of little economic value, while now they could be 
put to work in the rice fields. With the rise ©f 
slavery there came an increasing need for techniques of 
ransom and other relations involving captive slaves, 
and these were gradually developed. m particular, a 
technique arose for regularising the relations between 
a slave woman and her master, her family paying half 
her market value and thus promoting her to the status 
of a legal wife* Jn this way still further bonds were 
established between villages, even when these belonged 
to different clans, and the whole tribe was drawn more 
and nore together* 

The last step in this drama of change came less 
than a century ago* In the early ©©bile period Tanala 
organisation was highly democratic. The head of one of 
the lineages in a village acted as a Magistrate and ex-
ecutive, but there was no formal investiture ©f any 
sort. The settled tribes to the east, on the other 
hand, had had kings for some centuries and were in pro-
cess of developing a sort of feudal system which cut 
across the old elan-locality lines and strengthened the 
central authority. About 1§4© one of the Tanala clans 
established domination over several of the other north-
ern clans, declared Itself royal, and announced that 
the hereditary head of its senior lineage was new Xing 
of the Tanala Menabe. incidentally, the control of this 
king always remained rather weak and he never really 
controlled any of the groups who wire still mobile. 
Over the settled clans he was able to exercise some 
real authority, but the kingdoia caste to an end before 
adequate laachinery for government could be developed or 
borrowed* This first king Introduced two new elements 
of culture, both taken from the Betsileo. He built him-
self an individual tomb, thus breaking a long-established 
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Tanala custom) and after hi© death the Tanala accepted 
the belief that the souls of their kings passed into 
snakes {26, pp. 34$-353)» 

Factors Contributing to Disintegration 

It is relatively easy for historians to isolate the one 

factor that was the original contributor to the disintegration 

of the simple Tan&la society* It is more difficult for the 

sociologist of today to discover all the elements and describe 

their interacting relationship that may contribute to the 

disintegration of our present society. Uvea. if this were 

possible, the degree and rapidity of disintegration would be 

almost impossible to determine. ID a study of social disor-

ganisation, Blotch has given examples of several social 

contradictions that are producing social disintegration in 

our current American society (3» pp« 32-33}• 

• • • An investigation of any modern social order dis-
closes an enormous number of contradictions in virtually 
every phase of social life. Individual and group ra-
tionalisations enable noraal social activities to con-
tinue for long and relatively stable periods* Eventually, 
however, the mounting tide of contradictions impels us 
to seek some type of rapprochement* The dynamic flow of 
human society has for its source just such contradictions• 

An example of these contradictions may be seen in 
the economic life of our society. According to the cap-
italist ideology, individuals must be unrestrained in 
their economic practices and in their drive towards pri-
vate profits, nevertheless, those very entrepreneurs 
who support asost vociferously the doctrine of laissea 
fairs are continually forced to seek assistance, govern-
mental and otherwise, in restraint of free trade by 
mmns of preferential tariffs, taxes*. monetary controls, 
and other fonas of economic protection. 

Sueh social contradiction* are to- be found not only 
in the conduct of our business and economic affairs; 
they are located in every institutional sphere of social 
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life. The patterns of ©is* family life, for example, are 
full of sue! contradictions* V* are eager to defend the 
continuance of the traditional authoritarian and patri-
archal family, but harrowing social conditions make its 
survival dubious. • • * 

Writings by Zimmerman (50, 51} and writings by Folsoa 

(16, 1?| although differing in estimates of surviving family 

forms agree that there are contradictions inherent in the 

patterns of family life in contemporary American a oeiety. 

Another contradiction in another phase of social life 

is the status of women (2$, 23, 9K "According to a poll of 

average Male Americans concerning attitudes-toward the em-

ployment of women in industry, particularly married women, 

the orthodox opinions still prevails that fa woman* s place 

is in the hmm* <3# p. 33)." Tet there is evidence that wo-

men, both uarried and unmarried, have been employed to indus-

try, Records of .the If. S. Department of Labor reveal that 

almost 30 per cent of women are in industry and that approxi-

mately 45 per cent of the women in industry are married (47)• 

«& considerable number of the problems we encounter in family 

life (delinquency, child-neglect, adolescent-tensions, mari-

tal friction) nay be attributed in part to this dual attitude 

toward the employment of women (3# p. 33)»" 

Soaie further contradictions rest in the orthodox atti-

tudes compiled by Robert and Helen Lynd* The viewpoints 

listed below are taken from a lengthy list which comprises 

•The Middletown Spirit* (2i, pp* 405-415)• 
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The strongest, sad best should survive, for that is 
the law of nature , after alii, 

"American ways* are better than "foreign ways." 
Middletown will always grow bigger and. better. 
Economic conditions are the result #1* a natural 

order which cannot be changed by ataa-oftd* laws. 
Ordinarily, any man willing to work can get a job. 
Everybody love® children, and a woman who does not 

want children is "unnatural." 
"Culture and things like that" are more the busi-

ness of wosen than of sum* 
The Constitution should not be fundamentally changed* 
Human nature being what it is, there will always be 

some graft in government. 

Concerning the above contradictions, Bloch says: "In 

every instance, the test for social contradiction should bet 

Is the reality of the situations not in accord with the stated 

institutional attitude and alleged- pmeiice (3, p, 343 ?* 

Institutions in Modem Society 

Modern cultures have invented the method of preserving 

their social thought in social institutions* These social 

institutions include all agencies from the hone, schools, 

churches, hospitals, and museusms to the government and 

govermsental agencies and structure (6|* 

Institutions have a place of great importance in large 

societies. They tend to act as an identification point, or 

a common depository, for common social thought. "They are 

mechanisms of social control, directing the social impulses 

of men towards defined objectives and giving meaning and 

purpose to social activities (3« P* 63}." fhe institutions 
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act m an orientation reference, something tangible for the 

people to use as a departure point on the road to a higher 

level of social competency. The nature of the descriptions -

of the social institutions are important milestones toward 

social integration* It Is important that to nature of' a 

social institution# remains a milestone, a reference point 

of progress, not the goal to be achieved. Social squill-* 

britua, or statu® quo* is a constant danger to social progress 

{40, pp. 636-640). 

Mobility of Institutions 

Quas i*station&ry social equilibrium as discussed by 

Lenrin (25, pp. 3>0-344J bring-® the fourth dimension aspect 

to the study of societies* If a social institution were ia 

a complete state of equilibrium, or no change, it would soon 

be lost to the culture as the culture proceeds in time and 

space at a rapid speed. However9 a social institution that 

is relatively stationary with other institutions as they 

collectively proceed in tine and space is is a state of 

quasi-stationary social equilibrium Ab long m 1% holds 

it# place in relation to the others, it is in equilibrium. 

In order for m institution to remain in social equili-

brium, assuming that all other institutions are also static, 

the strength of the forces which tend to lower social life 

»ast be equal and opposite to the strength of forces which 

tend to raise its level* 
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There are, of course, two directions of institutional 

mobility* CI) raiding the standards of social life to a 

relative higher position which is positive mobility and (2) 

lowering the standards of social life to a relative subst&nd~ 

ard posit ion which is negative mobility, Each, the positive 

and the negative mobility, m&y be effected in two ways; act-

ive and passive. It is possible for one institution to 

remain static while other Institutions go through a process 

of positive mobility; in this case the institution that did 

not participate in positive mobility in order to maintain 

its relative equilibrium was in actuality practicing negative 

mobility in the passive maimer* In the mm manner & delib-

erate or active lowering of standards by other institutions 

would necessarily place the static one In a relatively higher 

or positive mobility which la also passive activity# 

Then there is the active type of social change or insti-

tutional mobility* This occurs when & plumed action is 

instituted to increase or decrease the velocity of a parti-

cular social institution in tine and spacej thus, there is 

a deliberate change In the institution*® relative position# . 

Any planned social change will have to consider a 
multitude of factors characteristic for the particular 
case* The change may require a more or less unique com-
bination of educational and organizational measures j it 
may depend upon quite different treatments or ideology, 
expectation and organization. Still, certain general 
formal principles always have to be considered. 

• . » The study of the conditions for change begins 
appropriately with an analysis of the conditions for 
nno changef

# that is, for the state of equilibrium* 
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A number of stateaaats cm be made la regard to the 
conditions of quasi-stationary equilibrium. . . • 

(A) The strength of forces which tend to lower that 
standard of social life should be equal and opposite to 
the strength of forces which tend to raise its level# 
The resultant of force# 011 to line of equilibriuia 
should therefore be sero. 

(B) Since we have to assume that the strength of 
social forces always shows variations, & quasi-stationary 
equilibrium presupposes that the- forces against raising 
the standard increase with the amount of raising and 
that the forces against lowering increase (or regain 
constant) with the amount of lowering- This type of 
gradient which is characteristic for a "positive central 
force field* has to hold at least Is the neighborhood 
of the present level. 

(C) It is possible t© change the strength of the 
opposing forces without changing the level of social 
conduct* In this case the tension {degree of conflict) 
increases f25* pp« 340-341)• 

to strengthen the elevating forces to order to disrupt 

equilibrium is psyehologicaEy unsound* This method would 

create a high degree of tension within the holding forces? 

conflict would follow; expanded holding energies would be 

expended, and recruitment for the holding forces might be 

employed. Even uninterested parties sight join the group 

that seemed to be the brunt of pressures and discrimination, 

A sort of sympathy for the "under»dogH type of emotion might 

add enough strength to the opposing forces to cause negative 

rather than positive mobility. At least there would be a 

high degree of tension and conflict between the- two groups, 

and even if positive stability were effected it is probable 

that the conflict would continue and possibly result in a 

return to the original level# 
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The proper method then would be to weaken tit® holding 

forces end permit elevation to evolve, The manner of wak-

ening the holding, for©#® would depend upon the nature of the 

institution, the nature of the holding forces, and the nature 

of the social situation. Education might be one tool; giving 

the holding powers security in the proposed new posit ion that 

is greater than the security they have in the old position 

might he another* 

Regardless of what technique is use# in weakening the 

holding forces, the entire process of social elevation must 

be well planned. All possible obstacles must be foreseen 

and provided for. The social engineer cannot afford to ini-

tiate social change and then have it revert to the original 

level. The next attempted change would be much harder to ' 

bring about. 

Kurt Lewin says that a successful change includes three 

aspects; "unfreezing (if necessary) the present level 

sioving to the new level Lgt and freezing group life on the 

new level. Since any level is determined by a force field, 

permanency implies that the new force field is wide rela-

tively secure against change (25, p. 344)•* 

"Freesing group life on a new level" can probably be 

interpreted as a recosaaendat ion to provide for a method of 

avoiding the return to the original level. Through careful 

planning and utilising facts available fro®t psychology and 

sociology the social engineer can solidify the area from 
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which the institution has moved and leave fluid the are* 

toward higher social standards# This would make moving 

upward easy and moving backward very difficult. 

la example of negative social institutional mobility 

may be the educational institution of our American society# 

Even though great progress has been made in the field of 

education in America many of our leading educators insist 

that the educational system lags far behind the march of 

events (10, p. 201}# Even though education is progressing 

at a rapid speed, it is relatively in negative mobility# 

It is not necessary to discuss here whether this is brought 

about by active or passive methods. However, in order to 

catch up, educational engineers must devise a method of 

regaining equilibrium from a frame of reference of the 

existing state of negative mobility and then upsetting that 

equilibria!! in a positive direction* 

It is imperative to the American society that Its 

institution of education not only regain relative equili-

brium, but that it also progress ia the positive direction 

at a rapid rate of speed* Education's relative position in 

time and space should be that of the foremost institution. 

Fro* this position education could contribute technical 

knowledge and skills to the other institutions for their 

positive nobility. An equable distribution of non-contradictory 

materials would provide for a harmonious relationship between 

all the institutions* An integrating society would exist and 

social evolution would result* 
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The example of social equilibrium given below was 

developed from a discussion in a book by Smith, Stanley, 

and Shores I40, pp. 636-640}. Following is a diagram using 

the curriculum of the public school as an example of a social 

institution. 

Forces Retarding 
Change 

Conservative 
teaching 

Vested interests 
Some patriotic 

groups 
Traditional 

economics 

The Institution 

The curriculum 
of the school 

Forces Encouraging 
Chang® 

Inventions 
Psychology 
Some educators 
The air age 

Fig* l~~Soeial equilibrium 

The space between the outside lines .represents the field 

in which the institution is functioning* These lines really 

represent the fourth dimension in which the institution is 

functioning# The field say be moving rabidly, or it may be 

relatively static* The movement of the institution is rela* 

tive* If the institution is moving forward at the mmm rate 

that the field is moving, the institution is dynast ie with 

relation to the field* ((km of the essential® of a democratic 

situation is- that it- is- dynamic*} If the field i® moving 

rapidly, as the 'world field is moving today in this age of 

technological change# the institution may be losing ground 
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In relation to the field, t?ta though it appears that the 

institution is asking rather rapid changes. 

the relation of the institution to this fourth dimension 

of tin# and space is important. Moat social institutions 

today would hare to change rapidly in order to keep up {or 

catch mp) with a changing world field. Actually, in a deiaoc-

racyr the curriculum should probably be ahead of the field 

in which it exists, for it has the function of aiding in 

innovations, change f vision and inventiveness. 

Government and Society 

The government with its nany agencies and various struc-

tures has powerful influence over other institutions. It is 

necessary to state here that a social order and a form of 

government are not synonymous. They have co-existence, and 

each is protected by the other* However, -social thought is 

the determinant of governmental function. Society is always 

ahead of government. Government modifies itself to the will 

of society* Governmental structure is first in the minds of 

men as a result of personal beliefs interacting with present 

social situations# At first a person, or a few people, sub-

scribe to a particular belief; eventually, a snail minority 

is formed; finally, a majority is gained; and change in gov-

emasental structure is inevitable. 

A society that confines Itself within the framework of 

governmental structure will be static to that extent, and 
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tli© government will not change because of the lack ©f pre®sure 

from within* A government is dymmia only to the extent that 

it provides for eh&nge as demanded by the society from which 

it receives direction. A government may be potentially 

dynamic by providing for change, but it is the society that 

must initiate the change and pull its government along with 

it. 

Use of Social Institutions 

As accepted earlier in this chapter, the mass gains of 

the coiamonwealth must be disbursed among the masses of the 

people as rapidly a® possible |29). The method of disburse-

ment should probably be through the various social institu-

tions* The efficiency of disbursement will have a great 

effect upon the tensions and emotions of the people; thus, 

it will have a direct effect upon the integration or disinte-

gration of both the individual and the society. 

in his book, Knowledge for What?. Bobert Lynd gives a 

formula for measuring tension that results from the disburse-

ment of mass gains. 

Every gain in knowledge and efficiency and every 
outworn symbol or causal explanation displaced by more 
realistic analysis is potentially a gain in ease and 
richness of living. But when this new knowledge is 
not put to work in the service ©f all the people, when 
it is only partially applied to those able to "pay for 
it* or bright enough to learn it unaided, or when it 
is used by those with power in order to exploit others, 
this knowledge may be either largely barren or, worse, 
it tends to become a disruptive factor. 

Only as a culture sedulously builds its gains into 
the balanced system of the whole of its people*® lives 
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can the net heightening of strain through social change 
be avoided. People's susceptibility to strain in a 
given ©as® varies inversely with the following ratios 

What they are personally able to <1# about a givan problem 

What they know about what anybody can do about it. 

If little is known about a problem or about how to meet 
it, culturaa tend to build up raligioua or natural ex-
planations that exculpate tha individual. In an ara 
when infant mortality was a little-understood fact of 
Mature, it waa rationalised by the comforting belief 
that "Cod took the little one to his bosom*; and while 
there was anguish over death, there m a lass of the 
modern parents* retrospective self-reproach that they 
had not made it their business to know more about infant 
diet, had not been more careful, or had not felt them-
selves able to afford a specialist in tirae {27, p# Hi). 

Results of Poor ffaaigs 

The formula will apply to both individuals an# groups. 

If the formula could have been applied recently to American 

parents of small children when the issuance of Salk vaccine 

waa interrupted, the quotient would probably have been very 

low. The people knew that a preventive for paralysis fro® 

poliomyelitis had been developed# They knew that distribu-

tion of the vaccine had been stopped# Whether the error waa 

that of the manufactures, polities, or government made very 

little difference| the tension was the same. 

Of course, the ratio can never be more than 1:1. How-

ever, at some point less than that (and it will vary with 

individual and group), the breaking point occurs, The result 

may be in one or more of several forms such as nervous break-

downs, suicides, murders, mass hysteria, revolution, etc# 
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Th# pinoK W people affected might take any action t» 

artllev© that St £« the prtpHMt that i» ®f ggvafe 

®«ter% and future results of the metiMk chosen wmy not fed 

important to them lit the tixm* As example of this may 1# 

the people of China* When they learned that there were 

people la the world that mm not *tanri«g- beemw ef a crop 

failure* that international trade alleyiates this toMlti&it# 

that ssay ttraatrle* were using their own natural reeotsnMMi 

for social and individual growth, that these c©mifcri#s nert 

not being exploited by world power#, and that a higher stand-

ard of lining than their mm -«e* being enjoyed eleeMbertg 

the penple of China iwolted# the only eholc* of affiliation' 

that they had wm with a eowmist geternmnft*. China say 

have associated tj©r#alf with fc»i» through hope- #f laae* 

d,lat® jpeUef from feemfi®n* 

to®- of the reason# why #®«rla3. and personal diaiiifcegratitta 

have m m •pmmmmsmi under our tngrtwst mmmi® plan 

$» due te the faet that iMiiridwal# «a& $nMig* now base the 

ewteee fur their tta6»eir«lkle eewMttie »tat«# ®.» za&n-m&de 

tftdiKNKte determinants* & «h» past when, poor eeeita«S# cca-

glftUxge exlefttf for a great majority of the peep&tf the cause 

of their economic dieerder could .be based ©» .the physical 

elements that prewped# la a §m^trmimXf isolated eeetet? 

is which ©®iwffi!»ti©% and commerce between dif ** 

fereat regions were United; the yeeple** eee&eel# stability 
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depended upon desirable climatic and geographical conditions 

for the predominantly agricultural society. In modern society 

with Its vast net-work of communication and commerce which 

are controlled by tianj drought, floods, sad other physical 

catastrophies need not produce shortages in any of the neces-

sary commodities for a high standard of living* Yet, these 

shortages exist and the affected people can no longer con* 

scieatiously blame the uncontrollable physical elements for 

their dileasaa. They plane the blame on those institutions 

and individuals who control the distribution «f the needed ' 

commodities. This situation creates a high degree of tension 

on the part of the deprived individual and causes conflicts 

between different eleaents of the society* 

the modern eeonoralc peril is a matter of the 
failure of the system of human relations—it is social 
disorganization, When men suffer fro® its effects 
they are not required to submit to- an external and 
uncontrollable set of natural forces| rather they have 
the possibility of finding some human agencies to blame* 
for this reason conflict and demoralisation are wteh 
»s«*e closely related to the conditions ©f shortage in 
modem times than they formerly were (15, P* 70}• 

One of the greatest labor conflicts in Aaerimn history 

was the Pullman strike la ld%# An entire community was 

dominated by a tyrant. Svery social institution felt the 

influence of one powerful and exploiting individual. From 

Faris's paraphrased and condensed report of the book, The 

Strike, by Alaon* Lindsey (15, pp. 12^-131), it can 

be seen how tensions grew and how the breaking point was 

finally reached by an entire community of people. Other 
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oppressed people who had the inclination and were then pre-

sented the opportunity gained courage and joined the original 

protesters# 

George Pullman, a self-made inventor and industria-
list, built a huge and successful company for the pro-
duction of railroad cars* He took pride in the company, 
in the high and steady dividends paid to stockholders, 
in his control of the affairs of the company, in the 
model town he built, which he considered to be an ideal 
ecaaiJiunity and an important experiment which would lead 
to the solution of nearly all of the problems of labor# 

In order to carry out his aim, Pullman maintained 
a tight control over the cewuiiity* All ©f the. build-
ings, including the cfctirch, were owned and controlled 
by the company* Political control was maintained by 
such powers as that of appointment of the town manager 
and other town officials. Opinion was influenced through 
the newspaper owned by Pullnan, and outride ideas were 
discouraged by refusing unwanted speakers the use of 
meeting halls,- and also, in the belief of many workers, 
by the use of spies and *spotters#w Even the conduct of 
workers in their homes, rented from the company, was 
regulated in detail. The tenants were required to agree 
to observe many rules governing noise, loitering, care 
of equipment, and even places of smoking. 

The collection of rents was for a time made by 
• deductions fro®.pay checks. After'the state legislature 
outlawed this practice, strong pressure was put on each 
worker at the time his pay check was received to pay 
his rent at once. During the panic of 1$93 wage rates 
we're so reduced that sows employees were able'to emm 

by the company. 
There were also troubles with the management in 

the factories, 
to 
nepotism, 
thenaore, during the periods of reduced worker income, 
officials of the c ©mpany had no reduction in salary. 
Pullman himself was criticised for maintaining his 
salary at its high level. His response was merely to 
indicate that it made little difference in the cost of 
a single railroad car. 

It was in the face of such mounting irritation 
and tension that a new labor organisation, the American 
Railway Union, founded to represent railroad labor of 
all classifications, was started and grew to a membership 
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tic and thoughtful nam vko devoted bis lift to the cause 
of labor, and who preferred gradual and peaceful means t» 
striking and fighting. The provocations were too great, 
however, and the temper of the railroad workers too hot, 
to bold in check, and, against the advice of their leader# 
the Pullman workers began the strife®-. 

During the months preceding the outbreak of the con-
flict, the railroad officials had created an instrument 
for combining against their employees in the General 
Managers Association. Through this organization they 
were able to present against the workers a united front 
of twenty-four powerful corporations, and to maintain a 
strikebreaking mechanism ready for instantaneous actios. 
Thus were ranged across a labor battlefield two large 
organizations, one representing management and the other 
the laborer. 

The incident that set off the strike was trivial, 
as is so often th# case in situations of great social 
tension* M the spring of 1194 attempts by Pullman em-
ployee® to obtain concessions from George Pullman were 
failing. The representatives of the workers who con-
ferred with a vice president of the company to present 
their demands had been promised that no discrimination 
would be made against them, but on Kay 10 three of them 
were discharged. The company*a explanation, that the 
only reason was that work was slack at the time, was 
m% accepted by the employees. That night during a pro-
tracted meeting, the grievance committee, acting against 
the advice of Debs, decided to bold a strike, but set 
no date for its beginning. 

The following morning a rumor, now said to be 
groundless, went through the plants. It was to the 
effect that the Pullman Company having heard of the 
decision to strike, had decided to close the plant at 
noon. Spontaneously the employees abandoned their work, 
and the strike was on. That evening the coapany posted 
a notice that 'the plant was closed until further not-lee* 

The following weeks were witness to a mounting 
flame of excitement and fury. After the initial period 
of quietness, the Pullman workers persuaded union men 
on the railroads to refrain from handling any Pullman 
caw# Since the railroad officials refused to separate 
these- cars from their trains, the effect was t© hold up 
a large aaount of traffic. The near paralysis of trans-
portation threatened food supplies of cities, outlets 
for farm produce, and flow of coiamerce in general. 
There was much public sympathy for the cause of the 
workers, but many influential newspapers and public 
officials took a position against the strikers* The 
railroad managements employed strikebreaking workers, 
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importing some from -eastera state©, and deputising many 
a© that they could carry weapons. Eventually federal 
troops were called in to help maintain the flow of traf-
fic and to put down disorders. 

The greatest disturbances of peace occured in Chica-
go. In the orgies of rioting, destruction, and vandalism 
the Pullman employees are believed t® haw had ft^Mrt 
and* according to the General Superintendent of Police 
in Chicago, a considerable part of the crowds was com-
posed of hoodlums, tramps, and sesieriaiinals, who joined 
in the activities with lie purpose,, and destroyed ia 
wanton spirit, - On the evening of July 4th crowds began 
to gather on railroad property and demonstrate their 
aggressive feelings by such actions as turning over cars. 
The next day larger groups roaaed over the tracks of 
the lock Island lines* obstructing trains, overturning 
cars, and setting ears on fire* Half-grown beys joined 
in to throw switches, change signal lights, and throw 
stones at trains for the excitement of it. Wcnaen and 
children -Joined the crowd, afeieh grew to about 10,000 
and which continued in its activities all day* in spite 
of some efforts of federal troops to drive it away with 
bayonets# 

The sob- activity and car-burning continued for the 
next few days, and m July 6th #340,000 worth of rail-
road property was destroyed in a great fire in the 
freight yards. In the evening 700 cars were burned at 
one yard in South Chicago alone, by a moh of 6,000 
described as mad with frenay. On the following day a 
train, guarded by a company of militia, was confronted 
by a mob of several thousand people and was assaulted 
with stones and bullets. A bayonet charg® was ordered| 
none members of the crowd were wounded, and others fled. 
But many returned, and the fight continued* Another ear 
was overturned, and- steins and bullets were exchanged 
again. After several soldiers had been wounded, the 
cojBsianding officer ordered his men to fire at will into 
the crowd. Pour rioters were killed and about twenty 
were wounded, and the crowd was eventually dispersed. 

After these events the disorders waned. Sy the 
end of another week, all rioting was over and train 
schedules were beginning to return to normal. The 
strike had collapsed under the pressure of public 
opinion, the power of management, and a combination of 
sore than 14,000 armed sen of the local, state, and 
national governments, During the period from July 19th 
to August 7th the militia was gradually withdrawn and 
the fight was over (15* pp. 128-131). 
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Results of Proper fsa«e 

There are examples of great success la industry when a 

democratic philosophy working harmoniously with & knowledge 

©I1 sociology was applied by the management, cases where 

democratic and sociological principles were only meagerly 

applied, the results were pronounced. One of the most 

thorough and scientific studies in the area was made by 

Sltoa Mayo and published as a book in 1940j it is entitled 

Management and the Worker* A report of this study is given 

by Stuart Chase in his book. The Proper Study of Mankind 

{7, PP« 139-141). 

Six girl® are sitting in a small room in a large 
factory in the town of Hawthorne, near Chicago* On 
the bench before them are wall metal parts in trays 
to be assembled into a telephone "relay*--which looks 
something like a pocket whistle. Their nimble fingers 
fly- When a relay is completed, every minute or so, it 
is dropped into a chute where it is automatically 
counted* The production rate of each girl, and of the 
group, can thus be figured per hour, per day, per year. 

In the back of the room sits a nan with a notebook, 
watching everything that happens, day in, day out, for 
fire years, beginning in 1927* (H* has substitutes from 
time to tine.} The girls do not resent hi®, they come 
to like him and often tell their troubles to hi®. They 
learn to trust him as a kind of father confessor, and 
he respects their confidence. He represents the com-
pany, the Western Electric, and the Harvard School of 
Business Administration, which are jointly making the 
experiment under Dr. Mayo*s general direction. 

In experiments for the fatigue Institute in lag** 
land during World War Z, Mayo had worked with factory 
women before# Be proved that sometimes they produced 
more munitions in a ten-hour day than in a twelve-hour 
day. This was contrary to common sense, but not to 
human nature—which may tire and run down when worked 
too hard. The girls at Hawthorne were a test group, 
being compared with a control group assembling relays 
in a larger room. The output of various changes in 
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hours, In wages, rest periods, piecework, md so on. 
The assumptions were that higher wagm would increase 
output while shorter hours sight decrease it^tb^ usual 
common mm® assumptions. 

Before the experiment was a year old, all precon-
ceptions had been seriously upset. What was the matter 
with these girls? Why dldn*t they behave the way they 
were expected to behave? Being scientists, the investi-
gators continued to keep a faithful r#eor«t of what 
happened even if they were in the dark as to what caused 
it* The mystery story developed like this*' 

The first seven weeks were devoted to establishing 
a base period* The girls averaged 2,400 relays a week 
urdaysS wor&©^ * regular 48-hour week, including Sat-

They were then put on a piecework basis for eight 
weeks* Output went up* 

They were given two rest pauses, morning and after-
noon, for five weeks. Output went up again. 
sharpF*6 rea^ Pauses were lengthened. Output went up 

,. . J J* r®»J P&uma were tried and output fell off 
slightly« The girls co®plained that their rhytlna u s 

Then back to two rest pauses. Output went up 
iijpiJLii# 

Hours reduced for a seven-week period* Output 
went up* 

So it continued, trial after trial, each one last-
i m for se*e weeks* Whatever new factor was introduced, 

«wber of relays cowing through the counters in-
oreased# with the one exception noted* The research 
staff began to lose sleep as their assumptions disinte-
grates * Some force they could not measure was pushing 
output up no matter how they shifted hours,, wages, rest 
plilSSIIII * 

fhm prepared then for a supreme test. Take away 
everything; given to the girls over all the periods, and 
go back to where the experiment start ed—fort y-e ight 
hours, no rest pauses., no hot lunch ©a the company, a® 
piecework, no Saturday holiday, nothing*- The supreme 
J?2 tw?i¥# weeks« 0utPut 5v*P*& to as all-time 
high—3,000 relays a weekI 

SciSn5ift! T T & m ^©rganised as their 
assumptions* They had tried to return the girls to the 
original conditions of the- experiment bat the'original 
conditions had disappeared. The experiment had trans* 
formed the group; the girls no longer possessed the 
characteristics they had started with* What was this 
mysterious X which had thrust Itself into the experiment? 
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The staff begun looking for it all w#r the factory but 
it was mot there. ...-» 

fhe 
workers* attitudes hadchanged* m e ®ystencus I w i 
the m y the girls now felt about their work. By putting 
then in a little friendly world of their own, fey eon# 
suiting them often, the scientists had caused a psycho-
logical change in these young women and given the® a new 
sense of their status and value* The girls were no 
longer separate cogs in an impersonal, pecuniary machinej 
they were helping in « small way to direct the machine* 
3© their output went up no matter how conditions were 
changed under them. The investigators concluded that 
this happened because the girls were recognised, because 
they felt important* They had found work whose purpose 
they could "clearly see. So they performed their tasks 
faster and better than ever before in their lives. 

Since the invention of the steam engine most fac-
tory managers had regarded workers as Viands* **~a part, 
and on the i&ole an unreliable part, of the' cost of 
production, *3labor* was a commodity, to be- bought and 
sold like pig iron. Sometimes, by way of contrast, a 
paternalistic manager treated his workers like little 
children, to be given candy and petted* The Hawthorn© 
experiment broke down these illusions and proved that 
the way to make workers work hard and willingly lay in 
two basic and allied principles t 

First, sake the worker realize that his work is 
important, and that he is important. 

Second, accept the fact that a factory is part of 
society,.and wader its roof society must function SM 
its accustoaied ways. Bands and teams and groups will -
for®. They must be allowed for, utilized, and respected 
(7t Fp« 139-141)» 

It is evident that an economic system is so intertwined 

with a social order that it is probably impossible to sepa-

rate the two; one cannot exist without the other* Each 

draws its strength from the other. There oust be an inte-

grating, harmonious interaction of the two if a high level 

of society is to be maintained. In situations where this 

desirable relationship exists, a high degree of personal 
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and social integration is also present; industrial production 

1® up* and standards of living are higher. 

Jte the face of these almost universal assumptions 
by nanagesumt, the workers* desire to belong, to be a 
functioning part of * group, their desire for continuous 
and intiaat* association at work with other h m m beings 
—surely os# of the strongest desires of uian—is side-
tracked if not completely denied* 2b following this 
desire man is essentially nonlogieal, that is, willing, 
as management should tow only too well, to «eut off 
his nose to spite hie face*** So nanageiaent has given 
us« on the one hand, & great mass of technical achieve-
stent such as no civilisation has ever dreamed of, and 
on the other hand "the seaaay sMe of process,11 a gen-
eration of restless and frustrated hutaan beings* ' 

• « « If the past is any guide, the labor' problem 
will not be solved by emotion, hunch, intuition, pater-
-Halism, or even common sense—although More of the last 
could oe used* It will not be solved by congressmen 
passing laws to get even with John L* lewis or Caesar 
Petrillo. It will not be solved by smart lawyers shew-
ing union leaders how much they can get away with. It 
will not be solved by cojasnunisra or any other brand of 
ideology. The huaan situation in Russian factories is 
said to be just a® unhappy as in our mm* It tends to 
be unhappy, indeed, wherever there is a factory* 

It will be solved, if at all*, by continuing the 
kind of work don® at Hawthorne and Yankee Cityi fey the 
vigorous application of the scientific method {?» PP* 
155-157). 

It is important, then, that the managenent of business, 

leaders in other phases of the economic.structure, tod re-

sponsible people in all of the other institutions of society 

inform themselves concerning methods of producing an inte-

grating society* No less important is- the necessity ef the 

individuals that form the .masses of the people to inform 

themselves .to techniques of personal integration. The inter-

action @f the tm will then induce an unending cycle «f 
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personal and social evolution that 1b United only by the 

bounds of the universe. 

Sociology and lategratioa 

Mm pointed out earlier in this report# It la first nec-

essary t© formulate a democratic philosophy of life and to 

wholeheartedly subscribe to it. It is then necessary t# 

gain sociological knowledge* Once again the Individual must 

review the literature, become inforaed concerning the prin-

ciples of sociology that art reported as results of scientific 

investigations. If the individual is the possessor of a 

democratic philosophy, he will want to become proficient in 

the dynamics of group living. 

Sociological Principles 

Given below are some sociological principles listed by 

some of the leading writers in the field* In 1923 W. 3* Thoaas 

proposed, four "wishes* that are common to all people* these 

wishes are (1) the wish for security, (2) the wish for & m 

experience, (3) the wish for recognition, and {4} the wish 

for response (46, pp. 72-73}* M 1937, fourteen years later, 

a scientific investigation proved that drives and needs 

exist* Following his investigation Murray published m 

article in which he set forth a body of twenty-three facts 

which support the concept of need or drive {33» pp. 27-42J* 

1. Physical survival depends upon the attainment of 
certain effects; not upon what actones are employed. 
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2» Certain effects are universally attained by living 
organisms, but the actones that attain th®ia vary 
greatly frois one species to another. 

3* During the life history of a single individual car-
tain affects are regularly attained, but the aetones 
change. 

4* According to the law of Effect which is widely ac-
cepted in one or another of its modifications # the 
act©BM which be corse habitual are for the most part 
those which, in the past, have lei most directly to 
the end situations* Hence, effects determine what 
actones become established. 

5. When confronted by a novel situation, an organism 
eoEBaonly persists in its "efforts" to bring about ft ... 
certain result, but with each frustration it is apt 
to change its sod© of attack. Here* the tread is 
the constant feature and the mechanism the inconstant* 

6* There are some effects which can only be attained by 
entirely novel actones. 

7* The acton®# are of secondary importance is show by 
the fact that many biologically necessary effects 
may be brought about by the activity of another per-
son. 

$m Cesplex action is characterised by the occurence of 
macular contractions .in widely separate parts of 
the organism—contractions which manifest synchronous 
and consecutive coordination. 

9* The concept of a directional force within the organ-
ise is something to which one aay refer differences 
in the intensity and duration of goal-directed 'be-
havior. 

10* in investigator may often interrupt the action pat-
ter* of his subject by bringing about the appropriate 
effect (the goal of toe subject) himself. 

11* That a need Is an important determinant of certain 
kinds of behavior is shown by the fact that when it 
is neither active nor in a state of readiness re-
sponses to specific stimuli do not occur. 

12. When a particular need is active, ©omaon objects in 
the environment may evoke uncommon responses—re-
sponses which presets the progress of the active 
need. 

13* When a need becomes active a characteristic trend 
of behavior will usually ensue even in the absence 
of the customary stiauli. 

14* Difficult to interpret without a concept of direc-
tional tension are the following: the resumption ®f 
unpleasant work after interruption, the repetition 
of once-active trends with different movements, 
increase of striving after opposition* 
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15» Positivista are usually disinclined to accept the 
concept of drive, because they cannot, as It w©re» 
get their hands on It, It seems like a vague , airy 
conception—perhaps a disguised emissary of theology 
ami netaphyslea, 

16. Introspection has given us a good deal of infor-
mation about th© subjective entities that are 
necessary for the formulation of neatal, and hence, 
we must suppose, of cortieal events# 

17. Among the commonest subjective experiences is that 
of conflict between desires, and that of one desire 
inhibiting another* 

Id* Although aany psychologists may describe events 
without explicit mention of affection (pleasure or 
unpleasure) they are unable to get along without 
this variable when they have to deal practically 
with themselves or with others. 

If* Experience seeae to shew that a certain desire m y 
sometimes give rise to drew or fantasy and at 
other times promote overt activity, • 

20, Introspection and experiment demonstrate that a 
need or an emotion may determine the direction of -
attention and markedly influence the perception -

' and appreciation {interpretation) .of external oc-
curences, 

21* Experience seems to show that sentiments and the-
ories are also to some extent determined by desires, 

22. Introspection and clinical observation reveal that -
different desires, (or trends) may be related in a 
variety of ways: one form of behaviour may satisfy 
two or more desires, a desire may inhibit another, 
one trend may serve to finally promote another,'a 
trend say be succeeded by its opposite (ambitend-
eney), etc. 

23* Without a concept of motivating forces mont of the 
phenomena of abnormal psychology would be wholly 
unintelligible—compulsion, conflict, repression, 
conversion, displacement, sublimation, delusion 
and so forth 03# pp» 27-42), 

Since this investigation aany writers in the field have 

listed their concept of basic needs and drives. Most of 

these list® are substantially the sasie and are in agreement 

with those proposed by fbourne, Smm of the recently pub-

lished needs or drives will be listed below. 
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Prescott names three categories of basic personality 

needs. Me, also, presents the group of functional neeif 

which subsumes under each category heading (36, pp* 113-125)• 

1* physiological need* 
A* essential materials and conditions 
B* rhythm of activity and rest 
C. sexual activity 

XI* social meeds 
A. affection 
B* belonging 
0. likeness to others 

III. ego and integrative needs 
A* contact with reality 
1* harmony with reality 
C* progressive s;pbolisation 
D* increasing self-direction 
E. a fair balance between success and failure 
1. attaining selfhood or individuality 

Harold Eugg and I* Marian Brooks recognise need© of the 

human being (37, pp. 52*74)• 1 study of the needs of the 

human being as given in their book could be outlined in the 

manner given below. 

X* physiological 

A. the periodic need for food and drink 

B. the need for periodic eliaination of waste 

from the body 

C. the seed for rest 

D# the need of the body for protection against 

harm from the physical environment 

£. the need for a mate of the opposite sex 

II. social 

A. the need for security 
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1. affectlea 

2. belonging 

3• achievement 

B. the need for freedom 

Kany writers have published lists of sociological prin-

ciples. Some of those lists will be given here. Paul R. Mort 

and William S. Vincent give twenty guides for individual 

socialisation 01* pp. 405-40?). 

1. Make the investment in time and money count. 
2. leep your eye on the real and significant concerns 

of human living. 
3* We should help those who have handicaps. 
4# the greatest good for society is the greatest good 

for its individuals. 
5. We should try to draw out the full capacities of 

everyone. 
6. We should teach people to do better those desirable 

things they are going to do anyway. 
?» The basis of a strong nation is healthy people. 
8* The school is a simplified version of society* 
9. Make what you teach useful and teach it so that 

it will be usable. 
10. The school should make up for the work of those 

agencies of informal education that have declined 
as educational agencies in nodern society. 

11. Free access to the facts and free discussion are 
basic t© democratic society. 

12. A common culture requires of its members a common 
set of skills. 

13. The resolution of differences is the greatest task 
today. 

14. It is the school's special privilege to pass on the 
cultural heritage of the world. 

15. Great creative traditions develop in schools. 
16. Schools should keep abreast of our rapidly increasing 

knowledge of the world. 
17. Sohools should keep abreast of technical improvements 

in communication. 
1#. 'The whold resources of society should be used in 

preparing new citizens for society. 
19. A major hope is that the school is our most effective 

instrument for improving society. 
20. Public education is a cooperative enterprise (31* 

pp. 405-407). 
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Walter Robinson Smith has presented sociological princi-

ples which hold significant implications for the interaction 

of individual and society (41# PP* 54-346)• 

1, No amount-of casuistry or intellectual legerdemain 
can abstract the Individual froa the society which 
produced and nourishes him, nor a society from the 
individuals of which it is composed. • * * Each is 
both the causa and the effect of the other* 

2, The development of the social phases of personality 
is conditioned by hman association, 

3. The home is the greatest rival of the school in 
total educational importance and its best Institu-
tional ally in dealing with the pupil* 

4. Next to the family the play group is- the most ef-
fective agency in the physical, mental, and moral • 
development or the child. 

5* Those who live together tend to become like one 
another# 

6, The intermediate ©roups serve am a connecting link 
between the primary social units and the expanding 
world beyond. 

7» Relationships are remote and contacts are mainly 
indirect in the secondary social fproup* 

#* The process of personal and social enlargement begun 
in the primary groups does not stop at racial or 
national boundary lines but extends outward to for® 
a world consciousness and am international nind* 

9« The problem of aaintaining orderly social relation-
ships is universal and it increases in difficulty 
as society grows more complex, 

10. The concept of progress m a fact and as a active 
pmmt in human effort dominates Western civilisation. 

The principles listed below are quoted froa Paul H. 

Landis* book* Rural Life in the Process (24, pp. 33«*97)« 

1. One of the primary factors in the raaintainance of 
regular and orderly behavior* • • is the work 
routine. 

2. Social accomodation has always been a major problem 
in American because of the migratory habits of it® 
population* 

3. Mobility decreases attachment to primary groups and 
increases contact with secondary groups of diverse 
patterns thus weakening the bonds which provide the 
basis for social control among members of local 
groups* 
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4* Those who live in the group adopt or retain its waysj 
those who live apart become es&entrie and peculiar, 

5» Distinctness of culture because of difference of 
religion or nationality background has been especi-
ally Important as a factor in producing isolation 
in America, 

•6. Few people can be happy apart fro» intimate contacts, 
7, The social role# of any population are determined 

by the age make up of the population, 

?# R, Clow presents three sociological principles that 

are concerned with basic social foundations (8, pp. 7# 20, 

123). 

1, Varying composition of the population (foreign or 
domestic immigrants, etc,) has important result® 
in the social life of a community, 

2, the social organisation of a nation takes its im-
press froa the country it inhabits, 

3« A population stust develop a social aind before it 
can constitute a society, 

Kimball Wiles contributes sociological principles for 

democratic living in his book, Supervision for letter Schools 

(4S* pp. 24* 25f 27* 194} • 

1, Domination can be challenged on the ba&is of its 
contradiction of democratic concepts, but It is 
equally vulernable when judged by its effect on 
releasing the full power of the group. Domination 
weakens the ability of groups and individuals, 4# 
someone makes decisions for the group, the power 
of members of the group to stake their own decisions 
is reduced, 

2, An organisation can not be forced on a group. It 
emerges as they work together and grows nut of the 
relationship# of the people who compose the group, 

3, When a group is subject to domination, it will 
deliberately organise its own actions in opposition 
to authority, 

4* Ho group lives by itself* Its effectiveness is 
determined by its relationships with outside groups 
as mil as by the working arrangements that have 
been created within the group, 



Another author's list of sociological principle* that 

might to# pertinent to the present study are listed below* 

1* At any given tin* the attitudes appearing in a sub-
cultural group nay be expressions of its own sit-
uation or expressions infiltrating from another 
subcultural area* 

2* Ego formations or ego attitudes discovered in a 
general eontext of cultural events may reflect a 
situation which existed some tine before but has 
ceased to exist• 

3* A knowledge of the self-maintenance sores of a 

foup will permit one to predict the group pattern 
marriage, arts, politics, and religion, 

km Blinking sore broadly about human society as a whole, 
we may suspect that only those who are functionally 
capable of carrying out a role will•be admitted to 
it, and among those who are capable, only those will 
be admitted who are acceptable to those who control 
the society* 

5* A given person who has a given relation to a group 
is# when confronting any member of that group, a 
kind of person he could not otherwise be* 

6, ifot all social roles are easily accepted* Many 
require m effort or put a strain on the individual* 

7* An individual in society must enact several dif-
ferent roles (age, sex, class, etc*} at once, and 
their integration is no obvious or mechanical matter* 

#* Ho personality is ever completely molded to the will 
expressed in the social code, even at high tempera-
ture and under constant pressure* 

9* What the culture can do for t he individual depends 
on the stuff he is made of. * * • The way in which 
a person grows in a culture is itself an expression 
of biological individuality* 

10* The conclusion is often drawn that people should 
simply do the best they ©an do to fit themselves 
into the scheme of society, this conclusion is 
ill advised, for it is only by not accepting culture 
that new cultures are made* 

11* Our society still gauges things in terms of the 
importanfe of the individual* 

12. Our society believes life is more interesting be-
cause individuals are^different* 

13. Each person, as a worker in a factory or as a 
member of a community, needs some form of individ-
ualized escape* 

14* During a period of successive crises, he who 
focuses perception in a clear, elemental way upon 
the means of survival may direct the whole .caravan 
to take one route rather than another* 
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%$* The vaster the organisations of power, industrial 
or political, the greater th© power or the individ-
ual who know® how to seize the helm. 

16. Certain uniformities of behavior appear because of 
structural and funetional similarities between mea-
bers of a group. 

1?. Membership in any or mil social groups, small or 
large involves rat balance between defensive and 
competetive tendencies on the one hand, and tend* 
encies toward participation or even seIf-immolation 
on the other. 

1#» The individual perceives himself as a figure in the 
figure ground pattern that is each social group, 
and that personality develops organically with this 
perception of the entire figure-ground system (32, 
pp. 766-7%, m ~ m 9 192). 

Jfathaniel Cantor in his book, Jhe Dynamics of Learning. 

present® items that are particularly pertinent for institu-

tional and personal integration (5, pp« >2*46}• 

1* A society tan exist only if it is orderly, the 
majority of controlling group must agree on ways of 
behaving. They must share in common certain senti-
ments and beliefs. 

2. Without agreed mp#n goals, purposes, and interests, 
social activity would be impossible. 

3. Society expresses its goals and accepted ways of 
achieving them through common symbols which carry, 
more or less, a common meaning for a considerable 
majority of the population. 

4. Individuals expect certain behavior from others and 
act as others expect the® to« 

5. ihen standards compete, social stability is threat-
ened. 

6. The more a society welcomes or is subjected to out* 
side forces, the greater the likelihood that 
traditional standards will have to compete with new 
values or .give wmy before them. 

7- Interdependence is a basic characteristic of a com-
plex society. 

$. Emotionally unstable and personally insecure people 
represent a grave threat to democracy. 

Three Rotations from Ghatig:ia& the Curriculum by Alice 

Kiel, may be used as criteria for sociological soundness ef 

the present study (30, pp. 82-64). 
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1* Group solidarity is an -essential condition for 
effective group endeavor. 

2* It 1® easier to change the ideologies of groups 
than of individuals* 

3. Groups with lalsses-faire leadership show more 
sign# of frustration than i® groups under either 
autocratic or democratic leadership* 

The sociological principles listed below are fro® Funda-

^ala of i#eial Psychology by Emory S. Bogardus (4, pp. 

242-252). 

1. Group life is the medium in which all intersoeial 

stimulation occur. 

2. Individuals vary in their group-response mechaniws. 

3. Common needs lead to group organisation* 
4» Much grouping is temporary in nature and transition 

fro® temporary to permanent groups is gradual. 

5. Through groups, cultures are trmns®itt®df thus 
freeing each person frcm having to start at the 
beginning of civilisation and create language and 
other mental tools anew. 

6. Inventions in methods of communication have made 
possible the forsation of powerful groups without 
physical presence. 

?* The members of a group posses# a social self-
consciousness. 

t. Group control way be so indirect as to allow persons 
to think that they are self-determining. 

The principles listed below are taken froa Sociology 

k Synopsis of Principles by John F. Cuber (111. 

1. Insofar as a society is able to maintain the 
ethnoceatriam of its nembers, that is, can keep, 
the members believing that the purposes and functions 
of that society are right, good, and desirable, that 
group is mm secure (11, p. IIJJ. 
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2# The period of time required for assimilation my 
be significantly shortened if the members of each 
group are not too ethnocentric in their appraisal 
of the other groups' culture {11, p. X}2). 

3* Uten a high levol of public information is aehieved, 
and when people are free to speak their minds, 
there is greater opportunity to discover the incon-
sistencies in the culture, to point the» out, and 
eventually win enough supporter# to force A change 
I11, p» 144)• 

4* Object# or unite of behavior have" no meaning out-
side their contexts {11, p. 145)* 

5. Hodes of thinking are derived from the cultural 
stream in which one functions (11, p. 166), 

6. Folk fear the things they learn to fear by parties 
ipation in their culture (11, p.36?}» 

7. Many of the basic characteristics of modern society 
like democracy, science, and high standards of 
living are so new to man's experience that he often 
has difficulty in knowing what to do with them 
(11, p. 404h 

$. Rew cultural elements can arise within the culture 
or come fro® seme other culture• Host societies 
secure ®©r® of their content from diffusion than 
from invention {21, p» 409)* 

% Urban life seems to necessitate different behavior 
patterns from rural life (11, p. 412}• 

10* Social interaction depends not so nueh on the 
barriers ef physical distance as upon culturally 
imposed barriers ©f attitudes ©f differentness, 
aloofness, superiority, or inferiority {11, p. 424}• 

11. Differential status tends to become formalised or 
institutionalised into a system of differential 
privilege and opportunity accorded to persons on 
the basis of faaily and group affiliations, but 
differential status is a universal aspect of all 
societies past and present, primitive and modern 
{11, p. 560). 

12. Societies differ in the degree to which the various 
parts-—institutions and groups—are integrated into 
an overall pattern which is consistent within itself 
{11, p. $$IU 
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13. Persons and groups are almost continuously in a 
process of reciprocal stimulation and response 
called interaction {11, p. 5$4)» 

14. Competition ia usually accompanied by eo®@ point 

competitive interaction (11* P* 

15. A given societal condition may be demonstrably 
harmful to one class or group, but have no direct 
or discernible harmful effect on another class of 
people (11* p. 612). 

16. Social problems are usually interrelated with one 
another, aggravating the severity of one another, 
and - sometimes apparently "causing* one another 
111, p. 630). 

The national Association of Secondary School Principals 

have published ten imperative needs of society which may be 

important for the application of a democratic philosophy for 

the purpose of social evolution (14)• 

1, Society needs to be organised and governed so that 
differences will be respected and peace and poli-
tical stability shall prevail among all nations. 

2. Society needs a free economic system which supplies 
the basic needs of people without interruption* 

3* Society needs to develop a condition which facil-
itates sooperation among labor, government, farmers, 
and industry} which promotes free discussion of 
differences; and which enables the® to reach agree-
ments for cooperative planning and action* 

4* Society needs to make it possible for organised 
business and labor to share the benefits of pro-
duction on terms reached by bargaining among 
themselves. 

5. Society need® to provide opportunities for individ-
uals to work continuously at living wages and enjoy 
security after they have passed their productive 
period of life* 

6* Society needs to develop loyalty to the principles 
of democracy, to protect individual freedom of 
thought and expression, to assure justice to all 
citizens, and to develop independent people free 
from harmful propaganda and uniformity. 
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?• Society needs to make it possible for people of all 
race®, colors, and creeds to be respected, with 
equal opportunities for work, legal protection, and 
education. 

6. Society needs a strong popular government to pro-
tect the welfare of all it# citizens from illegal 
practicea or irresponsible groups# 

9. Society needs to protect and replenish its natural 
resources so that they any not b© wasted or ex-
hausted. 

10. Society needs to preserve the basic social insti-
tutions of hone and family and church and school 
m that fundamental social, moral, and spiritual 
values may be learned, cherished, and perpetuated. 

The many sociological principles listed above emphasise 

the fact that the basic sociological drives that are common 

in all people may assume numerous and various subforas as 

demanded by the particular situation in which operation is 

taking place* 

Philosophy and Social Sensitivity 

It is important that the citizenry of a democracy have 

a philosophy that is consistent with the basic principles * 

of democracy* It is equally important that the citizenry of 

a democracy be socially sensitive* democratically competent. 

The acquisition of the first does not necessarily insure a 

correct interpretation of the second. It is as necessary 

that a deliberate program of socialization be instituted in 

the society as it is for a program of democratic excellency. 

Either is practically invalid without the other# 

Integrations A Responsibility of the Public Schools 

Only through a gigantic education program can the masses 

of ̂ e people acquire the necessary information concerning 
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their society# Only by educating the people concerning the 

meeds of society and the methods of mobilizing that society 

can democratic social evolution transpire* It is generally 

accepted among those who have informed themselves of existing, 

circumstances that it is the responsibility of the schools 

of a democratic society to transmit the necessary knowledge 

and to provide the opportunity to convert democratic and 

sociological principles into democratic living. Kany indus-

tries have recognised this need and have granted large sums 

of money through their foundations for the promotion of this 

principle# Examples of some of these industries are The 

Kellogg Foundation, The Sloan Foundation, and The Ford 

Foundation, heading -writers in various fields have also 

expressed the necessity for t he schools to assume the 

leadership for personal and social integration. 

If personal integration is an essential ingredient 
of a sane and healthy life, then the development of inte-
grated personalities is a major objective of education* 
Consequently, the school, unless it would betray the 
basic interests of both its students and the public, 
must endeavor to build consistent and integrated person-
ality patterns into its students* Obviously., this cannot 
be done with an educational program composed largely of 
an unintegrated patchwork of subjects and experiences, 
devoid of any consistent patterns of conduct, feeling, 
and belief, lor can it be done, in an age of confusion 
and conflict, by any educational program that undertakes 
simply to reflect the culture exactly as it stands . * . 
(42, pp. 125-126). 

It® long as the out-of-echool education is in line 
with cultural reality, it is the function of the school 
to reinforce these learnings and to build a richer and 
more extended education upon them. Unfortunately, such 
©ut-of-school learnings—and, it say be added, many 
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school learnings—-do not confona to reality, or else 
they satisfy an undesirable social reality* • . • 

The necessity of attempting to bring the social 
deviate into line with the facts of society and with 
what are considered to be desirable soeial norms it 
generally recognised* It is also becoming clear that 
this end can be achieved only through the processes of 
reeducation. It is not recognised , however* that modern 
cultural change requires an equal emphasis upon mass re-
education with respect to ideas, goals, skills, and 
ideals that traditionally have been considered normal 
and desirable* The burden ef the preceding chapters 
was to show that many cultural elements, whose validity 
in the past has been taken for granted, can m longer 
be accepted without serious reconstruction, if they 
can be accepted at all# 

let these cultural factors are built into the per-
sonalities of individuals by the informal processes' of 
induction from lingering social patterns* If this is 
true* it follows that on® of the primary tasks ef eurri-
cuius development is to build a program in which everyone 
can learn, through the processes of reeducation, to • 
become the kind of person demanded by the cultural pat-
terns and realities now in the Baking (40, pp* 121-122)* 

What can be legitimately concluded, however, is 
that disintegration has proceeded to the point where the 
United States, in eam»o& with the other great industrial 
nations of the world, faces the crucial task of «stab~ 
lishing a fundamental community of belief and feeling 
among its people, ultimately among all the people of the 
world. Bluntly, this task can no longer be ignored or 
evaded with impunity; for# as the previous discussion 
has shown, basic social concensus is the first condition 
essential for an ordered and stable society—and never 
more so than in a society in which order and stability 
must be maintained in the midst of fundamental, rapid, 
and continual social change (42, p* 63 }* 

Unquestionably, the clarification of the foundations 
of order and coherence in American public education la 
the paramount problem facing the educational profession 
today. Apart from such clarification there are no tena-
ble grounds upon which the profession can answer its 
critics or formulate an intelligent policy for dealing 
with persistent pressures from powerful organised inter-
est groups in American society, nor is there any secure 
basis for pedagogical authority or for a program of 
instruction, guidance, and discipline in the public 
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school which may reasonably be expected to result in the 
constant development of wholesome and integrated person-
alltles (42, p« 254)* 

. . • Although we have developed a good education, 
an education of which we my be rightly proud, m have 
not developed a truly great education, an education 
which confronts the realities of the age, expresses the 
best in oar heritage, and takes full advantage of our 
prospects. Zn education we have lived below the possi-
bilities of our civilisation {10, p. 29)• 

Existing Dilemsa 

Conflicts, contradict ions, and inconsistencies in a 

society will prevent an integrating experience on the part 

of the individual that is interacting with that society. A 

disintegrating social order is the product of the lack of a 

common set of values or beliefs among the people that com-

prise the society. A disintegrating personality is the 

product of the lack of a consistent set of values in the 

individual. Disintegration is the result of frustrations 

and tensions growing out of inconsistencies. The extras© 

end result for the individual may be neurosis or psychoses, 

fhe end result for the society my be depression, inflation, 

or revolution* 

Frcsa the preceding discussion in this chapter, it is 

obvious that the American society has not provided for its 

own integration, nor for the integration of the people that 

comprise that society. The basic values that the American 

people have are far fro® being common value®. Every social, 

political, and economical group seees to have its own set 
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of values; and, oven then, as an individual within the group 

subscribes to those values, there seems to he in many case® 

contradictions between those group values and other basic 

values that the individual may have# 

An individual acquires hie values through his interaction 

with society. Each group in the society carries on active 

programs of increasing the strength of the group and of en-

listing support for the values that are necessary for that 

group*s survival# Every major social, political, and econom-

ical group seems to be aware that subscription to a common 

set of values, or support of a common set of values, is valu-

able to a society# To many groups it is expedient to have 

that support indirectly. Exanples of indirect support way 

be participation In certain so called patriotic organisations, 

participation in class, religious, or race discrimination, 

or participation in organised insistance upon the acquisatlon 

of useless knowledge* This type of support {indirect) allows 

particular groups to exploit practically unhampered and often 

unnoticed. Some groups, therefore, try to enlist others to 

a particular philosophy# Sons even try to pressure or coerce 

membership. It is not that others will be accepted into the 

social, political, or economical group that is propagandising 

for supportf it is more the acceptance or, at least, tolerance 

that is desired. The support necessary for the survival of 

certain types of vicious, but camouflaged, groups say take 

several formsx it may be yielding to exploitation of the 
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group; it aay be a purely passiveness or inactivity which 

within itself is a contribution} ©r it aay be to some other 

form. 

It Is evident that the group which has the greatest 

media of communication with the masses of the people holds a 

distinctively great advantage* Any group or combination of 

groups that night control the press, radio, television* or 

publishing companies could, to a high degree, control the 

information that is available to the masses of the people* 

They could issue the information that would benefit their 

group and could withhold information that might endanger its 

position. They could falsify and propagandize to their sel-

fish advantage* They could keep the masses of the people 

ignorant concerning controversial issues* They could, thus, 

enlist the support of the masses of the people for the cause 

of their group* 

Charles 1. Merriam reported that the masses of the 

people will always tmkm the right decision when properly 

informed (29)* The great problem is supplying the people 

with the right information or, at least, with the equipment 

to determine truth for themselves* 

Ammmr to the Dilemma 

The answer to the dilemma of blind support of interest 

groups is, of course, to educate the people to Separate facts 

froa untruths, to recognise propaganda and to deal with it 
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intelligently, to assimilate data on both tides of an issue 

and to make their choice according to the facts, and to have 

and rely on a set of common basic values for democratic 

living upon which to has# their activities* The public 

schools of America have failed to discharge this response 

bility to its people. How can the public school possibly 

carry out this obligation when the people engaged in publi« 

education do not even have a set of common values among 

themselves? 

Weakness 

The fact that the teachers in our public schools do not 

have common values have made the public schools very suscep-

tible to pressure groups* It is indeed alarming to know 

that the schools have done very little toward equipping the 

people with the necessary tools to adjust to their society, 

to engage in democratically planned social evolution, to 

withstand harmful propaganda, to separate truth fro® untruth, 

and to apply the scientific method of problem solving in 

their daily lives. If this situation is alarming, it is 

terrifying to feel that the system of public schools is an 

instrument used to deliberately keep the people ignorant 

concerning the purposes, methods, and structure of many of 

the social activities that they are called upon to support; 

to propagandise and falsify for vested interests! to encourage 

people to cultivate values on a superficial level so that 
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they will be satisfied with the status quo; to channel the 

people*® mental energies along abstractions that are not 

conducive to social evolution; to insure that the people will 

not gain a common set of values necessary for social inte-

gration; and to Insure that individuals will not have . 

consistency in their values which is necessary for an Inte-

grating personality* 

There is probably a deliberate attempt by a vested 

interest alliance to control the public school eurriculua to 

the extent described above (18)» This may be dose by screen* 

ing all textbooks for controversial material before the 

publisher is permitted to print it; by placing members of 

its organisation on the local and state boards of education! 

by insuring the election of highly conservative personnel 

for t op administrative positions; by persecuting teachers 

who do not stay within the prescribed narrow boundaries of 

academic activities; by promoting in pay and position those 

who contribute to the maintenance of the status quo; and by 

conducting periodic "witch-Aunts** for liberals and progres-

sives (45, pp. 16-37). 

Qoals 

Since education is the answer to this dilemma* the pub-

lic school system, the principal agency to -which -has been 

delegated the responsibility of educating the people t must 

change radically in its method and content for educating. 
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As indicated earlieij public education lias not only allowed a 

bigh degree of social and personal d is integration to develop 

in American society, but It has actually contributed to the 

disintegration* Because of its susceptibility to pressor*# 

the schools have become an instruaefit of certain vested 

interests CI* p* 106). 

It the American society is to exist as a democratic 

society, or attain that status; exist as an example of free 

people cooperating for the common good, or reach that position; 

exist as a stronghold against tyranny and oppression, or gain 

that goal; exist as an inspiration to enslaved people to east 

off the shackles, or approach that condition? and exist as an 

advocate of world peace and harmony, or precede in that di~ 

rection the schools wist take the initiative in the develop-

ment of an integrating society and an integrating citisenry. 

This can be done only by helping the people of the. society 

develop a common set of basie values which are based on and 

consistent with sound democratic principles. 

It is the public schools' obligation to produce an 

Integrating citisenry and an integrating society« Chapter 

III will deal with describing an integrating individual, 

an integrating society, and the type of public school 

prograa and teacher necessary to produce the desired results. 

Stora&x*y 

(1) Soeial integration exists only when a large majority 

of the people of a society have eoonon basie values or beliefs 
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upon which they base their activities and upon which they 

evaluate their society* 

The couanon basic values of the people of a democratie 

society should be consistent with sound democratic principles, 

(3) Personal integration can exist only when the Individ-

m l has developed a philosophy of life based on noncontradic-

tory values. For personal integrati on in a democracy, t-hftBg 

basic values must be consistent with sound principles of 

democracy, 

(4) For wholesome interaction in a democratic society* 

the individual must have a democratic philosophy of life and 

must have certain sociological knowledge and skills. He aust 

have the experience and inclination to apply the various 

principles of sociology to particular situations toward the 

elevation of the society. 

{5) a complex society common social thoughts are 

housed In institutions, when basic individual values begin • 

to differ—when a large majority of the people can a® longer 

identify their own social thoughts in an institution—the 

Institution will disintegrate. When this condition of instl- • 

tutional disintegration appears among the najer institutions 

of a society * such as economical, governmental, educational, 

•tc'» %h*n t h # society is in an advanced state of disinte-

gration. 

($1 Many of the institutions of American society show 

signs of disintegration. The rate and extent of disintegration 
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varies. The rate and extent #f disintegration of th# American, 

society would, probably it greater if the masses of the people 

were informed concerning the true purposes of some of the 

institutions that they blindly support# 

(?) A deiaoeratic society is necessarily a dynamic one 

and must be capable of radical change la a short period of 

time* Society is proceeding through time and space at a 

rapid rate of speed, A social institution that is relatively 

stationary in that force field is- in social equilibrium 

In order for an institution to change to a relatively more 

advanced position, a particular process ©f social engineering 

must be envoked. 

(&} The American educational system is a social insti-

tution. It is changing its relative position in a negative 

direction# Public education, as the only authorised public 

disseminator of knowledge in all fields, should hold the 

foremost position in order to contribute to the integration 

of the other social institutions and of the individuals* 

Cf|* It is imperative to the American society that the 

public schools meet this challenge. However, before the 

public school® can even qualify for t his task there must be 

a great change in the curriculum and in the instructional 

methods. The qualifications of the teachers would necessarily 

be different; therefore, the present method of educating 

teachers might not be sufficient* 
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CHAPTER III 

THE MOOIlli PUBLIC SCHQOtr 

ITS 0 1 1 m km XE8 mcinsHS 

As pointed out t®. the preceding chapter* American 

society is in a rapid state of disintegration. Many «f the 

members of that society are in an advanced state of personal 

& is Integrat ion * It was concluded in Chapter II that it is 

the responsibility of the public schools to provide for per-

sonal and social integration in America, It was, also, 

concluded in Chapter 11 that the public schools were not 

only permitting disintegration t® occur, but were actually 

contributing to the disintegration of the individual and of 

the society. This chapter will describe the type of public 

school education that will promote an integrating society 

and people* 

If the individual and the society are going to evolve 

toward perfection or individual and societal excellency, it 

is necessary that the methods and purposes of public school 

education be changed. Changing educational endeavors ttouM 

be practicing the previously discussed social engineering 

feat of mobilizing a social institution, which Is currently 

in social equilibrium, to a relatively advanced position in 

m 
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the form field, is Indicated earlier, tibmm is a 

process that must be applied in order to i s m desirable and 

permanent change. The first step is to conduct a study to 

determine positively the new position that is necessary for 

the institution at the pretest time and to determine the new 

contact of the institution. 

Chapter II gave the desired relative position of public 

education in tha force field. Chapter III will be concerned 

with the desired content of the institution* It i» the pro~ 

p o s e d new content that met be- subscribed to before mobili-

sation can occur. The other necessary steps for institutional 

evolution coaprise complete studies within themselves and 

will not be treated is detail ta this study* 

the- desired end product of public education in America 

is a citizenry of individuals that are integrating t® the 

extent that they will provide for democratic: social evolution 

and that they can and- will function in an intellectual and 

desirable manner in a democratic society -of a highly techno* 

logical era* An integrating society would be an important 

and desirable co-product of individual excellency and demo-

cratic competency* 

An integrating individual will have a philosophy of life 

built of consistent basic values. For the production of and 

desirable interaction with a democratic society, these basic 

values must be an outgrowth of and consistent with sound 
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democratic principles* If these basic democratic values are 

cmmm among a large percentage of the people, the society 

will become an integrating society. 

In order to be socially productive in a democracy, the 

individual must have the sociological taowledge to evaluate 

the society and its various interacting elements and bo able 

to predict the consequences of proposed modifications in 

social thought. 

The ability to contribute to personal and social evolu-

tion in a technological age also depends upon the individuals 

acquiring a high level of knowledge and skill of the technical 

nature in the particular' 'area of vocational identification. 

It i# equally important that sufficient knowledge of other 

technologies be acquired if beneficial understanding of the 

problems of other® and of society Is to be present* 

If the public schools are to fulfill their obligations 

to the individual and to society by providing -for the con-

tinuous evolution of "both to higher levels, of excellency* 

the public schools must provide the aeans by which the indi-

vidual ©an obtain the philosophy, sociological knowledge,, 

and technological knowledge mentioned above# 

A philosophy ©f public education indicates what in to 

be taught in the public schools. A psychology of learning 

indicates how the learning is to be produced. An educational 

philosophy for a democratic society must be consistent with 

the basic principles of democracy which were discussed in 
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Chapter U» An educational philosophy must embrace the. need# 

of society and the needs of the individual* Individual and 

social needs, a® discussed in Chapter II, are so closely 

related and intertwined that it A# impossible and undesirable' 

to separate the two* 

In order to produce integrating individuals and sua inte-

grating society, the modern public schools oast educate f«r -

individual excellence and democratic social evolution. The 

modern public schools of a democracy are obligated to provide 

for the individual's acquisition of a democratically sound 

set of Wsie values upon which to base, his philosophy of • 

life* the schools should also equip the individual with the 

knowledge, skills, and information necessary for high degree 

of democratic competency and self-status in all phases of 

living* 

The Modern Public School Curriculum 

Psychology Learnl* 

Before a logical discussion of public school eurriculusi 

'tan ensue, it is necessary to develop m m sound principles 

of learning that are consistent with proved psychological 

facts concerning learning# the psychological facts used ia 

this study are results of experiiBsnts conducted by Mkk 

Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler, Shrenf©leWilliam 4mm®g John 

Dewey, Xurt iewin, George Elliott Coghill, and other#* These 
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experiments are reported in Qeorge W. Eartm&s*s book, Gestalt 

PgychoXogr. A Sarwy of g«cts m d Prlnalpl>» (3). 4n 

lation of these facts with their application to learning has 

been published by Wheeler and Perkins {IHl* Prom that assimi-

lation of scientific facts, Wheeler and Perkins have produced 

eight organisraic laws. 

1. THE LAW o r FIELD PROPERTIES: Any item of reality 
is in its ©urn right an integrated whole that is 
moire than the sua of its parts# 

2. THE LAW Of DERIVED P&0PERTXE3: Part® derive their 
properties fro® the whole. 

3# fm MM W mmmiMB ACT mm The whole conditions 
the activities of ita parts# 

4. THE LAW m mxrmuniOil Parte eiaerge from wholes 
through a process of differentlatIon or individuation, 
as every user or a tachistoscope knows# 

5. THE LAW OF LEAST AOTIOUi Energy interchange takes 
place through the shortest spatio-temporal interval. 

6. THE U W OF FIELD GEMESISi Wholes evolve- as wholes. 
®iis is largely a corollary to the LAV Of 
UATIOU. 

7. THE LAW OF MAXIMUM WOK? Where the balance of a 
system is disturbed, all the available energy is 
employed la restoring •qullifartnu 

#* TBI LAW OF COSFIGtEATIOIi On® isolated, discrete 
event can never interact with another because things 
of this character are non-existent. 

Pr®» the findings of the experimenters listed and frosi 

the resulting organisaic laws, certain facts or principles 

concerning learning can be drawn, fl) The individual inter-

acts as a whole with the total field of the stimulus. (2) 

The individual must perceive the goal and must command a 
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method of achieving the goal before learning can take place. 

{$} the individual*® purpose la the most important factor in 

learning* {4} The individual is continuously in a process 

of maturation, |5) The individual's learning process is 

continuous. A discus#ion of each principle follows* 

|1) The individual interact# a# a whole with the total 

field of the stimulus. The individual's goal is the pivot 

of configuration of the stimulus field* It has meaning only 

through it® relationship with all the interacting elements 

of the configuration. the individual reacts to the eonfig~ 

uration as an interacting organisaic and psychological whole* 

le utilises hie physiological and mental potentials is 

cooperation with his configuration ©f past experiences toward 

the realisation of the goal* 

(2) The individual must perceive the goal, must accept 

it a# his own felt need, and must command a method of 

achieving the goal before learning ean take place. The goal 

can he perceived only whin the individual has a real felt 

Med. It must be the individual^ m m particular felt need. 

It cannot he imposed upon him by another person or group. 

The felt need creates an imbalance or tension within the 

individual, and the individual seeks the goal that will 

satisfy that need and relieve the tension* When the goal 

is perceived the motivation to attain the goal gives the 

individual sufficient energy to seek a plan of action to 

reach the goal. Once again it must be the individual* s own 
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Th« need plus the plan of action ©iMwtitiite# the individual*s 

purpose* At this point the individual becomes ft lawnwr# 

C3I the individual's purpose Is the »©st important 

factor in learning* fa| Without purpose learning cannot 

take place* fhe felt need and plan of action art necessary 

before sufficient motivation to learn is present* 

(b) Purpose is the only indicator of the individual*̂  

maturity level# An individual cannot react to a stimulus 

field or goal which 1# above his o&turity level. Therefore* 

k® could not have & felt need above his maturity level. M 

.is difficult for an individual to interact with a stimulus 

f ield below bis maturity level*. The purpose will not be 

below the iiaturity levelf however, it is possible that t» 

order to pursue a purposeful goal, the individual may have 

to gain knowledge ia areas below his maturity level, fhis 

activity wist be. initiated, by purpose on the learner*s matu-

rity level and will be indulged in to gain the ability %m 

continue toward the attainment ef a purposeful goal* 

(c| Purpose indicates the individual*® mm particular 

psychological present, this is practically « corollary to 

maturity level.- B differs in that psychological present 

is made up of the immediate present and extends in two 

directionsI, the past and the futuret to include those things 

that ham meaning to- the individual, m dividual cannot 
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have purpose outside of hie psychological present| therefore, 

an individual cannot learn mlsM® ©f his psychological 

present. The scope of the individual*s psychological present 

can be increased only from within tha psychological present* 

(d) Furpoae supplies the individual with th# motivation 

necessary to ait bar acquire and utilise tha -ability *r us© 

previously acquired ability to differentiate the pertinent 

elements of a configuration, and, thue, the individual gains 

th# neceasary amount of insight into tha configuration to 

solve his problem. 

141 the individual la eoatliiiMMMAy in % process «f 

maturation* 4a tha person natures, goals change in scope 

and value. Tha background of ejsperience is increased mA 

takaa on new meanings which produce m r concepts, the indi-

vidual^ rata of maturation la inherent. The rata will 

probably differ with each individual. This fact sake® it 

impossible to pradiot what a parson will need to laam at a 

particular tins in tha future. 

(5) Tha individual** learning process i» continuous. 

As goals ara perceived and pursued, mm needs are introduced 

to the learner as a result of hi® goal-seeking activity. 

When the current goal is realised* tha tension relaxation 

produces th® opportunity fir th® newly introduced need to 

become a fait need* thus, th® learning process ia in ©par* 

ation again. 
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This Is an oYernsiaplif ieation of the learning procaas 

and shoald act be interpreted to laply that a person m&y 

bar* ©nly one goal at a tis»» &uch to the contrary, an 

individual m y have many goals and the purposes necessary 

to obtain those goals at thi same tiae* However, one goal 

usually predominates. this priority in goals m y shift among 

several goals in the pmmm of their attainments. 

M. 

Fro® th# established facta concerning learning aid the 

learning process, aany Isadora in the fioMs of education 

and psychology have published their concepts «f principles 

of' learning. thro® of those published lists b a m boon 

selected for this stmdy* Tha following set® of learning 

principles mm selected because of thalr consistency with 

the psychological facts concerning learning and because the 

three seta together team to include all the valid principles 

listed by the many writers that m m investigated. 

The Gonaittae on the Orientation of Secondary Education, 

of the Department of Secondary School Principals, listed six 

principles of learning (2), 

1. learning proceeds more rapidly and tends to ha more 
parvaoant when relationship between what is feeing 
experienced and the welfare of the learner are seen 
by his* 

2. Learning proceeds more rapidly a M tends to- ba more 
permanent when it is as outgrowth of, or m develop* 
m a t fro®, the experience of the learner# 
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I* learning proceeds ©ore rapidly and tends to- be more 
permanent la proportion to the amount of satisfaction 
the learner derives from the process of learning* 
and in proportion to the iasaediaey of the satisfaction, 

k* Learning proceed® aere rapidly and tends to be more 
permanent when it involves act ivity—physical and 
mental—on the part of the learner, 

5# fhe probability that what in learned will later bo 
recalled for use wbem needed increases in proportion 
us the relstionship between each element— (skill t 
idea* fact* ideal J which is being learned tad th® 
other eleaeats being leaded is understood by the 
learner.. • 

6, fhe probability that what is learned will later be 
recalled for as® wben needed—is greatest when may 
relationships between the elements being~learaed~ 
in~relatienship and & later aore complete whole 
situation are seen by the learner. 

Tonka® and Simpson in their book, Modern Methods and 

fechnlgmea of Teaching, gave nine principles (12, pp. 21-31), 

Learning 'Js growth. learning is a process that 
constantly enlarges the child*® understanding of his 
environtaent» that leads to better and better under* 
standing of life about him, and that encourages -
freedom of choice and intelligent action, Growth, both 
in a physical and intellectual senset is an inevitable 
accompaniment of life unless the individual be placed 
in a sterile environment and denied the necessary 
experiences that oaks* growth possible, fhe richer • 
the experience and the mm favorable the environment* 
the better the growth* , . • Effective education 
furnished the- controlled environment for favorable 
growth, 

learning Is Adjustment, Learning involves the 
adjustment of l&individual to- the world in various 
»y»* • * • There are also complex social ad justments 
demanded of the individual today which were unnecessary 
two or three generations ago. It is the function ®f 
the school to teach the child how to meet and adjust 
himself to these mm and complex eleaents in his envi-
ronment, He mm live in a world of change. And while 
there is a need for the development «f independence and 
initiative in the individual to overcome undesirable 
conditions and saake then better, there is also need for 
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adjustment in the sense of conforming to the laws of 
nature and other factors in the environment over which 
the individual ban no control. 

gasserlease* Learning involve# 
repeated experiences eaen »®dirying tne learner1# atti-
tudes, ideals, knowledge, skills, and| habits and a new 
way of looking at things. Human beings have the ability 
to profit from experience quickly and to readjust th«»-
selves to new situations rapidly. • • . Practice in 
analysing experience to understand the meanings is 
therefore a necessary aspect of human learning, lew 
experiences modify older experiences#- finis means that 
learning is constantly enlarging the understanding and 
improving the individual*a control of his eaviroiiseat 
and that he is constantly reorganising his knowledge as 
he gains added experience. 

learning Is Purposeful* Learning is nor# rapid 
and effeelfie t®«i It is jpirposeful, » « • fhe lack of 
purpose in learning that distinguished the fonaal school 
made necessary all sorts of coercive measure unrelated 
to the learning in order to eause children to acquire 
the conventional knowledge and skills. Modem schools 
try to create situations in which the need for acqui-
sition of knowledge and skills. Modern schools try to 
create situations in which the need for acquisition of 
knowledge and skill will be an obvious aspect of the 
environment. 

Learning ZSL Xfltrelltofflt &nd Creative. Learning has 
sometimes been regarded as wleSy a ®m%m of jseehanieal 
stimulus and response. . . • This is thought by soae to 
be too mechanistic a view of learning, 'mere is always 
something new in a learning situation. « # * Learning 
therefore involves in all oases as, intelligent inter-
pretation of the situation- and some selectivity in the 
response. . • . It is this intelligent aspeet of human 
learning that makes creative thought possible. • . . 
fhe human being has power to vary his response to the 
demands of the situation, to change these responses 'at 
will and thus to create new foras of response as the 
outgrowth of intelligent thinking and aetion. • * * fhe 
mechanistic interpretation of learning, which for a time 
DAS perhaps in the ascendant, see®s in the last few 
years to be- yielding to a view that permits belief $m a 
Mad which bears within itself the power to create new 
ideas out of old and to modify the situation as well as 
to be modified by it. 

Learning Active. Activity has c m to mew 
eIther mental or physical action What @«es in response 
to a need felt fro® within rather than an imposed stim-
ulus from without. . «* . Active learning is purposeful 
learning to which the learner lends his aid and approval| 
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passive learning is M*reive learning imposed upon the 
individual by a situation or by other individuals who 
control the learning situation* 

% m m p m M Both Mividual and Social. The sieeh-
anisa whiSii the individual m®pmSm* to his 
environment is indubitably his owfa individual nervous 
system with its organs of mmpISoa mm response. * . . 
Learning is social because it would be impossible for 
any learning situation to take place except m m re~ 
spouse of some type to the social environment of the 
individual* 

%wijraii«̂  j£ & .grodftft the InviroiiBient* Learning 
depends for its' stimuli upon the environaient surrounding 
the individual. 

22$a.iSS3M *««;»» M s Conduct »f ths. learner. 
Learning tends to result in improved aCpstSint t© life 
and corrects and changes wrong ideas and wrong methods 
of action. to® learning takes place when the Individ-
ual acquires a type of knowledge or a skill in response 
to a real need, modified his conduct in accordance with 
the new learning, and is forever changed* 

Heart and Vincent in Modern Educational Practice listed 

thirty principles of learning (6» pp* 405-407). -

1. So one learns without feeling some urge to learn. 
2. ihat a person learns is influenced direetly by his 

surroundings* 
3- A person learns most quickly and lastingly what has 

meaning for him. 
4. #b«n an organism is ready to act,. it it painful for 

it not to act* and when an organism is not ready to 
act, it is painful for it t# act* 

5. Individuals differ in all sorts of ways* 
6. Security and success are the soil and climate for 

i ti« »i*m tfii ar iiAe Sit, -

7* M l learning occurs through attempts to satisfy 
needs* 

$* Emotional tensions decreases efficiency in learning. 
9. Physical defects lower efficiency in learning. 
10* Interest is an indicator of growth* 
11* Interest is a source of power in motivating 

learning* 
12* What gives satisfaction tends to be repeated; what 

is annoying tends to fee avoided. 
13. the best way to learn a part in life is to play 

that part* 
14* Learning is more efficient and longer lasting when 

the conditions for it -are real and lifelike* 
15# Piecemeal learning is not efficient. 
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16. You can't train the mind like a warn!®* 
17• A person learns by his own activity* 
li* Abundant, realistic practice contributes to learning, 
19* Participation enhances learning* 
20. Firsthand experience nakes for lasting and aore 

complete learning. 
21, General behavior is controlled by eraotions as well 

as by intellect* 
22* Unused talents contribute to personal maladjustment. 
23* You start to grow from where you are and not from 

s&m artificial starting point* 
Zkm Growth Is a steady, continuous process, and differ-

ent individuals grow at different rates* 

t. It is impossible to learn one thing at a time* 
* Learning is reinforced when two or sore senses are 

used at the saaie tine* 
27* The average pupil is largely a myth* 
28* If you want a certain result, teach it directly* 
29* Children develop la terms of all the influences 

which affect them* 
30, It has been said that a person learns more in the 

first three years of his life than In all the years 
afterward. 

Application of Knowledge 

In order to produce an integrating individual and an 

integrating society and, thus, attain it® major objectives* 

the schools probably should change in content and methods* 

The schools probably should abandon the practice of just 

"adding another required course" to ©set a new need* Adding 

props to a faulty structure may only prolong its futile 

existence* As long as schools continue to expand a curricu-. 

l m built on antiquated psychology, philosophy, and sociology, 

they mm never meet the needs of Modern living* 

Information given earlier in this study indicates that 

there is only one sound foundation for curriculum construction: 

the purpose of the learner* The content of the curriculum 
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must involve the needs ©r problems that are direct outgrowths 

of the learner*s living# The content of the curriculum will 

necessarily increase in scope &nd intensity as the learner 

progresses in physical, emotional, and MntaX maturity. As 

the learner** background of experiences becomes greater and 

as his awareness of his environment grows, life will become 

wore complex. His needs and problems will become aore com-

plex. The curriculum will become aore complex. 

Teacher Qualifications 

The major goal of the modern public school, to provide 

for personal and social integration, has been referred t® 

many times in this study. In order to achieve that major 

goal there must be secondary goals whose sum total will 

produce the major goal. These secondary goals will here-

after be referred to as teacher goals or institutional 

goals. 

The teacher goal# must be a planned part of learning. 

They must be attained by utilising the purposes of the 

learner. Many of the teacher goals are the same for all the 

learners. However, since all people are different and have 

different purposes and maturity levels, the teacher's goals 

will probably be reached via of a different plan for each 

student. 

Before teacher qualifications can be discussed, it is 

first necessary to determine some of the teacher goals. 
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Some of the teacher goals are results of desirable growth 

and development of the students. The teachers ability t© 

perceive those goals is partly dependent upon the teacher's 

knowledge of and ability to provide for proper growth and 

development. 

Bio-socio-paychological Meeds 

The psychology of learning and the learning process as 

given earlier in this chapter will apply to any age person. 

However, the sociological, biological, and psychological 

meeds ©f individuals may differ. The individual's needs,, of 

course, are basic to learning* The modern public school 

«ust provide for the satisfaction of these individual needs. 

It must be flexible enough to cover all individual unique-

ness. However, in the modern school it is necessary te 

utilise the knowledge that similar bio»soeio-psychologi$al 

needs appear for most human beings within the seope of each 

of a set of large blocks of tine. 

The human life cycle can roughly be described as con-

sisting of seven phases* 

1« The preschool years (0 to 6). 
2. The elementary years (6 to 12). 
3# The secondary school years (12 to IS)* 
4. The preadult years <18 to 24). 

5« The years of early maturity *25 to 45 or 50). 
6. The years of later maturity (45 or 50 t© 65 or 70). 
7* The years of sensecence (65 or 70 until death) 

0 . pp. 73-74). 

Although a knowledge ef the other five stages are nec-

essary, the modem public school teacher might be primarily 
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concerned with stage two, the elementary school years, and 

stag® three, the secondary-school years. The fallowing dis-

cussions of elementary ftnd secondary school years was taken 

from George ¥» Hartmsj^s book, gdmcatlonal 

ELEMBMTAHf-SCiiOQL TEAKS 
The year® fro® 6 to .12 are in m m y ways a great 

biological riddle* It is a bit hard to see why nature, 
i.e., the m m p l m results of past evolution, should act 
"STsuch a fashion that the human speeies is incapable 
of even physical reproduction until about the twelfth 
birthday or beyond. In fact, the chemistry of the sys-
tem is such that many of the glandular secretions act 
as "brakes'* or inhibitors of too rapid growth in certain 
directions, as though nature were afraid that her ulti-
mate plan for the human organism would be wrecked If 
certain sectors of the bodily economy moved ahead too 
fast* fh® later years of childhood, therefore, see© 
like one long latent period in which adulthood is appar~ 

emirs#, unwise to attribute »purposes* to nature when 
all she may be really exhibiting are necessary "processes* 
or inevitable outcomes of prior conditions, but man has 
capitalised this basic fact about his own organism, 

, JssS&t 
his infantile helplessness and incompetence, and made ' 
it the foundation for introducing his young to the past 
history of the species as this appears in the world of 
"ideas.* Even if there were no institution such as the 
elementary school, the years it spans would almost cer-
tainly be devoted to the learning of the basic skills 
characteristic of the group. This can be deduced from 
the use ©&d@ of this period by primitives. Th® ehild 
most b® oriented in the big world of tins and space, 
and prepare himself to meet the demands it aaleoa upon 
him if he is to survive on a satisfying basis. 

Such is the deeper personal and social meaning of 
entry into school. It is preceded by an increase in 
responsibility whieh makes possible the transition from. 
the relatively protective atmosphere of the home to the 
more self-reliant life of the school, which in turn 
fosters the growth of this important characteristic• 
Games and vigorous play occupy the child's attention 
during most of his "free" or unsupervised time, indi-
cating that his principal interests are met by the 
informal and less institutionalised random associations 
of daily life. Friends become more indispensable than 
hitherto, but toward the middle of this period the work 
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of tit® school and its associated activities become the 
definite center of the child's life—a seeond hose, in 
fact* 

Interd®pendence of school and hone* This point is 
of considerable importance, £or ©any problems in mental 
hygiene and social adjustment rest upon the nature of 
the relations developed in this total adaptation may be 
considered favorable, (1) if he is out of rapport with 
the folks at hone, but *succeeds* in his school life, 
and (2) if he finds school a source of irritation and 
frustration, but is able to depend upon his domestic 
contacts for "security* and stability in a pussling 
world* One institution, consequently, may serve to 
counterbalance the defects of the other so far as meet-
ing the personality needs of the child is concerned. 
If, however, (3} neither hose nor school provides the 
youngster with the satisfactions he implicitly seeks, 
then the unhappily maladjusted individual or nproblem 
personality" is likely to be produced* Such a disas-
trous outcome must be prevented by every means available* 
The time to forestall the emergence of a chronically 
thwarted creature is in the elementary-school years— 
the earlier the better* The child's need for affection 
and understanding is usually insufficiently recognised 
and poorly set by psychologically Illiterate parents 
and teachers* Vhila the machinery for linking home and 
school agents in a Gomroon effort to further the interests 
of the child is still far from adequate, there is no 
question that (4) the youngster is best able to realize 
his values when he and his family group and the school 
personnel art all moving in the same direction* 

On the whole, that part of the life cycle which 
covers the elementary-school period—about one-tenth of 
the average American's longevity span—acquires its 
principal significance from the experiences of the child 
in connection with the "subjects,* skills, and problem 
situations that the classroom provides. These are the 
things that most deeply stimulate him and determine hi® 
"status" in the company of his equals in-age* Since 
the school has tended to enlarge rather than to diminish 
its contacts with other community activities and eater-
prises, this fact tends constantly to assume greater 
importance. The doings of the '•gang1*, church affairs, 
incidental travel, the vivid and dramatic stimuli of 
the film, press, and radio all win some share of the 
child's responses, and may be decisive in forming cer-
tain segments of his nature. The school nonetheless 
stands out as the most impressive, continuous, and in-
fluential factor in the normal experiences of later 
childhood* 
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CHARACTERISTICS OP ADOLESCENCE 
It is customary to distinguish three phases in the 

process of achieving sexual maturity* the prepubescent, 
tli@ pubescent, mud the post pubescent, sometimes called 
early, high, and late adolescence, respectively. The 
principal features of eaeh are basically determined by 
specialised changes in the anatomy and physiology of the 
growing organism; the psychological change® that occur 
simultaneously or shortly thereafter seem to be second-
ary manifestations of the important and fundamental 
alternation in the bodily economy involved in the new 
chemical balance created by the reproductive fluids now 
pouring into the tissues. The subjective sense of being 
a male"or a female is strongly intensified* Ever since 
the age of three or earlier, the individual has been 
aware of the fact that he is either a boy or a girl* 
but no very marked sex differences in behavior appear 
during the pre-school or most of the elementary years* 
As soon as puberty sets in, the world is sharply divided 
into masculine and feminine and normally remains such 
until the life cycle draws to its end. 

For most children, adolescence can be said to start 
by the seventh grade, the age level considered to begin 
the junior-high-school period. The familiar physical 
»signsw of incoming hair under the armpits and about 
the pubes are symptoms common to both sexes* Some doubt 
has recently been shed upon the popular lay and profes-
sional assumption that girls mature in this and other 
respects earlier than boyst an uncertainty due ia part 
to different biosocial standards concerning the readi-
ness of the respective sexes for mating and in part to 
the clinical difficulty of ascertaining exactly compar-
able and homologous events# The onset of the first 
menstrual flow is unambiguous and may frighten the girl 
needlessly unless she is properly prepared for th® 
occasion* The "flat" chest of female childhood gives 
way to the conspicuously rounded, mobile breats of 
youth, the newly prominent hips, and an apparently 
slenderer waistline. These are all functional prepa-
rations for prospective motherhood and are constantly 
visible structural changes* 

With the boy, on the other hand, the pubertal 
alterations do not occur as swiftly or as obviously* 
The drop in his voice to a lower octave does not happen 
overnight * His penis and testicles grow larger, but 
the presence of the "androgenic" hormone and the first 
flow of sperm are not readily ascertained without con-
stant urinary analysis sustained throughout the period 
under observation* Dominance as a personality trait 
grows somewhat in proportion to the number of sperms or 
other biochemical content discharged* Xt is quite 
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likely that the apparent adolescent retardation of boy# 
would be greatly reduced were a more exact biological 
chronology employed. Ja practice, however, so Matter 
what tte detailed reasons may be, there is little doubt 
that most adolescents and young adults require about 
two years * age difference between the sexes for optimum 
personality inter at imulat ion to occur. 

to responses of this period. The self of the 
youth natures rapidly ana in new directions on the basis 
of these thoroughgoing bodily transformations« The pos-
session of a larger frame—in laimy eases bigger, more 
attractive, and physically more efficient than t hose of 
parents and other elders exercising supervisory author-
ity—fosters an occasional sense of equality or even 
superiority with respect to others. The feeling, how-
ever, cannot be long maintained with full confidence 
because it clashes too plainly with other evidences of 
immaturity and lack of self-sufficiency. Unevennesses 
In personality growth often stand out sharply and con-
tribute to the embarassmeat and uncertainties of the 
adolescent. He encounters the many irrationalities of 
the social system into which he Must fit, and frequently 
he must struggle long and hard before his vocational 
and other roles in life are settled satisfactorily. 

Adolescence is usually deemed a difficult period 
of life, but it is probably such only because our modem 
industrial culture converges upon the pubescent young-
ster with a hypercomplex set of compelling stimuli while 
at the same tine it denies him the means or the oppor-
tunities for gratifying the needs thus aroused. The 
result is a sharp struggle for self-control, a prolonged 
strain upon the organism*# inhibitory powers, and a 
chronic condition of mild thwarting at best. For some 
years, therefore, the organists is in a state where its 
reach exceeds its grasp. A moderately neurotic con-
dition of mild hyperirritability ensues, whose every 
symptom indicates that it is a "disease of civilisation" 
produced by heaping too many and too sever® problems of 
adaptation upon the living system within too short a 
span of time. The Weltacfamerg of the social-minded and 
intelligent adolescent illustrates this predicament of 
frustration to perfection. His peculiar emotional state 
is less of a riddle now than formerly, perhaps because 
®any well-adjusted adults are now similarly disturbed -
by the disintegration of much of contemporary society. 

In the United States a full description of the 
phenomena of adolescence is now equivalent to the psy-
chology of the secondary school, since two out of three 
youngsters of high-school age are today enrolled in 
that institution. Consequently, much of the intellectual 
and emotional life of puberty has to be considered in 
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connection with the expanding horison created by the 
scientific, literary, artistic, economic, and historical 
stimuli contained in the curriculu® of the seventh to 
the twelfth grades., inclusive. Here is found much, but 
not all, of whatever it aay be that shapes the adoles-
cent fs aiind# The past and the future both become aore 
real* Aa attitude of yearning based upon a vague per-
ception of present incompleteness is intensified* 
apprehensive ideals for one1® self and for the world 
now appear as a seam# of structuring more definitely 
the cloudly outlines of the years ahead#. The hi# 
vitality of this period is often expressed and inten-
tionally dissipated in aimless but vigorous pleasure 
hunting, yet beneath these trivialities is a fairly 
earnest effort to focus the organism's energies upon 
some large continuing enterprise of more permanent 
value (3» pp. *7-93)* 

Robert <J, Havighurst and others have taken the concept 

©f the life cycle of the human and projected it into what 

they have termed developmental tasks (4)« They have taken 

essentially the same blocks of time of human longevity as 

did Hartaan (3K Taking the saae basic facts in biology, 

psychology, and sociology as did Hartaan, Havighurst .and-; 

his co-workers have refined the life cycle into particular 

tasks in which the individual nust gain proficiency at 

various age levels# 

The tasks the individual Must learn—the develop* 
mental tasks of life--are those things that constitute 
healthy and satisfactory growth in our society# They 
are the things a person Must learn if he is to be 
Judged and to Judge himself to be a reasonably happy 
and successful person* A developmental task is a task 
which arises at or about a certain period in the life 
of the individual, successful achievement of which leads 
to his happiness and to success with later tasks, while 
failure leads to unhappiness in the individual, disap-
proval by the society, and difficulty with later tasks# 

The prototype of the developmental task is the 
purely biological formation or organs in the @»bry@# 
In this development each organ has its ti»e of origin 
and this time factor Is as important as the place of 
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origin# If the eye, for example, does not arise at the 
appointed tine it will never be able to express itself 
fully, sine© the moment for the rapid outgrowth of some 
other part will hare arrived, and this will tend to 
dominate the lest active region, and suppress the 
belated tendency for eye expression (4, p. 2). 

It is Important that the modern public school teacher 

be familiar with the tasks from birth through later maturity. 

For guidance purposes it is necessary to utilise two blocks, 

middle childhood and adolescence. Ravighurst further statesi 

KIDDLE CHILDHOOD-—or the period from about six to about 
twelve years of age—is characterised by three great 
outward pushes, there is the thrust of the child out 
of the heme and into the peer group, the physical thrust 
into the world of games and work requiring neuromuscular 
skills, and the mental thrust into the world of adult 
concepts, logic* symbolism, and communication. By the 
end of middle childhood the individual has worked out 
his particular style and his level In all three areas. 
At the beginning of this period he is all possibilities, 
waiting to be realised through the unfolding powers of 
his body and mind and through the lessons his society 
will teach him* 

The developmental tasks of middle childhood grow 
out of these three thrusts of growth in the child. 

1. LEARHING PHYSICAL SKILLS KECESMSY FOE ORDINARY 
GAMES 

Mature of the Task, To learn the physical skills 
that are necessary for the games and physical activities 
that are highly valued in childhood—such skills as 
throwing and catching, kicking, tumbling, swimming, and 
handling simple tools, 

2. BUILDING WHOLESOME ATTITUDES TOWARD ONESELF AS A 
GROWIH} ORGAKISM 

Mature of the Task. To develop habits of care of 
the body, ©rcleanliness and safety, consistent with a 
wholesome, realistic attitude which includes a sense of 
physical normality and adequacy, the ability to enjoy 
using the body, and a wholesome attitude toward sex# 
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3* LEARNING TO GET ALONG WOT AGE-KATES 

of the Task, To learn the give-and-take of 
social life among peers, T© learn to sake friends and 
to get along with enemies# To develop a "social per-
sonality# n 

4. LEARNING AN APPROPRIATE MASCULINE OR FEMINIME SOCIAL 
ROLE 

Nature of the Task, To learn to be a boy or a 
girl—to act the role that is expected and rewarded* 

5. DEVELOPING FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS IN READING, WRITING, 
AND CALCULATING ' * 

iatare of the Task, To learn to read, write, and 
calculate well enough to get along in American society# 

6. DEVELOPING CONCEPTS IICESSMI FOR EVERYDAY LIVING 

Nature of the Task. A concept is an idea which 
stands fora large number of particular sense percep-
tions, or which stands for a number of ideas of lesser 
degrees of abstraction# The task is to acquire a store 
of concepts sufficient for thinking effectively about 
ordinary occupational, civic, and social matters*-

7. DEVELOPING CONSCIENCE, MORALITY, AND A SCALE OF 
VALUES 

Nature of the Task, To develop an inner moral 
control, respectfor moral rules, and the beginning of 
a rational seal# of values, 

B* ACHIEVING PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE 

Mature of the Task, To become an autonomous per-
son, able to makeplans and to act in the present and 
immediate future independently of one parents and 
other adults. 

9. DEVELOPING ATTITUDES TOWARD SOCIAL GROUPS AND 
INSTITUTIONS ' ' . 
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Nature of the Task. To develop social attitudes 
that are basically democratic. 

THE PER£00 froo twelve to eighteen is primarily on© of 
physical and emotional maturing. The sex glands ripen, 
and sex differences widen. The boy becomes ready for 
manhood, and the girl for womanhood. The principal 
lessons are emotional and social, not intellectual* 
Emotional independence fro® parents is established. 
Boys and girls learn to be attract ive to each other* 
Adolescents learn to work together on common interests, 
and to subordinate personal differences in pursuit of 
a common goal. School loses its appeal to the wide-* 
open mind of the child and must cater to the selective 
interests of the adolescent. The vocational interest 
comes to the for®. Toward the end of this period «ay 
come a time of altruism, and reflection on problems of 
good and evil. 

1. ACHIEVING NEW AMD MORE MiTUfiS EEMflQIS WITH M E -
MATES OP BOTH SEXES 

Mature of the Task. The goal? to learn to look 
upon girls" as woaen and boys m men; t© become an adult 
among adultsj t© learn to work with others for a common 
purpose, disregarding personal feelings; to learn to 
lead without dominating. 

2. ACHE:?IMG A MASCULINE OK FlMXIBf® SOGIAL ROLE 

Mature of the Task. To accept and to learn a 
socially'approved"'adult masculine or feminine social 
role# 

3. ACCEPTING ONE'S PHYSIQUE AMD USING THE BOOT 
EFFECTIVELY 

Nature of the Task. The goal: to become proud, or 
at least tolerant, o£ one's body} to use and protect 
one's body effectively and with personal satisfaction. 

4. ACHIEVING EMOTIONAL INDEPENDENCE OF PARENTS AND 
OTHER ADULTS 

Mature of th© Task. The goal: to become free from 
childish dependence m parentsj to develop affection 
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for parents without dependence upon them; to develop 
respect for older admits without dependence upm thea. 

Mature of the task# The goal; to feel able to 
»alce a living, if necessary, This is primarily & task 
for boys, in our society, but it is of increasing Im-
portance to girls* 

6* SELECTING AND PREPARING FOR AS OCGOFATIOM 

lature of the Task* The goal: to choose an occu-
pation im W f e T ^ T S s the necessary ability; to 
prepare for this occupation. 
» • • # # * # . • « * « * * * *. « « • • • • « * 

7. PREPARING FOE KAfiEXAOS AID FAMILY LIFE 

Mature of thg, Task. The goals to develop a posi-
tive attitude toward family life and having children; 
and (mainly for girls) to get the knowledge necessary 
for home management and child rearing, * * • * * « * • • * * • » * • * « • * • « • * * * + •« 

a* D&mOPUB mTBLUBCTOAL SIILLS AID CONCEPTS 1ESSSSMT 

Mature of the Task* The go&lt to develop concepts 
of law, government, economics* polities, geography, 
husi&n nature, and social institutions which fit the 
modern world; to develop language skills and reasoning 
ability necessary for dealing effectively with the 
problem.of a modern democracy* 

9. DESIRING AND ACiXEVIifG SOCIALLY RSSPOHSXBLS BEHAVIOR 

Mature of the Task, the goals to participate as a 
responsible Stult in the life of the cosmunity, region, 
and nation; to take account of the values of society in 
one »s personal behavior. 

10. ACQUIRING A SET OF VALUES AND AM ETHICAL S1STW AS 
A GUIDE TO BEHAVIOR 

Nature of the Task. The goals to form a set of 
values that are ''possible of realization; to develop a 
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conscious purpose of realizing these values; to define 
man*s place in the physical world and in relation to 
other human. beings; to keep one's world picture and 
one's values in harmony with each other* Definition: 
a value is an object or state of affair® which is 
desired (4» pp* 15-28, 33««7il» 

American society is asking increasing demands upon its 

public schools for the over-all development of the student* 

The time was when the home and other social institutions 

assumed aajor responsibility for the over-all growth and 

development of the youth, the school was concerned with only 

contributing skills .in the three nS*s.w Jta modern American 

society the school is concerned with the entire growth and 

development of the student. {This was discussed at some 

length in Chapter XX«) It is important that the schools 

accept this obligation. In order to be consistent with the 

facts concerning learning, dealing with the over-all growth 

and development of the child is the only way that the schools 

can provide for desirable and maximum development, 

tlfa Cyela 

It is important that proper growth and development oeemr 

in all phases of the human life cycle* The public schools, 

however, are directly concerned with only two of the phases. 

Indirectly the schools can contribute greatly to successful 

living in all stages by helping the individual to develop 

the proper attitudes toward living and to develop a scien-

tific problem-solving technique. Of the two phases with 
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which the schools are directly concerned, the first is prob-

ably of greater importance* It is in this period of oiddle 

childhood that the individual encounters developmental tasks 

that influence his level of interaction with self and with 

society the rest of his life. It is daring this period that 

the usage of basic tools of successful living are acquired 

or possibly lost forever* Many students do not continue in 

school after completing the elementary level. The schools 

must do everything possible to equip those people with the 

tools for wholesome living* It i» essential that techniques 

of teaching utilising a sound psychology of learning be 

employed if maxiaum success in current and later living i# 

to be enjoyed* 

The difficulty of properly educating in the two stages 

is probably about the same. The elementary student's limited 

ability to communicate stakes it difficult for the student 

and the teaeher to identify the student*s purposes# Interest 

span in middle childhood is comparatively short* The sea-

gerness of past experience and environmental awareness limits 

the material to be used by the student in solving his prob-

lems* 

In adolescence the student*s life has become more 

complex* He interacts with an increasingly greater scope of 

society* A differentiation of the life processes has given^ 

the individual sufficient insight into life to enable hits to 

categorise his activities. 
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To function desirably in either phase the teacher needs 

a high degree of specialized professional education of the 

technical nature* The basic facts and principles of edu* 

eating would fee tine same in any stag© of the life cycle* 

However, method, technique, and material will differ# The 

technical information necessary to understand the bio-socio* 

psychological needs of a particular stage group would also 

differ sharply from the others. It would be very difficult 

for a person to gain the specialised knowledge, skills, and 

attitudes in the usual four years of college work for a 

desirable type of teaching in more than one level. The 

biological problems, emotional problems, and social problems 

of the student change at about the time of puberty# 

Insight Into Living 

The information that i® available from the sciences 

that contribute to knowledge ©f human growth and development 

indicates that the human being is constantly categorizing 

his activities under various areas of the living process. 

It is a sociological fact that one of the basic human wants 

is organization and direction Cfi, p» 107)• As the individual 

increases the scop® of his psychological present through 

experiences and maturation, his ability to differentiate the 

various areas of living in which he has purpose also increases. 

A refined differentiation of life will probably not occur for 

all at the same age level. The individual^ purposes will be 
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the ©sly indication of the degree of insight that 1# present. 

When these evidences occur the teacher should "be prepared to 

identify them and to aid the student to his- search for in-

sight. 

The different i&tiofi of life begins with the early child-

hood concept that the total of life is interaction with 

family and home, through the ho*e-sehool~play concept in 

middle-childhood to a refined perspective of home-society-

recreation-vocation concept of the ©ore aatsre person. 

When dealing with the concept that through purpose the 

interacting elements of living can be differentiated to 

produce an insight into living, the public school personnel 

should be ever mindful that living is a couplet© and inter-

acting whole. It cannot be sub-divided and retain its 

existence. Life is composed of various interacting areas 

or eleaents of living* Kach area has no individual identity 

in the Gestalt; it has meaning only as an interacting ele-

ment of the whole* 

The elements that compose living may be explained by 

comparison to light« Light is the result of the interaction 

of its spectrum. Mo color of the spectrum is identified in 

light. All have lost their identity ia favor of the inter-

acting whole, light. However, by the use of a prisai, light 

can be broken down into the various interacting elements 

that compose it. The colors assume their individual identity 
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when the phenomenon of interaction is not present# The whole 

is me longer la existence. It is sometimes desirable to 

reduce ©r differentiate light to Its component parts for the 

purpose of studying the individual parts of the whole and 

gaining insight into the %&ole, even though the various 

Members haw no identity as light. 

By the same token it is often desirable t© analyze life 

and examine the. interacting parts that compose life. Just 

as surely as an off-color part of the spec try® would influ-

ence the efficiency of light so would a malfunctioning or 

improperly developed part of living distort the whole life* 

Using purpose as the prism through which the component 

parts of life may be studied, the examiner Faust be ever 

mindful of the fact that in actual life there is a high 

degree of interaction among the parts and that life is 

greater than the mm total of the parts. However, in order 

to determine the proficiences that must be gained in order 

to produce an integrating personality, it is necessary to 

look at life through the prism of purpose. By so doing a 

public school guidance that will provide for maximum t M 

harmonious growth and development can be determined. 

In order to be an integrating individual, the mature 

adult muBt have developed a harmoniously interacting 

relationship among certain areas of living. Many things 

may be common among all the areas. Some things will be 
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specifically catalogued to one area; yet, because of the 

high degree of interaction aaong the areas it will haw an 

effect m the entire life of the individual. Examples of 

these might be {1} that good health is desirable in all 

phases of living; f2} that a promotion in position is pri-

marily vocational; yet the increased salary, prestige, and 

confidence would probably influence the individuals living 

in all areas. 

Some large interacting areas of living that are common 

to all mature adult# in the society are home and family 

living, vocational living, recreation and leisure time 

livings and civic living. In order to be an integrating 

individual there are some coitmon competencies of living that 

should be developed in mad for each ©f these areas#. As 

example of these is a set of basic values that are compre-

hensive and consistent to direct the thinking and acting in 

all .areas- of living, good health, and communicative ability* 

M order to have an integrating society some of these 

competencies that are necessary for personal integration 

should also be common to a large percentage of the ©embers 

©f the society, A large percentage of the people must sub-

scribe to the MM or similar set of basic values and mist 

have some common communicative techniques before social 

integration can occur# 

Many things, such as individual differences, geograph-

ical and climatic conditions, and social and individual 
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needs, will determine fell# manner in which each person partic-

ipates in each area of living* Ho tire people are exactly the 

same} therefor®, two people would not participate identically 

i» the same area of living. However, there are some general 

competencies that should be developed by all members of a 

democratic society. The nature and degree of development 

will vary with each individual. 

The following diagram will illustrate the interacting 

areas of living, examples of problem situations, some lot** 

grating competencies common to all areas and to all society 

members, and some tool© for solving problems. The chart 

should not be interpreted to imply that all people at all 

age' levels function in four areas of living# The chart 

represents some areas of living for a stature adult is a 

democratic society. The young child*# first concept of a 

living area probably will be the one of family and hcwe. As 

the individual matures he may identify his various experi-

ences with different areas of living. It maturity the indi* 

vidual usually will be participating.in all the areas of 

living# _ 

As the individual's experiences and maturity yield pur-

poses in a new area of living, the public school should be 

prepared to provide the types of esperiences in that area 

that are necessary for maximum development. As the student's 

ability to differentiate the interacting areas of living, 

and identify experiences within those areas increase, his 
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insight of life will become more acute and a refined perspec-

tive of living will result. 

There are certain competencies that the individual aust 

gain proficiency in if he is- to become an integrating indi-

vidual. A large per cent of the membership must gain similar 

proficiency in two of the same competencies .if m integrating 

society is to evolve. As stated earlier in this study, the 

public school® are responsible for assistance In the inte-

gration of the individual awl of society. However# the 

schools cannot use the desired competencies as a basis for 

the curriculum without violating some of the proved princi-

ples of psychology. Psychology has clearly proved that the 

individual^ purpose is the only valid basis for learning. 

It seems inconceivable that students would have purpose in 

perfecting, certain competencies* Thereforet proficiency In 

competencies must be a product of planned concomitant 

learning of purposeful learning. It would be incorrect to 

interpret this co-product as incidental learning* Student 

proficiency in the competencies must be one of the teacher 

goals in the learning process. The teacher must utilize the 

student*# purpose in making a conscious effort to bring 

about this important co^product of purposeful learning. 

It is a psychological truth that after a goal has been 

reached through a learning situation many of the elements 
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learned in that process are almost immediately forgotten. 

The attitudes, techniques, skills, and values gained tend to 

be more permanent {7# p# 294)• After the learning process 

is c©ssplet©t it is possible that the competencies resulting 

from concomitant learning may fee retained longer and have 

much more value than the- direct product* 

Eleven of the competencies in which the school must 

insure student proficiency through concomitant learning are 

basic democratic values, good health, communicative ability, 

socially accepted ethical and moral code, desirable person 

to person relations, participating group membership, good 

intergroup relations, intellectual power, asthetic expression 

and appreciation,,, problem solving technique, and social 

sensitivity. 

Personal integration depends upon the individuals 

development of proficiency in each of many competencies* 

Although many people may develop the same degree of profi-

ciency in each competency the nature of the competency would 

probably vary with individual differences. However, in 

order to have an integrating society, two of those compe-

tencies must be developed somewhat similarly in most of the 

people* Those two competencies are basic democratic values 

and cojMunleative ability# 

It is important that the school provide for student 

growth in the competencies in such a manner that the student 
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will apply them with relative equal efficiency in all areas 

> 

of living# flie absence of applicability in all areas would 

contribute to the individual's inconsistency in different 

situations. This -inconsistency M m Id have a disintegrating 

effect# 

Basic Democratic Values 

Personal disintegration is often the result of frus-

trations arising fron conflicting values* An integrating 

individual in a democratic society must have a set of con-

sistent basic values that -are democratically sound. All of 

the individual*s activities in all areas of living should be 

consistent with his basic values. 

An integrating society is dependent upon a large major-

ity of the people having common basic values. In a democracy 

the common basic values must be consistent with sound demo-

cratic principles. 

It is the obligation of the public schools to provide 

for the acquisition of a set of basic democratic values by 

all of the students in the public schools, the student*s 

acquisition of democratic values must be accomplished 

through a curriculum of student purpose* Democratic values 

must be a product of democratic living by all the learners 

in problem-solving situations. The democratic values that 

all members of American society should subscribe to are 

discussed in detail in Chapter XX, pages 22-26# 
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Good Health 

Hi order to function at the highest 4t.gr#® of efficiency* 

both m a contributor and as a recipient of the privileges 

and obligations of a democratic society, the individual must 

acquire and aaiatalu good mental, ©actional, and physical 

'health* It Is the obligation «f each member of a democratic 

society to strive toward good health so that he can sore 

effectively contribute his influence and uniqueness to the 

desirable evolution of the society and that he night enjoy 

to the fullest extent the benefits of the society* 

The society is obligated to make available the neces-

sary tools for good health to all of its members. These 

tools sight be technical knowledge\ proper food, clothing, 

and shelter; freedom from frustration resulting fro® eco-

nomical insecurity; freedom from high tensions resulting 

from local» national, and international crises; freedom fi*« 

high tensions resulting from poor distribution of necessary 

commodities; and others* 

It is the obligation of the public schools to help the 

student to gain the desire* the knowledge* and the existence 

of good health* The school Bust attain this goal through 

the concomitant learnings of the student's purposeful 

learning process* 

Coarouaicative Ability 

The existency of a society depends upon coaanon values 

among a group of people * Common values and understandings 
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would probably be non-existent without a common method of . 

communicating* As a society becoiaes acre complex the people 

of that soeiety must develop a higher degree of communicative 

ability* A® n society differentiates itself into various 

institutions, technical coewmmicative symbols appear* Xft 

many eases the same symbols of words, letter, numbers, and 

figures have vastly different meaning in several different 

technologies* 

However, there are basic symbols in each society nhich 

will allow the members ©f that society to eowualeat*# It 

is important in a complex democracy that most of the members 

of the society develop to a high degree their usage of the 

conation communicating symbols# In our American society the 

basic common communicatirsg symbol is the written and spoken 

English language* 

To provide for personal and social integration# it i# 

necessary for the public schools to insure the development 

of a good usage of the basic common communicating symbols by 

all of the students. A good usage of the .English language 

for democratic living cannot be accomplished through auto* 

cratic, isolated, atomistic types of presentation# For 

desired learning, and usage it must be learned through usage 

in purposeful problem-solving procedures* 

Socially Accepted Ethical and Moral Code 

The competency of an ethical and moral code is practi-

cally a corollary to basic democratic values. They are 
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similar in that each would provide for such charaeteristim 

as a respect for the personality and dignity of others. 

They are similar in scope; yet, they differ in the frame of 

reference of origin* Although there is a great deal of over-

lapping and although one's basie values will permeate hi® 

ethical and moral code, it seems that while basic democratic 

values have a heavy social connotation, ethical and moral 

cod© relates closer to the individual* For example, the 

ethical and moral cod# sight have as one of its elements the 

individual's religious and spiritual concepts* A strong 

ethical and moral code is the criterion by which the indi-

vidual must evaluate himself* It Is the standards by which 

he oust have self relations or suffer self criticism, or 

what is commonly referred to as «hurt conscience." 

The development of a socially accepted ethical and moral 

code would give the Individual a satisfied self^concept, the 

healthy ego involvement resulting from such a itod® would con-

tribute t© the integration of the individual and through hi® 

would contribute t® social integration* 

Desirable Person-to-Person Relations 

In a complex democratic society it Is necessary that 

the Individual develop desirable person-to-person relations,# 

Da the past a person could move into a new geographical 

frontier and isolate himself from his fellow man* That 

practice is not available to modem man. In the highly 
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complex and specialised society of this technological era, 

it is not only the fast that the geographical frontiers are 

a© longer in existence tliat deu&ads the development of 

desirable persoa-to~person relations* The demand is felt 

even greater in aan*s dependence upon other men for the 

basic necessities of existence. The higher the level of 

individual existence, the saore complex hi# interaction with 

oth&r people* It is important in progress toward personal 

integration that the individual interacts with his associate# 

on. a high level. Good person-to-pejrson relationships ©a the 

job, at home, in recreational activities, «nd in civic 

affairs are necessary for desirable personality f©mation, 

and are basic to an integrating society* 

Participating Group Membership 

A true group exists only nfeea two or more 'people are 

bonded by a common goal or goals (11, p« 140). A good group 

member will be a good leader and a good follower. A good 

group member will inform himself of the needs of the group 

and will endeavor to help meet those needs. A good group 

member wiH contribute to the elevation of the group and 

will gain self status through th# achievements of group 

action. 

All people are different*:- Each person has his own par-

ticular margin of uniqueness* He has something that he can 

contribute to the elevation of the group that no one else 
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©an contribute* A good group member will cultivate his 

uniqueness and contribute that individuality toward group 

elevation* 

A group in turn ha® obligations to Its individual mem-

bers, it must recognixe and accept uniqueness# It must 

identify as it® temporary leader that member who logically 

arises because of ability and information in the current 

group endeavor# As new and different problems and endeavors 

arise the leadership must be -shifted to another isember who 

has the desired qualities. The former leader becomes a par-

ticipating follower. In this manner group leadership is • 

always in the hands of the most qualified ©ember* A good 

group member must be a good leader and a good follower. 

Good Intergroup Relations 

Hi© entire modern world population is made up of coabi-

nations of groups# It would be impossible, impractical, and 

irrelevant to give a detailed description of group hierarchy 

here* It will suffice to say that the largest group is 

world citizenship. Out of that overfall group many groups, 

sub-groups, and intragroups are formed. Although all groups 

ere different* they have at least one thing in e m m m » A 

group is a collection of people with one or more common 

goals. All people are members of groups. Examples of these 

might b® national# state» county, city, and school citizen-

ship; membership in a religious group; and family group 

membership. 
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411 groups are different in that they have different 

goal## Good intergroup relations demand that each group try 

to understand the purposes and the reason behind, the purposes 

of other groups with which they hare interaction. 

lii an integrated society all group goal# and activities-

would be based on common values. However, the manifestation 

of those values might differ. Most of the societies of the 

world today are in a disintegrating state. The basic values 

of the group within the society differ# 

It is m important that a group show respect for the 

personality mad dignity of other groups as it Is on «b 

individual basis# In a democracy the minority group should 

have respect for and should abide by the will of the majority 

while attempting to recruit aeabership in order to form a 

majority# The majority group should be respectful of the 

alacrity*s rights of disagreement and should grant then the 

privilege of attempting to gain a majority# 

There is often a great deal of emotional involvement 

connected to membership in primary groups such as the fwily 

and the church* Disrespect on the part of non-members and 

of other groups sight cause a high tension among the members. 

Since each group is composed of members that have a common 

goal, it is sound to say that each amaker obtains a seas® of 

security because of his membership. If the group is endan-

gered, the individual member*s security is threatened. 

Stress, tension* frustration* and even violence sight result* 
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If group goals are in conflict with the elements of 

social progress and if the society is threatened by the 

existence of certain groups, then the group's goals wist b© 

changed through the education of the member®. They must 

accept and have more security in the new goal® than they haul 

in the old* 

In order to create and maintain individual and social 

Integration, contradictory goal© within groups and between 

groups mist be at a minimum. A common set of basic values 

would provide this unity* 

Intellectual Power 

On# of the important elements of personal and social 

integration is intellectual power. The public schools should 

provide for a high degree of development of each individual's 

intellectual potential. A high degree of intellectual power 

would enable a person to see relationships between what sight 

otherwise seem to be unrelated. The individual would be more 

nearly capable of separating truth from untruth. Personal 

susceptibility to propaganda would be minimised* All cost- . 

modules, whether they be social, physical, or personal, 

would have to rely on their own merits for acceptance# 

Intellectual power m the part of society members would 

produce more and greater social and technical inventions, 

these in turn would raise the standard of living. The 

society and its ©embers would become healthier# happier, and 

wealthier. 
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Aesthetic. Expression «nd Appreciation 

To perpetuate mental and emotional good health and 

enjoy a better living, all people should develop the art of 

aesthetic expression aoi appreciation.* The narrow concept 

of aesthetic appreciation,, tijlch is sometimes used to mean am 

appreciation for what some refer to as the fine art*.* is set 

the c oncept that is used here• Aaetfeatl? appreciation:, at it 

im used hers.# aeaas tlMI ability to recognize and appreciate 

beauty in «m»s environment. The person who can n m beauty 

la his saixottadings as he carries out his activities of 

daily living is usually happier, better adjusted* and m&m 

iategratiag than if he could not recognise appreciate 

beauty ©f that nature. 

Objects of aesthetic value probably differ with indi-

viduals* T© era person nature and its sany facets of 

manifestation might be of aesthetic value* To another it 

might b# a particular element or a. combination of elements 

of nature. Still another person m y place aesthetic value 

on an article that he has created. The article could be 

either a product of vocation or avocation such as a s&ehift* 

ist's masterful skill in cutting a taper thread which will 

play a part in the functioning of an assist** or the must* 

eia»*s talent 3JI writing a concerto» the golfer*# execution 

of a perfect drive, the housewife * s artful hoaeiaaking, and 

the student's ability to express himself well either in 

writing or speaking. 
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of content |## p. 42$)* 
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Social Sensitivity 

A member of a democratic society should be socially sen-

sitive. He should be aware of the strengths and weaknesses 

of the society. He should be able to recommend practices 

that would strengthen the social order. He should be able 

to evaluate proposed activities and predict their effect on 

society. The socially sensitive person will quickly recog-

nise the needs, desires* and aspirations of others and be 

able and willing to assist in the attainment of those that 

are socially acceptable# 

learning Experiences 

As has been stated repeatedly in this study for the 

reason of emphasis, the public school curriculum must be 

based on the purposes of the student. The learning experi-

ence mist begin with the student*a felt need, followed by 

his plan of action, and continuing with his pursuit of the 

goal that will satisfy his need* The teacher must be 

skilled in introducing to the student the tools of learning 

that are pertinent to that situation* The teacher must be 

able to aid the learner in acquiring a skillful usage of the 

tools of learning in purposeful problem-solving and concomi-

tant learning* 

The teacher must permit ©me learning situation to evolve 

into another* A thread of continuity should be evident in 

the experiences. 
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Many leaders in the fields of education and psychology 

haw published their concept of the characteristics of a 

good learning experience* The ones presented in this study 

were chosen beearns® of their conslatency with the psychology 

of learning given earlier. The ones chosen mm taken from 

publications by Thomas L. Hopkins, by Florence B* Strate-

»fsyer». and P. D. Collier and are given in that order» 

1. The experience must begin with and continue to grow 
out of the real felt needs of pupils. 

2. The experience must be managed by all of the 
learners concerned—pupils, teachers, parents, and 
others—through a process of cooperative' democratic 
interaction* 

3. The experience »ust be unified through evolving 
purposes of pupils. 

4* The experience must aid each individual to increase 
his power to make intelligent choices* 

5, The experience must aid each individual to nature 
his experience® by making progressive improvements 
in the*logic of such experiences, 

6. The experience must increase the number and variety 
of interests which each individual consciously 
shares with others. 

7m The experience must help each individual build new 
and refine old meanings. 

$m The experience oust offer opportunity for each 
individual to use as ever-increasing variety of 
resources for learning, 

9. The experience must aid each individual to us© a 
variety of learning activities compatible with the 
variety of resources. 

10. The experience must have some dominating properties 
which characterise it as a whole and which usually 
give it a name. 

11. The experience must aid each individual creatively 
to reconstruct and expand his best past experience 
in the developing situation. 

12. The experience must close with a satisfactory emo-
tional tone for each participant (5» pp. 218-236). 

1. • • . a curriculum which gives children and youth 
guidance in dealing with the persistent problems 
of living in our industrial democracy. 
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2. ... * it curriculum which fits children and youth to 
make a responsible contribution to the work of the 
world# 

3* . . » a curriculum which helps children and youth 
to develop the skills and attitudes needed for 
creative us# of leisure. 

4. • • • a eurriculua in which the problems and con-
cerns of home, school, and community are seen in 
the light of the larger national and world problems 
of which they are a part* 

5* . . • a curricula® in which democratic methods of 
cooperative action are an integral part of every 
experience* 

6* , • • a curriculua which will develop world minded 
citisens able to mk% the sound judgments and will-
ing to make the sacrifices necessary to maintain 

. peace, 
7. • • « a curriculum designed to give to children and 

youth a respected and a vital part in society in 
keeping with their maturity and in terms of the 
problems and situation* which they face. 

ft* * * * a curriculum through which children and youth 
grow to respect the unique worth of each individual 
including themselves. 

9. « , . a curriculum which develops children and 
youth committed to working with others for the com-
mon .good* 

10, . • . a curriculum which develops children and 
youth able to make reasoned decisions based on the 
values they hold. 

11« . . . a curricula® which develops children and 
youth committed to make constructive use of their 
powers and those of others for the cosshob good, 

12* « • * * curriculua which in every aspect is directed 
toward the development of democratic values (9# 
pp* 26-47* 56—6?)• 

1. An education fear life, that is, for living and 
learning how to sake a living is infinitely more 
important in the life of as individual than the 
accumulation of credits for admission to mm other 
educational institution# A horizontal education 
fear life, therefore r is viewed as more important 
than a vertical education for aore education* 

2* A distinction must be drawn between equality of 
educational opportunity and equal education for 
all* There is a tendency to confuse the right of 
the individual to an educational opportunity and 
what appears to be the lack of responsibility on 
the part of the individual to utilise this 
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opportunity to best advantage* The cost of failure 
in American schools Is tremendous* 

3* Education, while available to all the children of 
all the people , must not restrict the opportunity 
for those who have the capacity to progress* 
Therefore, greater emphasis should be placed on the 
development of average and above average children 
and youth* The trend,toward grading a system down 
to the lowest coaaaon denominator should be aban-
doned, 

4« Those who haw less capacity to learn than their 
fellows should be provided educational opportuni-
ties compatible with their respective abilities* 
As indicated in the preceding principle, the whole 
system should not continue to be retarded because 
of the special problems of a minority# 

5* Education must be based on the qualitative rather 
than the quantitative ideal* It is essential that 
we teach fewer things better rather than succumb to 
pressure to continually add to an educational pro* 
gram* fehen additions are made, appraisals and 
evaluations should be necessary to eliminate the 
obsolete or less useful* 

6* The materialistic concept which c ircuaweribes the 
purpose of education needs to be supplanted by a 
system of moral values and personal responsibility* 

7* The school or college exists for children and youth, 
not children and youth for the institution* There-
fore, programs must be adjusted to individual 
differences, recognising at all tines that individ-
ual similarity will necessitate a general education 
of sufficient duration to insure a minimum standard 
of civic literacy* 

#* The school as a social institution cannot absorb 
all ©f the services rendered by a coiasminity. There-
fore, a correlation of the educational program 
within a school with the opportunities for service 
which prevail in the community is essential* 

9* The social prestige attached to part of the curri-
culum must give way to a recognition of the 
fundamental objectives of education, namely, the 
development of the talent of the individual within 
the limits of social usefulness, personal happiness 
and security, and the security of the state* 

10. The disciplinary values attributed to one area of 
learning are equally prevalent in others* In some 
areas, however, there is a greater requirement of 
teacher leadership than in others* 

11* A reconciliation of the doctrine of Interest and 
effort must be brought about* There are son# 
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unpleasant things to do in lifej these should not 
be disregarded in the educational program. 

12. Self-discipline is fundamental in the" question of 
freedom, there can be no freed®® without self-
discipline* 

13# The capacity t© think constructively, independently, 
and rationally 1® nore important than the aeraori-
nation of facts and materials to pass examinations. 

14. The test of an educational system is the character 
of the resulting citizen (1» pp* 4-5)* 

The teacher 

the preceding discussion® in this chapter have dealt 

with the type of modern public school that is necessary to 

produce the integrating society and the integrating individ-

ual that was described in Chapter II. 3ome of the areas in 

which teachers must have technical education have been pre-

sented. From the information presented, it is now possible 

to report the type of teacher that can function desirably in 

modern public sehools of a democratic society that are 

designed to develop and perpetuate an integrating society 

and integrating individuals. The teacher qualifications 

given here were determined by carefully projecting the 

desired results into teacher qualifications. 

In order to function desirably in the modem public 

school of a democracy, the teacher must have developed to a 

high degree in two major areas of professional qualifi-

cations. The two major areas of teacher qualifications are 

(1) the qualifications necessary for an integrating person* 

alityand (2) the technical qualifications necessary for 

desirable teaching. 
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Integrating Personality of a Teacher 

An integrating personality of a teacher will haw the 

same requirwnents of any other individual in a democratic 

society. The teacher mast have a harmoniously working rela-

tionship between all the interacting areas of living* This 

desirable type of living can coae only from having developed 

a high degree of proficiency in each of the competencies and 

being able to apply them with equal effectiveness and with 

consistency to problems arising in any dominant area of 

living. 

Eleven of the competencies were discussed at length 

earlier in this chapter, pages 122-133» and will only be 

named here: (1) basic democratic values (each value was 

discussed in Chapter II, pages 22-26), (2) good health, 

(3) communicative ability, (4) socially accepted ethical 

and moral code, (5) desirable person to person relations, 

(6) participating group membership, (?) good intergroup 

relations, (8) intellectual poster, (9) asthetic expression 

and appreciation, (10) problem-solving technique, and (11} 

social sensitivity. 

Technical Qualifications of a Teacher 

In order to function desirably in a modem public 

school of a democracy, the teacher must— 

1. know a sound psychology of learning and have the 

ability to apply it, 
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20 have ©kill in identify lag student purpose and in 

guiding students in identifying their mm purposes, 

3. know and have ability to apply the principle® of 

human growth and development, 

4* have a skill in guiding the students in planned 

concomitant learning, 

5. have skill in the usage of the tools of learning, 

6. have skill in guiding the evolution of one learning 

experience into another learning experience. 
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CHAPTER If 

A PATTERN 0? TEACHER EOTC&TIGM 

«To prepare teacher# competent to give the educational 

leadership which will guard aad strengthen te®«sy 4# 

today*a challenge to American. colleges and universities 

(16, p* 56).w This statement by Stratemeyer would probably 

gain almost one hundred per cent acceptance among the edu-

cators of today. Some might wish to rephrase it and use 

their owfe particular terminology, tat the baaing i» wet 

( U N would probably remain about the &®m* Mmmmr, sub-

scribing to the same general goal might be as far as the 

consensus would go* The actual description of the goal and 

proposed methods of obtaining the goal might differ sharply# 

The central these of this study has been personal and 

social integration through public education. The preceding 

chapters hate pointed out the gigantic task to be performed 

by the public schools if personal and social integration is 

to ensue# The new role and he airy dexB&nds that- the- public 

school teacher must assume have been described-* The education 

of * society can probably rise m higher than the qualifi-

cations of it# teachers ($, p> 460) . Therefore, the eatumf* 

of educating for social and personal integration requires 

141 
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that the teacher education institution!* re-examine their pro-

gram of professional preparation# 

Almost ©very field of endeavor, except education, tots 

changed its methods to meet to dera&nds of modern society, 

fhe engineers utilise the mm inventions and discoveries 

that result from scientific mmmmb* The physieian no 

longer carries around a colony of leechesj he uses Ait the • 

public terns «®iracle drugs.* Brogs* methods, ami practices 

that are & result of research aM development are the eomaea 

tools of tbe medical profession. 

Education, too, has developed it® penicillin, aeromycin, 

and Salk vaccine, fhe trouble in education seems t® he 

getting the members of the profession to use the recent 

inventions and discoveries that have resulted from scientific 

research. It is true that some of the new discoveries have 

been adopted in education? however, very few of the archaic 

method# have been abandoned. In order to produce personal 

and social integration, the educator my need to learn to 

at ills* the mw and proved tools of learning and d iscard 

many of the old tools* 

fhe "airacl* drugs1* of education resulted from invest!* 

gations in psychology, sociology, economics, biology, and 

.related sciences which were discussed earlier in this study. 

Enough scientif ic facta haw come out of the studies to 

revolutionise education and restore it to its proper position 
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$m the institutional fore® field* It is the obligation of 

tfas teacher education institutions to produce teachers that 

can and will provide for a scientifically sound program of 

public education* 

fhe teacher education institutions jrobably should not 

only equip tfee teacher with the competencies, skills, and 

attitudes necessary for desirable participation la modem 

public schools, bat probably should aid the prospective 

teacher to repudiate those current educational practice# 

that are unsound. This, of course, can best be aceoBiplished 

by first helping the prospective teacher to gain security in 

the proper teaching techniques* 

The saw facts in psychology, sociology, democracy, and 

other fields that indicate the pattern for the public school 

GHrrieuluia are also true %§tien. dealing with higher education* 

Because of a greater chronological, emotional, and raental 

maturity ̂ aad because of the fact that most of the students 

have indicated a siiailar goal by entering a professional 

training center | the applications of those .facts m j differ 

in varying degrees in aoXlege use itm public school use* 

Although many of the students in a teacher education 

institution may have siailar major goals, their taany minor 

goals may differ sharply* M is also true that college 

students represent a great diversity, of background and expe-

riences, Where the public school student has* in raost cases, 
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progressed through the SIM school system m most &£ his 

classmates, the members of a college classroom group usually 

represent almost as many public schools as the class member-

ship. fhese differences and similarities, am©ag way ©ore, 

siust be considered to curriculum planning* 

iarly in this study it was assumed that the ultimate 

goals of teacher education and public ©ducation were the 

saaeg it was stated ia Chapter 1 that "the end product of 

teacher education is synonymous with the end product of 

public education irfaieh is the individual, his society, and 

their relationship to each other#* The society and the 

individuals in the society are usually influenced by the 

teacher education institutions in an indirect manner. The 

major contributions aade by these institutions toward wftiil 

and personal integration must be priaariljr adainistered through 

their programs of pre~senries education of teachers. Iwn 

thou# the teacher colleges have ealy •» indireet effett upon 

the mmimty and its AMBERS, it is probably with those £M&U» 

tutions that a planned progra® of personal and social 

Integration wist be initiated* The proper pro*serriee ein* 

cation of teachers would probably insure a high degree of 

personal and social integration through the public schools# 

This does not mean that while in |QNMMnr&e* preparation the 

public school teacher will master all the techniques and 

methods necessary for a good teaching w n r « Instead,, ttat 
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properly educated teacher would be quick to adopt new ideas 

that art mSmtiJttmlXT mwA and abandon disproved theories. 

It is the attitudes, ideals, values, and other permanent 

qualities that the public school teachers mast acquire in 

pre-service education that will influence their in-service 

growth and proficiency* The successful, modern publie school 

must haw developed a high degree «f personal 

integration. 

With an integrating citizenry and an integrating society 

as its ultimate goal, if seemed logical that a sound pattern 

«f teacher education could beat be determined from a frame 

of vftm&am of the individual and society* From that friwe 

*f reference this study to# progressed frtas the individual 

and bin society ia fihapiw? II# through publie education an<| 

the publie school teaser in Chapter 111# to teacher education 

in the current chapter. The last part ©f Chapter III dealt 

with the necessary qualifications of a tsaeher for desirable 

participation in a modern public school of a democracy# 

la the current chapter these teacher qu&lifioat ions 

take their plate as intermediate institutional .goals wt 

teacher education* Because of their important iapli#ati®i» 

in teacher education, the teacher qualification® which were 

given earlier will be dealt with ia greater detail# A pat-

tern of teacher education for producing these teacher 

qualifications will be outlined* 
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Intermediate Institutional Goals 

As stated earlier the ultimate goal ©f teacher education 

institutions is to a M in the develop®©nt of am integrating 

«#ei»ty and of integrating individual ©ember© of the 

The teacher ediiisatioa institution*® role la till# «y*&itl4Ni is 

the production of teacher* who can participate 

in t&m modem public ««ti#ola of a democracy* ttai. prodaeiioB' 

of properly educated tfttghpr* Is the institution*# |gt«ni<* ' 

diate goal art it® contribution to the atajor goal #f tat#*, 

gr&tioa* 

ftse ittstltutloaal goals probably can be grompfi ta. two 

elasaifieatioa*?. p r s m i and ppof#sslo»al. • qtislifioatioa# of 

teachers* 

P g n w l itelificatioits «f feachers • 

Physical»*^n sr%. of course# some physical staaifurii 

that should be set up and continued for teachers* These 

would usually be dealt with early* probably during the 

reeruitqaafc «fi «eie«ti©n. 'period.* However* physical culture 

should probably be a ainor concern throû tetit the 

service education period* Its laplicatiooa for teacher 

education are-probably few and will not be treatfd here, 

ItefctjgwAiwt personalitv« *~Th» type of personality neces-

sary for teaeher* t m modern public schools ia* very important 

and tea implications for teacher education, fhe individual 

is in a ©oRtiiitipa# state of interaction with his environment. 
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The integrating individual will interact in an intelligent 

and consistent manner with his environment, Life is a com-

plete and interacting whole* The elements which compose lift 

interact in such a manner that either an integrating or a 

disintegrating configuration is £orm®&* In order to guide 

children effectively in the formation of an integrating 

personality, the teacher must haw m integrating person-

ality. Bier® must be a niniautt of conflicts and contradictions 

in the behavior of the teacher* 

Hopkins in his book,, £at#gr»tiog|. 3foa JSt&Rtn̂  andf. Appli-

cation, gaw his interpretation of the characteristic behavior 

©f an integrating individual* The integrating individual, 

he states: 

1. lakes wide contact with the environment 
2. Approaches the ensuing disturbances or problems 

with confidence , couraget hope, optimism 
3. Collects, selects, and organizes material for the 

solution of these problems 
4« Draws relevant conclusion® 
5, Puts into practice the conclusions la changed 

behavior 
6» Takes responsibility for the consequences of his 

behavior 
7. Uses feelings either as instruments or ends a# 

compatible with the preservation of wholeness 
g« Organizes pertinent aspects of his successive 

experiences so that they are better available for 
use ia mbmqrnnt, experiences.# 

M other words, the integrating individual makes 
many contacts in a wide environment, resolves the en-
suing disturbances by the best thinking available m% 
that tiaa, thereby building dynamic drives and cumula-
tive techniques for us® in examining subsequent 
experience (6, pp» 2-3)• 
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The integrating individual would interact with all life 

situations in the manner described. This would be possible 

only if th® individual had developed a high degree of 

ciency 1& certain competencies which were discussed earlier 

in this study. & order to behave intelligently and consist-

ently towards thing® in the world, the individual must have 

a harmoniously working relationship awong all the areas of 

living, flie degree of personal integration is probably in 

direct proportion to tee degree of intelligent and consistent 

behavior that the Individual experiences in all phases of 

living• 

The teacher1® ability to solve personal and professional 

problems in an intelligent and consistent manner depends, to 

a great extent, upon the degree of proficiency that the 

teacher has obtained in certain competencies# In order to 

be a successful teacher in the modern public school* the 

individual must have, among other things, an integrating 

personality* Is concluded in Chapter II and Chapter IIJ, m 

integrating individual has become proficient in certain coot~ 

petencies. So®e of those competencies will be listed for 

the purpose of emphasis and for future use in this study. 

An Integrating individual will be proficient ini 

1. Basic democrat ie values 

(a) Individuals should have a respect for the 

personality and dignity of all people. 
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fb} All people should have the right to help 

formulate the policies* laws, ami decisions 

under which they are to live* 

(c) The achievements of society should be accom-

plished through democratic cooperation. 

(d) All people should be given an equality of 

rights*. 

(e) The gains of the commonwealth are essentially 

mass gains arid should he disbursed among the 

masses of the people as rapidly as possible 

and feasible. 

(f) All people should be eons dent ion® contributor® 

to the welfare of the group# 

(g) If « philosophy of life based m democratic 

principles and its applications to society 

were adopted by all eitlMM* this country 

would be vie&lthier. 

2. Good health—Montalt mot tonal» and physical 

3* Coiiaaunicative ability 

4* Socially accepted ethical and moral code 

5. Desirable person-to-person relations 

6* Participating group meabershlp 

7» Good intergroup relations 

$« Intellectual power 

9* Aesthetic expression and appreciation 
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10, Problem-so Iv ing technique 

11. Social sensitivity* 

f«h of these competencies are discussed oh pages 123*433 of 

this study. Democratic values are- discussed on pages 22-&Sf 

123. 

That a teacher for modern public schools has m iafee-

grating personality is probably the most important of tha 

qualifications for successful teaching., The desirable guid-

ance of students toward personal integration depends to a 

great extent upon the degree- of personal integration of the 

teacher. Inconsistencies in the teaser*® personal and pp®* 

fessional life would create emotions, tensions, and frus-

trations that might limit the teacher*® ability to perform 

in a desirable wanner la the school and in the community* 

Soto characteristics of a disintegrating personality are 

given by Hopkins is his book, tetearati»« Any on® or any 

combination of the characteristics is evidence @f personality 

disintegration.. Hopkins lists the following characteristics 

of a disintegrating individual: 

1. Moves within a narrow, increasingly eiramseritoei 
environment 

2» Attempts to escape the disturbances or problems 
which movement in such limited environment ,rais*s 

3» Meets only those disturbances fro® which there is 
no escape with a feeling of inferiority,•inability 
t© solve the problem-, lack of confidence,- and in 
many cases, with despair 

4«- Collects materials for the solution of problems 
more emotionally than thoughtfully 

5* Organises materials on the basis of feeling rather 
than intelligence 
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6. Draws highly irrelevant conclusions with increasing 
frequency 

7* Reviews and modifies conclusions without the addition 
of new and pertinent data 

£• Acts with undue caution and restraint in translating 
hi® conclusions into ©vert behavior 

9« Accepts the consequence# of his behavior unwillingly 
whsn the invalidity or irrelevancy of his conclusions 
has been established 

10* Withdraws to a greater degre« within his environment, 
thus tending to escape more disturbances, ami thereby 
building greater lack of confidence in himself to 
wist reality 

11. Finds an outlet for the presentation of his integrity 
in an imaginary world, thus developing a disassociated 
and disintegrating personality* 

In short, the disintegrating individual tries to 
escape nesting the problems which movement in his Halted 
environment thrusts upon him. When escape is impossible, 
he responds more emotionally than thoughtfully, thereby 
decreasing gradually both his range of movement and his 
power to grapple with his problem until he becomes un-
certain, hesitant» fearful of himself and the society 
in which he lives 0 , pp. 3-4). 

There are, of course, degrees of integration and disin-

tegration in personality formation. The teacher for & modern 

public school should have attained & high degree of profi-

ciency in the competencies that provide for personal inte-

gration. 

Professional Qualifications of Teachers 

It is almost impossible to draw a dividing line between 

personal and professional qualifications of & teacher. As 

indicated in the preceeding pages, personal characteristics 

certainly effect professional performance. By the same 

token, the degree of professional successes can effect the ' 

individual's personal life. All the areas of living interact 
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in such a wmxmr that the configuration of life is m. indi-

visible wait* The integrating individual will have developed 

integrating proficiencies to the extent that there will be a 

Biinimum of contradictions in their application to the area# 

of living. Even though there will he some overlapping, there 

are some additional qualifications that aa integrating indi-

vidual should have in order t© participate successfully «* a 

modern public school teacher# 

Aa Cobb has pointed out* if the purpose of the public 

school is to aid in the improvement of the quality of living 

and if this purpose is achieved* an improved type of teacher 

see®® to be necessary (4)« Improvement in the quality of 

living can best be attained by providing for personal and 

social integration. This fact, along with the fact that the 

schools' are not only failing to meet their obligations of 

integration* but are actually contributing to social and 

personal disintegration, was established and discussed 

earlier in this study. Axtelle had cos# to a similar m®*» 

elusion almost ferenty years ago. "Most teachers, as now 

prepared, are hindrances rather than helps in envisioning 

and developing % © schools for a democracy (2, p. $?)." 

In the same publication, a yearbook of the John Dewey 

Society* Koopman attempted to prescribe a cure for the 

diagnosis that Axtelle had made. His reccaaraendations are 

probably sound in as far as they go. However* Koopman*s 
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list of teacher proficiencies seems to be weak becaua® of 

the absence of specific and ultimate goals# There is no 

indication that the recoB»sended proficiencies are tools for 

the realization of major goals* 

Ieopuun listed six professional proficiencies that each 

teacher should haw for participation In a school for democ-

racy, as follow®: 

1. In participation in group thinking situations ami 
in contributing to the leadership of such situations 

2* in surveying and analyzing the natural and cultural 
landscapes with particular reference to coairaunity 
processes and in utilising the data in developing 
an ij&proved educational program 

3« In observing the individual learner and in organ-
ising such observations into meaningful interpre-
tations of the growth processes of the learner to 
be used in guiding learning and growth 

4# In participating with learners in the derivation of 
effective teaching-learning policies, procedures, 
anil units of instruction 

5# la evaluating educational programs and the specific 
outcomes of learning eaq»riene#s of individual 
learners 

6« In interpreting the educational program to the 
public {IXp p. 

Some others have published similar lists with the same 

seemingly obvious weakness. Probably one of the best exam-

ples of a published list of professional characteristics 

that indicated goals and action was contributed by Hopkins* 

Hopkins took the position that it is necessary for teachers 

in a democracy to develop certain purposes and democratie 

processes that will act as guides to the improvement of 

their teaching* These professional guides are: 

1. f© become increasingly well balanced and integrating 
personalities for the enrichment of their on® living 
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and for aiding others better to develop integrating 
personalities for themselves. 

2, To bee case persons with rich and varied experiences 
in mmj aspects of our culture better to aid other 
individuals to build mm educative quality into 
their experiences. 

3. To obtain an'expert understanding of the process of 
human living, growing,, learning, at all ages and to 
become competent in acting upon this understanding 
in teaching situations, 

4* To obtain an understanding of and practice in the 
democratic process in all areas ©f living and t© 
become competent in guiding young people to utilize 
such democratic process in their own living* 

5. To become expert in utilising their enriched exper-
iences in guiding the process of living* growing, 
learning in young people. 

6. To develop an adequate working philosophy of life 
and education and to beeowi competent in aiding 
other® to improve their philosophies through mors 
critical thinking. 

7. f# stimulate in each other a desire for continuous 
professional growth {% p. 432). 

The goals of public education, as discussed in Chapter 

II, and the type of public school necessary for attaining 

those goals, as described in Chapter III, indicate the pro-

fessional qualifications of a teacher for modern public 

schools. Some of those teacher qualifications are listed 

below.. The modem public school teacher shouldt 

1. know the goals, realize the necessity of the goals, 

and subscribe to the goals of the modern public 

schools of a democratic society| 

2. know, understand, and employ a sound psychology of 

learning and the learning process? 

3. know the causes of personal and social disinte-

gration, know the conditions necessary for personal 

and social integration, and a M ia the realization 

of the latter; 
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4* have an applicable knowledge of hustaa growth and 

itvelopiaent—»phys ical, emotional, sail ®eatal| 

5. haw acquired the necessary technical information, 

the ability, and the willingness to guide pupils in 

a technological era; 

6# be in sufficient command of the tools of learning 

to aid students in their usage of those tool*) 

7# understand group dynamics and participate in .©romp 

situations! 

f§. be able to analyse local social situations and be 

able to contribute to their improvement j and 

9* have developed a technique of dealing with youth 

that is based on the teacher*s own particular 

personality and that reflects the individual 

uniqueness of the teacher. 

The acquisition of the nine professional qualifications given, 

and possibly others, should constitute a vital 'part of the 

pre "- service education of teachers• Equiping the prospective 

teachers with the qualifications should be aisong the insti-

tution^ intermediate goals# Each of the nine salifications 

given will be discussed. 

The sedera public school teacher should know the goals, 

realize the necessity of the .goals, and subscribe to the 

goals of the modern .public schools of £ democratic .society. 

for a teacher to be able to quote a pretty phrase* that was 

coined by a writing member of the intelligentsia, about the 
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goals of education being the improvement of living la not 

sufficient knowledge of the goals of education for teachers 

of modern public schools. This quality is undeniably desir-

able* However, in addition to being able to name the goal* 

the teacher should know what an improved quality of living 

involves. The teacher should realise the necessity of the 

goals of education. The goal® of education, in their entirety! 

are necessarily unattainable. Life is an evolving process. 

Th® progress toward individual and social excellency reveals 

sew -.areas for human and societal development • Through edu-

cation, a sore integrating individual and society can be 

produced, but because of the progress saade the reference 

point of complete integration will have advanced into new 

frontiers of technology* The modern public school teacher 

should be dedicated to the pursuit of the dynamic reference 

point of complete personal and social integration. 

fee modern public school teacher should know* understand* 

and employ a sound psychology of learning, and the learning 

process.-»»The psychology of learning and the learning process 

have been discussed earlier in this study, pages 92-101# and 

will not be repeated here* The teacher to a modern public 

school should know why people learn, what they learn, and 

how they learn. The teacher should also be able te apply 

this knowledge in such a Banner that desirable learning, by 

the students will be the result. 
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The modern public school teacher should know the causes 

of personal and social disintegrat ion. know the conditions 

necessary tor personal and social Integration, and aid la 

the realisation of the latter «~»In order to know the causes 

of disintegration* the teacher should be a careful student 

of people and of society* The teacher should know the pro-

cess of personality formation and should k m m what causes 

tensions, frustrations, and other elements of personal dis-

integration. The modern public school teacher should know 

what would provide for consistency in living and what would 

provide for a harmonious interaction between the areas of 

living* The modern public school teacher should be a careful 

student of society. The teacher should know the social 

structure and the interacting relationship of its various 

institutions. The teacher should be well versed in the 

truths concerning the economic and governaental structure 

of the society. The teacher should know what causes social 

disintegration and what would provide for social integration. 

Hie modern public school teacher should not. only know the 

basic facts of personal and social integration and disinte-

gration, but should also be able and willing to contribute 

to personal and social integration. 

The modem public school teacher should have ap appli-

cable knowledge of human growth arid de velopsaent -—phy s leal. 

emotional. and mental.—The teacher should know the human 

developmental tasks from birth to old age. Knowledge of the 
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tasks that usually occur during school age mm of special 

ioportance. The teacher should know the proper sequence of 

development and the reasons for the rise of the tasks. The 

teacher should be able to recognise the needs for development 

when they arts© and should b® able to guide the learner In 

healthy and .socially accepted satisfaction of those tasks# 

fhe «ntsra public school teacher should have acquired 

the necessary technical information* the ability# a M th» 

willingness to guide pupils in a technological er&,~»The 

great technological advances in all phases of living in an 

atomic era has had a profound effect upon modem wan and 

upon his society, Da order to interact wholesomely with the 

society and to appreciate it# implications for his per serial 

development, the individual needs to have an understanding 

of the technical phenomenon of modern society# The modern 

public school teacher should be able and willing to a M in 

securing technical information, the teacher also needs 

information concerning technologies for the purpose of 

guiding students ia their vocational Choi#** 

the modern public school teacher stieuM he in sufficient 

«f thf tools leading to. aid students jji thgtr 

je jgl? the— toolis.*<»*lli the modern public school of a 

democracy aany of the subject natter courses of the tradi-

tional schools will a®suae the important role of tools- of 

learning.# The school curricula* will be the purposes ©f 
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the learnerj swot of the traditional subjects will fee asasag. 

the tools necessary to solve the learner's purposeful prob-

lems* The teacher should he sufficiently educated to guide 

the learner in a skillful usage of those tools in purposeful 

problem-solving situations* 

The aodera public mhml teacher should u.nderstand a m p 

dynamics and participate 1ft group situations•^Mxplokt jug 

competition between individuals, between individual and 

group®# and between groups is one of the disintegrating 

elements in contemporary society* Majority rule and minority 

subjection sight be «t»raeteri®tic of a republic, but it say 

not be th« essence of denoeratic living* Baaoer*&le eoop-

eration and decisions by e onsessus probably cose nearer the 

«emlth point than any method yet devised. It is possible 

that sows of the pr##*oro groups and m m types of activities 

of certain vested interest groups might be economically 

expedient for a few, but are vicious for the iaas&eft of the 

people. 

Democratic cooperation in pr©fele»*eolviag le probably 

the most productive method available to people at the present 

tint* Good group action is essential to the denoeratie 

evolution of a society* Good group processes are not aasured 

when there is an assemblage of people with a coaaion problem. 

Bach person need# to be skilled in the roles of leadership 

and fellowship. Bach person needs to have developed his 

particular margin of uniqueness and should contribute that 
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uniqueness to the elevation of the group* These and aiuajr 

other personal characteristics are necessary for good group 

aetim* The modern public school teacher should know group 

dynamics,. should be ail® to participate in good group action, 

awl should be able and willing to ill others in becoming 

conscientious contributing group wastmm* AM#tr©ngt 1®11I% 

and Davis mm individual sail group growth as inseparable# 

They stat«: 

* * * the distinction m often made individual 
and group development as the proper focus of ©ducation 
is -wholly artificial* These two goals cannot be sepa* 
rat® and in conflict sin©® thmj are mutually dependent# 
As th© sphere of effective individual control of mmxy+> 
day life Mas been progressively narrowed fey ttchsltiftl 
and political developments, in th® course of the pmt 
hundred years or s®f group activity to counteract the 
re strict ion has become a social nems sity ©f the first 
importance* But the original principles of organisation 
were reinforced by the mass methods of large-seal© 
industry in such a way that they contributed materially 
to that fragmented institutionalization of contemporary 
existence which has undermined the individual *"s natural 
basis•for unity. Hence th# widespread search or, more 
often, groping for the means of integration • * • {1. 
p. 257). 

Th© modern public school teacher should be able to ana-

lyze local aoci&l situations and be able to c entribute to 

their improvement»teacher should be quiek to perceive 

social situations. The teacher should be able to analyze 

existing and impending social situations and to determine 

with & high degree of accuracy th® mm® and the of 

these situations. The teacher should be abl« to .relate the 

results of the analytic to the people in a manner which would 
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strengthen public relations* The teacher should be able and 

willing to- contribute to to social situation in a construc-

tive manner which would improve the. quality of Hiring for 

all concerned. 

The modem, public school teacher should have developed 

J! technique of dealing with youth that is baaed on the 

t w h t r U m m particular personality and that reflects the 

individual uniqueness of the tegs|®r*—Every person is dif-

ferent. Every person has a margin, of uniqueness that should 

be developed for personal and social evolution, ftm teacher 

should develop a technique of working with learners that is 

i» agreement with that teacher's own particular personality* 

Siaee no two people are the saw®, a® two teachers should u h 

exactly the same techniques in dealing with students. Every 

prospective teacher should capitalist on that Margin of 

uniqueness, develop it, cultivate it, protect it* and then 

contribute it to the integrating development ©f imdivMsals-

and of society. The teacher should also be able and willing 

to aid others in the development of their uniQuenfess* 

Teacher Education 

"Schools preparing teachers cannot escape the obligation 

of providing the pattern of education which will sake our 

public schools adequate in & contemporary sense (6, ju 179)#« 

To produce & -pattern of teacher education that will iaeet the 

obligation referred to by Engleman in the above statement is 
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a challenge to all teacher education institutions# M Chap-

ter 11 it was found that disintegration, botfa personal s M 

social, is prevalent in ioaerioa* It « m concluded that 

public education has failed in the obligation m stated. It 

also seems reasonable to conclude that the teacher education 

institutions should be credited with part of that failure. 

On the basis of the foregoiag findings, it is apparent that 

the present patterns of education subscribed to by most 

teacher education institutions are not adequate* 

It is probably not necessary for the purpose of this 

study to examine the current practices of the teacher edu-

cation institution** Each institution would differ in 

varying degrees fro© the others#' Each would have its am 

particular strength# and weaknesses» Each would probably 

have some practices that should be discarded*- Mil would 

probably have sow practices %h&% should be preserved# 

Instead of & critical analysis- current practices,, a 

pattern of teacher education designed to- produce teachers 

that can and will function 4esir«bly is modern public 

schools will be presented# 

Th© ultimate goal of teacher education in a democracy f 

as given earlier, is to produce an integrating citisenry and 

an Integrating society by supplying the public schools with 

teachers that can and will provide for modern public school 

education* Sose of the personal and profession*! qualifl--

cations necessary for the teacher to have in order t© 
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participate desirably in modern public schools of a dttM>eart$jr 

were given earlier in this chapter. Those qualifications 

necessary far public school te&chiag are the iat@raedia.te 

goals of the teacher education institutions. f® administer 

& teacher education program that will accomplish the goal 

is today's challenge to teacher education institutions 

A program of teacher education should pursue It* inter* 

mediate goals, in a harmonious and consistent manner. It 

should fee to agreement with the principles of sound psychol-

ogy @f learning.. It should recognize the characteristic.® of 

human growth $nd development. A program of teacher education 

should comply with basic democratic principles* 

The February 1949 edition of the Teach era gollejse ieoo r& 

published criteria for teacher education that meets the above 

requirements (14)« ffaese criteria will be discussed in the 

following paragraphs# 

The individual learns those things to which he responds, 

and he responds to those things which have meaning for him. 

Recognition that the 1earner profits most from eaqperieiiees 

which have meaning for him and that ueaningfulness is 

increased when experience is closely related to the «oae*rn* 

of the learner calls for tta program of teacher education in 

which experiences are centered in the problems and concerns 

of the student as an individual,, as a citisen, and as & 

prospective teacher and member of a professional group (14) •* 

mailto:iat@raedia.te
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Participation ©a the part of the learner ia the purposing 

and planning of experience is on® important my of assuring 

close relationship of experience and the concerns of the 

learner* The democratic process as a way of living suggests 

the importance of cooperative planning. Both the flading* 

of the psychology of learning and the responsibilities of 

the teacher in working cooperatively with children and adults 

in selecting and planning experiences suggest wa program of 

teacher education in which the student is an active partici-

pant in designing his curriculua (14)• " 

The third characteristic is- implied in the two already 

mentioned; namely, na program of teacher education in which 

experiences are differentiated to meet individual differences 

(14) • * This concept is not so frequently implemented in 

college programs. One need only recall such practices a# 

the following in support of this statement* All students 

enter upon student teaching at a given point la the educa-

tional program, of the college; all student# cosfcinoo Im 

student teaching for the same number of weeks; all students 

must earn the same number of credit or course hours for 

graduation, and all students enrolled in a given ©urrieuluai 

take the same courses* 

Direct experience is valuable in the te acher-education 

curriculum. Recognition of the place of such experience is 

not new* The very earliest normal schools in this country 

maintained schools for children where students might observe 
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and practice the technique® of teaching* Howmr, m normal 

schools became teachers colleges and the one-year program 

was extended to four, or in some easts five years, the tvime 

given to direct experience with children mm in many instances 

limited to or® period in the later year© of the college pro*" 

gem known as student teaching# Such experience 1@ not 

enough# Recognition of the importance of direct experience 

in facilitating learning and of the new demands being ®ade 

on today's teacher point# to Ra program of teacher education 

that extends the range of direct experience and includes 

such experience as an integral part of the work of each year 

of college (H)-* There is obvious need for first-hand 

experience to give seguing to ideas and to develop fimct ional 

understanding that goes beyond knowing on the conceptual 

level* 

The importance of direct experience in the learning 

process suggests the fifth -characteristic of the teacher 

education program designed for teaser# of modern public 

schools: «a program in which experiences are guided (in 

conference and- through the teaching of college classes! 

by the saw principles recoramended to the student in working 

with children and youth { 1 4 } f h i ® characteristic lite# 

the others, places value on helping the student through his 

own college experiences to understand important factor® is 

guiding the experiences of the learner® with nheas be will 

work# 
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flse listed criteria will produce a teacher education 

institution that will ask of its students what they, in turn, 

will ask of their students* It will develop 'is the student 

a pattern of sound purposes. Then it will provide the 

ability and willingness to develop and carry forward a 

planned course to obtain the objectives arising from thes# 

purposes. 

& college, as in public schools, the students learn 

only through purposeful action. It is evident that student 

goals cannot be predetermined. The major goals, such as 

certification for public school teaching and graduation froa 

college, are usually common goals among the students in a 

tmmhmr education institution* However, the many secondary 

goals that are necessary in the realization of the major 

goals will probably differ with each individual. The major 

goals ©an sometimes be channeled slightly into elementary# 

secondary,, adrainistration, or other fields. It is illogical 

and contradictory to proved psychology to go much farther 

than that in planning the curriculum for-the prospective 

teachers. It is possible to know some of the types of 

experiences a prospective teacher should have, but to try 

to predict the exact description of the experience and the 

particular time when it should occur is unscientific and 

violates sound psychology. 

To try to determine the proper sequence., intensity, and 

chronological timing ©f the experiences of the prospective 
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teacher is almost, as futile as so®# ©f the experiences cwr-

rently required and the alleged presentation of some of those 

experience®. Probably the greatest area of student learning 

ia a regimented9 dep&rtoeirtal lecture type of classroom is how 

to conduct an authoritative class. This is a very poor type 

of experience for a person who is destined to influence the 

action ©f youth ia a democratic society. The teacher wh# 

has experienced learning in the democratic processes and 

through actual life experience# will be ©ore nearly able to 

function ia the schools that employ those methods of lustra#**, 

tion than will the teaeher who has trained in an authoritative 

type of learning situation# On© often hears the remark,,, 

•students teach the way they 'were taught (17, p. 352) „n 

Many writers condemn subject matter and specialisation 

as the weakness in our teacher education programs. "Probably 

most of the criticism should be aimed at departmentalization, 

compartraentalization, and narrowness rather than at speciali-

zation (2, p. 69} *19 Specialisation in a subject or broad 

field does have a place in the program proposed. However* 

"students will specialize in activities which thea 

professional competence -and will pay particular attention to 

understanding and promoting the cooperative interactive 

process in all human relationships (9, p. 454).* 

To provide for the proper kind of pre-service expert* 

ences for teachers is, of course, a teaching and an 

administrative problem. The college teacher should be 
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dents, in helping the student recognise and accept those 

needs, and in aiding the student is working out a plan to 

satisfy those needs. The college teacher should be skilled 

in working with student purpose# The teacher will# of 

course, also have goals. These teacher goals have been 

referred to earlier as intermediate institutional goala# 

They must eventually become student goals* but they cannot 

be imposed on the student-# The college teacher must be 

skilled in pursuing his goals through the student*® concomi-

tant learnings of purposeful activity while at the sa»s time 

he is aiding the student in recognising and accepting the 

goals as his own. is stated earlier, sont of the types of 

experiences that a prospective teacher should have CAB he 

determined. Experiments have shown that certain types of 

experiences are desirable for all pre-serrice trainees* The 

exact description, intensity, and time of experience should 

probably vary with individual differences. 

According to Hopkins, the prospective teacher -should 

have, four major types of experiences, each of which is 

intimately related to his personal and professional growth,* 

1* Studying his own personal problems of living • in 
order to attain increasingly intelligent action. 

2, • Studying the surrounding cultural and group life 
through first-hand contact® to see how th® social 
field affects the behavior of groups and individuals* 
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3* Studying, the behavior of children through first-hand 
contacts in many different kinds of fecial situations* 
aaking longitudinal field studies of group and. indi-
vidual experiences, acting as guides ©r resource 
leaders to children la their experiences, and partic-
ipating in the operation ©f a school as democratic 
living# 

4* Studying tern learning takes place as a «ocial coop-
erative interactive p m m m by participating, in it 
through the three kinds of experiences enumerated 
above and by managing cooperatively with the staff 
the entire enterprise of the teachers college 
through the principles of democratic ad»ijaistrati« 
(9» p* 446}• 

The experiences «f the individual learner should be 

carefully planned by the learner and the college teacher# 

They should b« designed to contribute directly to the attain* 

sent of the learner* s goal and should advance the student 

toward the acquisition of the- teacher qualifications which 

were given earlier in this study, 

The areas in which the proposed types of experiences 

should occur have been a matter of controversy among many 

educators. An example of the thinking of soiae of the leaders 

in the field is the areas of growth recommended by Watson, 

Cottrell, and Lloyd-Jones in their book, Redirecting: Teacher 

Education {lij# 

The following suggestions are offered as prelim-
inary formulations of goals which should guide in the 
selection, education, and graduation of teachers. 
Individual and social well-being are inseparably linked 
in each objective. 

HEALTH. The modern teachers college should contrib-
ute toward: (a) the health of its staff and students| 
Ctof the ability of its graduates to guide, pupils toward 
store healthful living; and (c) social changes which will 
make the world a nor© healthful place for everyon#* 
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MENTAL HEALTH, The teachers college should con-
tribute toward: (a) better mental health, saner outlook, 
and more attract lire personality of staff and students? 
(b) ability to guide pupils to more wholesale emotional 
adjustment; and {c) social changes which will be con-
ducive to greater security and less frustration, strain, 
and distortion of personality. 

WORK. The teachers college should contribute to-
ward: (a) a tetter understanding and mastery of techniques 
in the teaching profession; (bj the ability of graduates 
to guide their pupils toward work which is personally 
satisfying and socially useful; and (c) a modification 
of our economic order that will put to work scare of our 
human and material resources. 

KNOWLEDGE* The teacher college should further the 
pursuit of knowledge, not only for its Instrumental 
value in connection with other objective®, but also for 
its Intrinsic contribution toward understanding. 

Students should develop both breadth and depth of 
intellectual interest* persistence in wrestling with 
problems t and constant awareness of interrelationships 
of ideas. The teachers college should promote the 
search for truth by its staff and students, and should 
enable thea, as teacher, to raise the level of intel-
lectual interest among their pupils. It should fester 
those changes in society which will extend research and 
which will also utilise scientific knowledge acre fully 
for the welfare of all our people* 

ARTISTIC ¥ALUSS« The teachers college should con-
tribute toward: (a) greater appreciation of the arts, 
acre creative skill in the arts, and more artistic 
living on the part of it® staff, its students* and the 
pupils in the schools; (b) changes in our culture and 
our social institutions which will facilitate the 
creation and enjoyment of beauty. 

EEGlIAflOIs The teacher college should contribute 
(a) toward the enjoyaent ©f life by its students,, (b) 
toward their ability and inclination to sake life 
happier for their future pupils, and {«} toward a 
society in which leisure brings greater satisfaction 
to all. 

XNTEORXTX* The teachers college should develop in 
its students and staff a high degree of integrity. They 
should speak, write, teach# and act as free and respon-
sible persons*. Our procedures should strike off shackles# 
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declarations of independence, reward initiative, ami, 
at the saste time, develop in individuals readiness to 
accept the fail m m m m m m s of their »efci®as« W® 
should strive to roodif y society in such ways as to 
reduce intimidation, hypocrisy, helplessness, dependence, 
and blind conformity, 

COOPERATION, The teachers college ®kmM exemplify 
genuine cooperation of many different worker* to«ans 
common ends; it should prepare its students to- develop 
the potentialities of their future associates and pupils 

cooperation in school and in the community. 

The teachers college should contribute 
toward continuous growth and flexibility of adjustment 
to changing personal md social needs .m the part 
its staff and student bodyj its graduates .should deserve 
t* lead, arid should be able to help society overcome 
some of the lags and rigidities which now retard social 
progress. 

there art many other, more specific^ objectives 
which teachers college faculties should hold for them-
selves and their students, because they contribute m 
mam# to m m of the above ends. Among the®, the' 
following may be emphasised t 
a# A social fr*© of refermee* growing out of 

exte&slYe* careful, and active study of oar society 
mad the forces which move within It# 

b. fhorough understanding of the growth and develop* 
' nest of individuals. 

c. Mattery of a 1*1*34 of subject matter {not neces-
sarily defined according to the conventional 
divisions), 

d. Skill in relationships with other peoplej technique# 
adequate for good adjustment in social situations. 

e« k high degree of skill in reading, writing, and 
speaking. 

f. Skill in discovering and using the resources of & • 
community: organizations, institutions* traditions* 
personalities, etc* 

g. Skill in using, libraries* references.,, bibliographie s, 
indices and other sources of additional information. 

h. Capacity to interpret and to criticise research! 
ability to contribute some research {1$, pp. 

In the book# Teacher Education for a Free People. which was 

written cooperatively by eight people, Stratemeyer referred 

to the professional education of teachers as "guiding the 
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prospective teacher in meeting effectively the continuing 

life situations (16, p. 238).* Stratemeyer indicated that 

this should be accomplished in three areast the individual* 

the citisen, and the laesber of the teaching profession. 

Strateaeyer further stated that the desired results would be 

attained IX the student gained knowledge and proficiencies 

in four fieldss using and developing personal resources, 

knowing »nd working with political, social* and econo»ic 

forces and structures, working with children and youth, and 

working with laymen as a representative of the profession 

(16, p. 23«)• 

from a frame of reference of public school education as 

stated repeatedly in this study, it does not see» feaslble-

that the individual characteristics and the citisenship 

characteristics can be separated from the professional 

characteristics of the modern public school teacher. The 

evidence shows that the modern public school teacher should 

be integrating to the extent that the same characteristics 

permeate the solution of problems in all 'life situations# 

It is probably true that most problems of living can be 

catalogued under one area of living or a combination of 

areas of living. Howeverf there is such a high degree #f 

interaction bet mm® the areas that an indivisabl* interacting 

whole is formed—life. This phenomenon of living has been 

discussed in detail elsewhere in this study. Suffice it 

here to repeat that the areas of living cannot be isolated 
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from each other and retain their identity# It is the inter-

act ion of all that produces the whole * It is the whole that 

determines the identity.. Each part has meaning only as as 

interacting element of the whole. 

the integrating individual will have a harmonious 

interaction among the areas that compose life* Therefore, 

the personal characteristics of the individual cannot justly 

be designated to a particular area of living. The modern 

public school teacher should have mm special quali£i«ati#»®f 

but these qualification® should he a part of life itself and 

should not. be mmMmret applicable to only a narrow vythloal 

subdivision of living* The special of. a 

modern public school teacher have been referred to as prof©®* 

siosal qualif ic at ions. The Implication# were that t h««t. 

fualifieatioiw would permeate all of life and. would not b® 

applicable to el&ftoroeit situations only# 

Just m in any .integrating individual, the life situ-

ations -and problems #f the modern public school teacher can 

theoretically be classified under one or a cosbiimtios of 

the areas of living {sm figure 2P page 120 of this st«Sy|* 

However, the mmp&tmetm in which proficiencies Should be 

developed wUl vary with the vocational choice of the iMi« 

vidual. Figure 2 shows sows of the - general e«®j»te»ci«® 

that should be mqatr®& by all people in a democratic soci* 

etyj the professional qualifications given on pages 151-161 

are some of the additional or special competencies in which 
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the modern public school teacher should becoste proficient* 

The integrating individual will have developed integrating 

proficiencies to the extent that there will be a Minima of 

contradictions in their application to the areas of Hiring* 

the pr#-gerric« educational experiences should be a 

continuous process of purposeful pr oblem-solving activities* 

the college teacher should aid the student in r@c@gni»lfig 

and accepting the student*s -needs# The student has ft right 

to know early la his college career the qualifications &•«•#» 

sary for modern public school teacher®* the student, also, 

has & right to know the status ©f his development of those 

qua 1 if ieations• The billed college teacher will be able to 

guide the student to m acceptance of his seeds and to a 

true self-evaluation of progress made. The teacher should 

aid the student la planning the activities necessary to 

satisfy his needs. The teacher should be able to give 

technical advice and information and should be able to rue** 

ommend other resources of needed material. The skilled 

college teacher can allow one purposeful learning experience 

to evolve into another* There should be a thread of conti-

nuity running through all the pro-service txperienee#* Each 

experience should challenge the student to the extent that 

he will have to draw heavily on his background of «xperi» 

ences, utilise his individuality* and increase the scope and 

depth of his knowledge in order to solve his problems. 
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The pre-serviee education #f tuaehers for modern piblic 

schools should have much of it# theoretical study and d£#*» 

cussion as an outgrowth of direct experiences in secondary* 

elementary, and college classroom. situations. There should 

be a close interweaving of' theory and -of practice* Till* 

type of learning Mould demand early sad emfc&mmm XAbarfttwry 

experiences for the learner. 

the first year of activities for the college student 

should probably deal greatly with the semiring of mem** 

sary data for future use. The laboratory experiences for 

the prospective teacher should begin as early as feasible 

In the professional education period. The time would be 

determined by the student's purpose or by teacher education 

readiness.' The laboratory experience might take several 

forms. 

The laboratory experiences should be a result of student 

purposing. Laboratory facilities should be available to the 

student during -his entire educational career, 

the nature of the laboratory -exĵ rience# should, of course, 

vary with individual differences# There is -& great range of 

possible- laboratory experience#,, from observing in the local 

public school and helping with a boy scout, troop- to actual 

classroom teaching and summer casp counseling. The time for 

any particular student to participate in a laboratory eituA<~ 

tion should not be determined by the number of college hours 
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accumulated, nor age or years in school. Just as in any-

other learn log experience, the time and kind of participation 

in laboratory experiences should depend upon the student*# 

readiness. If there were to be a core curriculum in teacher 

•duea&ioftf laboratory experiences should probably be that 

eor* fa core curriculum is not advocated here beauts* of th« 

connotation the word core carries for some people)• 

There is a growing belief" that- the many qualifications 

for' teachers for modern publi# schools probably cannot be 

acquired by most prospective teachers in the traditional 

period of four years of college education* At the present 

time, it will take at least fi** years, and possibly more, 

to educate teachers for modern public school teaching- {13», 

p« 16)• In future years, when there is a greater number of 

integrating teachers aetiir® in the public schools, the type 

of Individuals enrolling, in college, particularly In teachers 

colleges, may require less time to become proficient in the 

competencies necessary for public school teacfaiog* 

Leadership in the organisation and administration of 

teacher education should be vested is one., and only on*, of 

the najor divisions of an Institution (12)• Th* department, 

school, or college of education, according to the -classifi-

cation of the institutions, should be responsible for all 

phases of teacher education. All of the pre-servic* experi-

ences -of the prospective teacher should be under the direct 
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guidance of the education staff# Thia practice would mini-

mise frustrations caused toy inconsistencies la philosophy, 

purpose, and methods* 

The department or school of education should not be a 

siaall subdivision of a liberal arts institution awl infla* 

enced by the philosophy governing a liberal arts in®titmti@»# 

1 teacher education institution or department should be self-

sufficient in curricula® and in administrative activities* 

In preparing the teacher who will play a major role in 

personal and social integration in the American society* the 

teacher education institution is directly -responsible to %h» 

American society to employ sound techniques of teaching and 

a sound psychology of learning designed t© aid the gwspeetiw 

ttsueher in developing profitisaeles in the competencies 

necessary for desirable partielp&tiom in modern public 

schools. 

In order to provide the best possible teachers for 

modern public schools* the ttacfaer education institution# 

must secure and retain competent faculty atabers. High 

technical and professional eo»potoaeioo sr# required* but 

these alone are not enough. Faculty itenbers charged with 

the great responsibility for the education ©f teachers «ust 

demonstrate in their relations vith students the sase fine 

human traits whieh they hold to be essential in the oaKpotoxtt 

public school teacher. Faculty ©embers of teacher edaeatien 
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institutions should have assistance from the adtainigtvgtioii 

in securing, maintaining, and exercising their acadial* 

freed#®* *Free mn cannot be taught properly by «lave#» 

Courageous citisene cannot be well educated by seared hired 

•an (3},« 

la modern American society with its pressure groups* 

rested interests# and militarism; it is very possible that 

mass hysteria, witch hunts, and fear are conditions that are 

planned# The mas# cossaimicative media may he l&6tm**ata in 

the gigantic plan. It is-,, therefore* not only the right, 

hut the obligation of the informed (those with the ability 

to analyse complex social situations, the intelligentia» the 

college teacher! to report their knowledge to the masses of 

the people# 

It is iaportant that the fa«m3,tf acabara «f a teacher 

education institution tee permitted and encouraged to parties 

ipate in research. The complex and • highly dynamic society 

for which they are adasatlag teachers is aajpafcXa of radical 

change in a short - period of tint* The minimum pay and maxi-

mal work employed in noat teacher colleges do not allow for 

a great deal of faculty research* I plan should he devised 

by which the college teacher could benefit, or at least 

lessen the financial burden, by engaging In raaaarc&u The 

college teacher should be encouraged to partisipate i» 

original and synthesis research, and facilities should be 
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mad# available to hist to demonstrate his findings in practical 

situations. 

Another obstacle that is ereated by ti» heavy loads 

carried by the college teachers. i« their lack of opportunity 

to familarize themselves adequately with public school 

situations. To overload a professor engaged in teacher 

education is certainly a good example of false economy. 

If an instructor is to educate for personal and social inte-

gration, he must know the extent of disintegration present 

in feis client®!#* Armstrong, Mollis, aii Savi® saw r*»trle* 

tion to campus as the major factor contributing to the 

educational lag. "Probably the most important single factor 

to account for the lagging tendency of organized education, 

is it® relative seclusion fro© new developments in the 

culture fl#. p» 2591-** 

ffee school# are usually nearer to th# 
than the f«&leiges and universities because they are 
confronted earlier and »©re insistently with the 
changes taking place. Besides, th# coalitions of 
university life are peculiarly'adapted t* IMivMual 
effort and in large measure set up tearri«r# to Joint 
enterprise» Sea® rather far-reaching reorientation tf 
campus mores will have to take plmm before the 
a nee of mmt educators t# group actio® can tee appreciably 
overcome (1». p# 2591* 

There have been many suggestions as to the manner in 

which the college should solve this dilemma. The one that 

seems to be the most practical and that is more nearly 

consistent with the philosophy of this study was made by 

Howe. Howe suggested eleven possible activities which should 
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ba liivaat&gatad for opportunities for staff.# atudasst* nasi 

coiasmnity to work together lu curriculum Imlldiisg.# 

1, Seeking the counsel of taacfeavK* m d 
administrators in the service area of tins college. 

2m Seeking th® counsel of r#pr«aat«tl¥#s of tha state 
department «f #du#atioa» 

3* forcing with professional taatihar organitat-ioii and 
•tat* councils and cosmlssioit® on taaohar td&o&tieu* 

4# Securing help asft infoimation froci regional and 
national coKferaiies and fge&alaa* 

5* fneouragiisg faculty personnel to participate in 
local school. activities* workshop®, and so on* 

4# Encouraging staff member® to work with g/mrsmtML, 
aganala* and 'lay f p » p # such as. pareat^teacher 
association®,, civic and service ©labs* and other 
mmmmtty organizations, 

1. Stimulating the staff to participate in school: 
studis.# and surveys, 

%m Encouraging staff members to «srfe with local lay 
and professional planning groups* 

9» Utilising tha experiences of student## graduate** 
and interns* 

10*. Making extensive us© of laberatar3r«#8heol pfrsoaiiel# 
11* Promoting pf*«plaaiting eaafaranea* bafeara tha 

opening of school (10, p. 45)*' 

All people Who art to be affected lay th# colls,go 

instructional program ahau&d have a part in planning tha 

aurrlouluK*. Baaldaa being aare nearly eenreet in eot&tanfc* 

the eurrlcwltpi will also gain a wider acceptance and support 

among, the people if they can M«st|fy their problems ia th# 

curriculum# in^leaian and 1attitawi endorsed this practice in 

a publication of tha American Association of Teachers 

foliages* 

ttaara ia a .growing fooling that it is iapartant 
for om ta have tha aaeperlasMHi of helping to evolve a 
plan before one can help to put it into aparatlaa SM 
the most effective wmwmr » » ,# » There is a tendency 
to increase th# mutual respect between staff jaegers 
vithin departments and between departaent# and betsfeen 
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st&ff and ftteinljrtermti©® * • • • l»e#gaitl©a of the 
unique features of local culture, student needs and 
efearaeterietiaa# publie sehool dimaatot and e*U*ft 
resources is beginning to b© wide . # . there In 
distinct cividence- that they {the teaeher# colleges} 
are shifting from afeaadardiaiag agancies arid other 
Institutions for 4«t«»iaiag their patterns te more 
security la their oun cooperative efforts (7» PP* 
99-100) • 

f̂ofe&toXjr one of the most inportant functions in teather 

education is deternirdng whoa the students have successfully 

met the qualifications for mtiani publie school tenetiing and 

AomM bo graduated from the Institution* Student evaluation 

should bo based upm the Jatanrnttata Institutional goals*. 

It attomM be a eeatinueus find eooparotl** praeadiix1** A 

eoaplefce and aeeurnte record of the student*'* growth and 

dsvalafMiut should fe# on file* Tfa© record should duplet in 

detail tie student*# gr«tb in tsras of the gentle frost 

a4»itt»§e to gradnatiottt The iafsrMetim should be a joint 

eoittrfbtttloit fron the temehera# the student* and the aMa* 

istrative staff at all tines* 4 student does better work 

when he knows his esaet status (whether that status be goad 

ar bad} fl5# f»* 365)» All interested jpartiee should $mmtt 
or be able to find out quickly, exactly what qualifications 

have been net era! in which competencies the student needs 

increased ppofleMssf-# the tiae of the student*# g*afaafcl«tt 

fro* college should be determined, not by the- WMbmr of 

years spent la pre-aervice oduoatioa or the number of 

semester hours aoeusnlatad* M. by the student's successful 
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acquisition -of the qualification# for aodern public school 

teachers, the pre~service educational period might vary 

greatly with individual differences. The process ©f deter-

mining if the student is ready for graduation should be a 

cooperative endeavor of the administration, teacher** and 

student and should fee based greatly on the accumulative 

record. 

Hopkins has listed six standards for admission and 

graduation of candidates nhich seem necessary for modern 

public school® of a democracy. 

1. The candidate should have a clear# definite record 
of an integrating personality over a reasonable 
period of year#.* 
A candidat 2. A candidate should have strong professional inter*-
ests* 

3. A candidate should have a broad and varied education 
rather than a specialised knowledge in a few sub-
jects er fi#Ms« 

4» A candidate should believe in and practice the 
democratic pr®e»»f of cooperative interaction.-

5. A candidate should hate functional pytftsalaoitl 
facility in msiag various media ©f camit&taat&Mfe 

6. A candidate should have creative functional intel-
ligence (9» PP» 441*445). 

Suaimary 

wf© prepare teacher® competent to give the educational 

leadership which will guard and strengthen democracy is 

today's challenge to American colleges and tt»iv#r«itie# {16, 

p« 56).« Although there probably would be alaosfe 100 fmr 

cent subscription among American educators to this statement 

by Stratemeyer* the Mthodi, of mating the challenge sight 

differ sharply. 
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It has been established in this study that a relatively 

high degree of personal and social disintegration exists in 

the United States, It has also been established that public 

education, as practiced in aost schools, contributes to the 

disintegration of the individual asi of society. The dljpto* 

tegrating effect of the public schools is probably unwittingly 

contributed in most instances. 

From the data that are available, it seeos most logical 

to meet tla# educational challenge by providing for personal 

and social integration through public school education. The 

type of public schools that will Met the challenge was 

described in Chapter III* The type of school necessary for 

personal and social integration Is referred to in this study 

as the modern public school of a democracy. 

The establishment and -success of the modern public 

schools depend greatly upon the acquisition of particular 

qualifications by t&t teacher. It is the obligation of the 

teacher education institutions to conduct the type of pre* 

service teacher education program that will prepare teaohers 

for efficient participation in the modern public schools, of 

a democracy.' The teacher qualifications necessary for Mod-

ern public school teaching should be the teacher «teeatio» 

institutions intermediate goals. Son# of those <piiXifi~ 

cations are listed below in outline form. 
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I. Personal qualifications of teachers 

A« thysie&l 

1. Integrating personality 

i» Basic democratic values 

a* Individuals should haw a respect for the 

personality tad dignity of all people* 

b. All people should have the right to help 

formulate the policies., laws, and dtariftixms 

under which they are to live, 

c. The achievements of society should be 

accomplished through deaocratic. cooper-* 

ation* 

d. 411 people should be given an equality of 

rights, 

©• The gains of the commonwealth are esses** 

tially mass ipiit® and. should be disbursed 

among the snases of the people *• rapidly 

possible and feasible» 

tm All people should be cosseieiitifms tsm* 

tributors to the welfare of th® group. 

g« If « philosophy of life based on 4mnm* 

c ratio principles and its applications to 

' society were adopted by all eitigen% 

this country would be Ktalthier# 

2. Good health*—w-i^al| e®otioiml# .and physical 

3. Goramnicative ability 



4» Socially accepted ethical and aoral codt 
5# Desirable p*rBoa»to«pfers6gi relatione 
6* Participating gretip membership 
7. Good ijatergroup relation® 
6* Intellect®,! power 
9* Asthetie expression 
10* Probl«a-solving technique 
11. Social sensitivity 

II* Professional qualifications of modern public school 
teachers 
km Know tin# goals, realise the mmmlty of the goals* 

and subscribe to the goals of the .modern p»blie 
schools of a dflnoerwfcle society 

3. Know, understand*. awl employ a soaai. psychology of 
learning and the learning pree*** 

C» Know the causes of personal and social disinte-
gration, know the conditions necessary far f»rs#nal 
and soeial integration, and aid la the realization 
of the latter 

I). Have an applicable teoiriedge of htwaa growth and 
development —physical, eatotioxial* and mental 

1. Save acquired the necessary technical litfora&tloa* 
the ability, aM the nHliiignesa to guide pupils 
is a. technological era 

f. Be in sufficient coasaand of the tools of learning 
to aid ststdests in their usage of those tools 
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G» Understand group dynamics and participate la gpm&p 

sit.watio.ns 

H. Be able to analyse local social situation# and to® 

able to contribute to their Improvement 

I. Saw developed a technique dsaling with' youth 

that is based on the teacher's owa particular 

personality and that reflects the individual 

of the teacher 

The public school teacher who has dtvtloped a high 

degree ̂  of proficiency in the outline# will als# 

have developed what Hopkins calls "eerta in purpose* and 

democratic processes (9)n that will act as guides to the 

improvement of their teaching* The acceptance of tbe» 

guides of professional growth should fee m Isportast- part 

of the prospective teacher*s education* 

1. To become increasingly well balanced and integrating 
personalities for the enrichment of the.iT' own living 
and for aiding others better to develop integrating 
personalities for itmmmlum*-

2. To be«©»© persons with rich and varied experiences 
ia many aspects of oar culture better to a id otfetr 
individuals to build more educative fiialitf into 
their experiences* 

3. To obtain a» expert understanding of the 'process of 
human living, growing* learnings at .all ages and t& 
heeeate competent is acting upon this wndrestenAiag 
in teaching situations* 

4. To obtain an expert «a^«rst®Mi»g of and- practice 4s 
the: process in all areas of living and to 
become competent in guiding young people t« utilise 
such democratic- process ia their own living. 
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5* f© become expert in utilising their enriched expert 
ienees in guiding the process of living, growing, 
learning in young people. 

6# f# develop an adequate working philosophy of life 
and education and to become competent in aiding 
others to improve their philosophies through sore 
«ritieal thinking. 

7. To stimulate in ®aeh other a desire for continuous 
professional growth (9# P» 432)• 

The teacher ©ducation institutions should be held partly 

responsible for the disintegrating affect that setae of the 

public schools have had && the people and on soc-isty* & 

order t# produce teachers ©ajabla of participating • success-* 

fully in modern public schools» most teacher education 

institutions probably should adjust their 

educational program in terms of the desired goals* The 

Teachers College Record published criteria that sew to be 

consistent with established scientific facta (Ik) • 

1, # » * a prograa of teacher education in which 

» 

citisen, and as a prospeetl** teacher and member 
of a professional group* 

2» * * • a program of teacher education in which the 
student is «a active participant in designing his 
curriculum. 

It • • • a prog?*®® of teaeher education in which 
experiences are differentiated to meet* individual, 
differences* 

4, # » # a progras of teaeher education that extends 
the range of direct aacperien©#® and includes such 
experience as an integral part of the work of each 
year of' college# 
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5. * # • a program in which experiences are guided flu 
conference and through the teaching of college 
cla»aes| by the sane principles recoraaended to the 
student in working with children and youth* 

"Hie practice of pre-deteraining a course of study for 

mil prospective teachers, of subjecting all prospective 

teachers to the same experiences at approximately the saws 

time, of requiring a particular number &£ semester hours for 

graduation, and of similar blanket regulations are not 

scientifically sound* the experiences should be planned by 

the learner with the guidance of' the staff, ' The activities 

should be accepted by the student as a pmrpmmfml goal-

seeking device. The skilled college teacher should insure 

'the acquiring of teacher competencies by the student through 

concomitant learning until those competencies become student 

goals# 

The time for graduation should not be determined by the 

number of semester hours accumulated , tat should be deter-

mined by the acquisition of the qualifications for modem 

public school teaching# Evaluation of the student*® growth 

and time of graduation should be a joint project of the 

student, the college: teachert and the administrat ion. 

Leadership in the organisation art administration of 

teacher education should be vested in one, and only one, of 

the major divisions of an institution (12J* The department, 

school, or college of education, according to the classifi-

cation of the institution®, should be responsible for all 
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phases of teacher education* All ©f the pre-service expert" 

ences of the prospective teacher should be under the direct 

guidance of the education 3staff.* this practice would; nMiais® 

frustrations caused by inconsistencies is philosophy, purpose* 

and methods* The department or school of education should 

not be a small subdivision of a liberal arts institut ion and 

influenced by the philosophy governing & liberal arts Insti-

tution* A teacher education institution or departsient should 

be self~suf f i c ient in curriculum and in adra ini s t r at Ave 

activities* 

the college teacher should be protected to exercise- M s 

academic freedom# The college teacher should be encouraged 

to participate in research, experimentation, and publication 

of hi# findings* These things can be encouraged through 

lighter teaching loads, better pay, leave of absence, and 

experimental facilities.* The college teacher should also 

be encouraged to have a high degree of interaction on the 

public school level* fhe complexity and the dynaaieal 

nature of the democratic American society make: it capable 

«f radical change in a short period of tine. The college 

teacher Mho is engaged in educating teachers far modern 

public school# should be familiar with local situations* 
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CHAPTER f 

SIMttTIQM, COHCLUSIDHS, AKD 2&COIMEMD*TXOX3 

Smmmttm 

The suisajiation «f t h i s «tttdy *111 be given in lfer®« 

pa r t s : (1) the individual and fats society^ (2) modern public 

school education* and (35 teacher education# 

The Individual and lis- Society 

1* JteelaX integrat ion twis t s only when a large majority &f 

the people ©f a society haw common basic values or 

be l i e f s upon which they base the i r a c t i v i t i e s and upon 

which they evaluate t h e i r society. 

2. The common basic values of the people of a democratic 

society should be consistent with sound democratic 

pr inc ip les . 

3 . Personal integrat ion can ex i s t only when the individual 

h m developed m philosophy of l i f e based on non-

contradictory values* For personal integrat ion in a 

democracy, those basic values must toe ea&siatwat with 

sound pr inciples of democracy* 

4* For whole sosae interact ion in a democratic society , the 

individual must have a democratic philosophy of l i f e and 

192 • 
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must have certain sociological knowledge and skills# He 

must have the experience© and inclination to apply the 

various principles of saciology to particular situations 

toward the elevation of the society* 

5# Is a complex society coisraon social thoughts are housed 

in institutions* When basic individual values began to 

differ—when a large majority of the people can no 

linger identify their own social thoughts I® an insti-

tution—the institution m y dt#int«p®ti€. When this 

condition of institutional disintegration appears among 

the major institutions of a society, such as economical, 

governmental, educational, etc., then the society 1* in 

an advanced state of disintegration. 

6. Many of the institutions of teerican society show signs 

of disintegration. The rat# and extent of iisiutegrati®» 

varies. The rate and extent of disintegration of the 

American society would probably be greater If the aassea 

of the people were informed concerning the true purpose 

of so»© ©f the institutions that they blindly support* 

7. A democratic society is necessarily a dynamic society 

and must fee capable of radical change in a abort period 

©f time. Society la proceeding through tiae and 

at a rapid rate of speed. A social institution that is 

relatively stationary in that force field is in social 

equilibrium, la order for an institution t© change to a 
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relatively more advanced position, a particular process 

of social engineering must be invoked, 

ft* The American educational system is a social institution. 

It is changing its relative position ia a negative 

direction. Public education, as the only authorized 

public disseminator of knowledge in all fields* should 

hold the foremost position in order to contribute to the 

integration of the other social institutions and imAi* 

vidua ls» 

9, Many public schools in America mj be not only allowing 

personal and social disintegration to occur, but ®&y b« 

actually contributing to the disintegration by subjecting 

the students to inconsistencies* contradictions,.and 

frustrating situations• 

10. It is imperative to the imerlean society that the public-

schools »e#t the challenge of personal ami soeitl inte-

gration. However, before th* public schools can even 

qualify for this task, they must have teachsrii who cam 

and will function in a scientifically sound manner. 

The qualifltffttitta of the teachers should be different |. 

therefore, the present method of educating teachers 

might not be sufficient. 

Public School .Education 

1. The individual interacts as a whole with the total field 

of stimulus. The individual*s goal is the pivot of 
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configuration of the stiasulus field. It has WMntaig 

only throogjh. it* relationship with ail the interacting 

alaatente of tfe« configuration, The individual reacts 

to the configuration as as interacting org&nismie and 

psychological whole. It utilize© his f&ysiol@gieal i M 

mental potentials in cooperation with hi* e«f ipsratiaa 

©f past experiences toward the realization of the goal# 

The individual must perceive the goal, must accept it 

as his mn felt need, and oust command a method of 

achieving the goal before learning can take place. The 

goal can be perceived only when the individual has a 

real felt need. It raust be the individual* s own partie** 

ular plan of action, not one imposed by someone else. 

The need pius the- plan of action 'Constitutes the indi** 

vidual^s purpose* At this point the individual becomes 

a learner. 

The individual** purpose is the moat istj»rtant factor in 

learning, 

tLm Without purpose, learning cannot take place. The 

felt need and plan ©f action are necessary before 

sufficient motivation to learn Is present, 

b. Purpose is the only indicator of the individual's 

maturity level. Axi Individual cannot react to a 

stimulus field or goal which is above his maturity 

level* It is difficult for an individual to inter-

act with a stimulus field below his maturity level j 
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however, it is possible that in order to pursue a 

purposeful goal, the individual may have to gain 

knowledge in areas below his raaturity level# This 

activity aust be initiated by purpose e® the 

Xmrmr*m Maturity level and will 1# indulged ia to 

gain the ability to continue toward the att&iisiest 

of & purposeful goal# 

c. Purpose Sulfates the individual*s own particular 

psychological present* fhis is practically a 

corollary to mturity level. It differs ia that 

psychological present • is m&de up of the immediate 

present and extends ia two direction#,. the past ant 

the future, to include those things that have 

meaning to the individual-* A& individual cannot 

have purpose outside of his psychological present; 

therefore, an individual cannot leant outside of 

his psychological present* The scope of the indi-

vidual's present can he increased only frm within 

the psychological present. 

d. Purpose supplies the individual with the motivation 

necessary to either acquire and utilise the ability 

or use. previously acquired ability t@ differentiate 

the pertinent elements of a configuration; and, 

thus» the individual gains the necessary amount of 

insight into the iMmfiguratioa to solve his pro&tMb 
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4. The individual is continuously in & process of maturation.. 

As the person matures, goals ch&age in. scop# and value, 

til® background of experience is increased and takes on 

new meanings which produce new concepts* The individual's 

rat# of maturat Ion 1* inherent., ?h* rat# will probably 

differ with each individual. This fact makes it impos-

sible to predict what & permit will need to loam at. m 

jparticular time in the future. 

5-» The individual* s learning process is continuous* to 

goals are perceived and pursued, new seed® or* introduced 

to the learner as a result of his goal seeking activity.*' 

When the current goal is realized, the tensions and 

energy produced by that purpose will becoae non-existent* 

This tension relaxation .produce# the opportunity for the 

newly introduced need to become a felt need. Thus, the 

learning process is in operation again* 

6* The experiences and activities of the learner in a mod-* 

eru public school should he purposeful* Is order to be 

consistent with proved psychology, the public school 

curritulua must be the purpose of the learner. 

7. The individual differences make it Impossible to pre* 

determine student goals. The skillful public school 

teacher will be able to work with the student on the 

student*# purpose. 

8. The skillful teacher will be able to guide the etttdeofe 

to a realization of and acceptance of his needs and will 
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b« able to guMm the student In planning M s activities 

to satisfy those steels. 

9. la the »odera public school the major sohool and teacher 

goal will lie to help the student to gala a high degree 

©f proficiency in the competencies necessary for an 

integrating personality• 

10* The integrating individual# will then effect an. inte-

grating society. 

11# The teacher ©ay need to insure student development of 

the competencies through concomitant learning of par* 

po3eful activities until the student recogniees and 

accept® those competencies as needs. 

Education 

1« In order to function desirably in modern public schools 

of a democracy, the teacher must have an integrating 

personality* 

2. An integrating personality exists inhen the individual 

experiences a Minimum of frustrations'» tensions, &u$ 

stress. 

3* Frustrations, tensions, and stress are minimised when 

there is a harmonious and non-contradictory interacting 

relationship among the elements that comprise the con* 

figuration of personality. 

4. The interacting elements of a Gestalt may be Gestalts. 
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5. Because of the phenomenon of interaction the sub-Gestalts 

lose their identity in favor of the identity of the over-

all Gestalt. 

6# The interacting elements of a Gest&lt may be differen-

tiated. 

7, In isolation the differentiated element has no meaning 

in terms of the over-all Gestalt, It will have steaming 

only in terns of its individual Gestalt. 

#• The configuration of personality is an interacting 

Gestalt of purpose &wa$ of living. 

9. Because of the phenomenon of interaction if any one or 

a combination of the. elements, or purpose areas, or 

sub-Gestalts, are distorted; the over-all Gestalt, the 

configuration of personality, will be distorted* 

10. The sub-Gestalts of the configuration of personality 

can be differentiated for the purpose of insight and 

examination. It ®ust be remembered that this is only -

a theoretical operation and that in actual living the 

personality cannot be disassembled.' It must, also, be 

kept in mind that in isolation through differentiation 

the elements assume their own identity as Gestalts and 

have no meaning in terms of the over-all Gestalta of 

personality. 

11. Soae of the purpose areas of living that interact to 

form the configuration of personality are {1} how® and 
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family living, (2J vocational living, 01 recreational 

and leisure living, and |4l civic and social living. 

12. All activities of democrat1$ living can be classified 

tinder one or a combination of the interacting purpose 

areas of living. 

13# The formation of an integrating personality requires 

that certain competencies be developed that will earns® 

the purpose area® of living to interact in a harmonious 

and consistent manner. Among the general integrating 

competencies are the following: 

a. Basic democratic values. 

b. Good liealth—dental, emotional, and physical* 

c. Communicative ability. 

d. Socially accepted ethical and serai code. 

@* Desirable j»r&o»-t#--per5©j8 relations. 

f* Participating group membership. 

g. Good imtergro&p relations. 

h. Intellectual power. 

i. Aesthetic sxpressioa. 

j. Problera-solving technique. 

k. Social sensitivity. 

14. Most of the competencies should permeate each of the 

.areas, thus, causing the individual to behave in a 

consistent ©aimer in all life situations. • 
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15* The degree of personality integration is in direct pro-

portion to the degree of proficiency developed la the 

e©stpet®meles« 

16* The modern public school teacher should have developed 

a high degree of proficiency in the integrating compe-

tencies. 

17# The modern public school teacher should haw developed 

special competencies niiicti m y be generally ®l&&alfled. 

a® vocational, but should permeate all of the purpose 

areas of living, Among the speel&l integrating e«pe» 

tmmlm are the following: 

at#' Know the goals, realise the ne-eessity of the go®Cts,f 

and subscribe to th© .goals of the modern public 

Mfeee&#..«f * deweratie society, 

b, Know, understand;, and employ a sound ptycftttlagy of 

learning and the learning process* 

«•. law the e&uses of personal and social disintegration, 

know the conditions necessary for personal and soeial 

integration., and aid in the realization of the latter* 

d. Have an applicable knowledge of human growth and 

development-"-physical, emotional,, find «eatal«-

e« Have acquired the necessary technical infomatiottf 

the ability, and the willingness to @&id® pupils 

in a technological era* 

f • Be in sufficient command of the tools of learning 

to aid students In their usage of those tools* 
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g# Understand group dynamics and participate in group 

situations. 

h. B® able to analyze local social situations and be 

able to contribute to their improvement* 

i. lav# developed a technique, of dealing with ytttfth 

that is based m the own particular 

personality and that reflects tta# individual 

uniqueness of the teacher. 

It* 4 valid ppa*seririe* education praams far taaffaar* would 

fee one ia which the prospective teacher would, develop a 

hi^i 4agva* «f pe&te&w? to feh@ general ®«iipe%eii«£e% 

wMel* 1# sometimes described as general education# and 

would, al»a, develop a high degree of ptvtisl«ty in the 

special iA%eh ia sometimes described as 

professional education* 

If* the individual learn# best through purposeful activity# 

20. m e integrating cgapttaaftlaa aheuld be acquired tfer®«g3& 

their usage in purposeful activity# 

El# Purposeful activities can theoretically be classified. 

wider the purpose areas of living. 

ZZm All rational -people want orderliness and diroetias* If 

they are incapable *f self-direction, they want aaalafc* 

ance until «elf*d.i3Pe®ti@a is acquired. 

21:. m m prospective teachers need t* a®# avdar and direction 

in their pc**aanrtoa experiences. 
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24» A sound pattern of teacher education is one in which pro-

ficiency in tli# integrating competencies is acquired 

through purposeful activity in the area* of living# 

Details of this concept *ay be reviewed firs® figure 2# 

page 120# 

25. The purposeful organised teacher education program will 

produce integrating public school teacher# that em 

function deeirat&y in modern public schools eff a democ-

racy. 

26, the modern public schools will, in turn, produce m 

integrating citizenry which will provide for an inte* 

grating society. 

Conclusions 

I. 4 sound program of pre-serviee education for teachers of 

modern public schools is one which produce© teachers 

with integrating personalities. 

A. An integrating personality exists when the indiiti** 

uai has developed a high degree of proficiency in 

the integrating competencies. 

B* Integrating competencies my be classified a# either 

general or professional. 

C* The general integrating competencies are those ia 

which all people must gain proficiency in order to 

be- an Integrating individual. 
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D. Among the general Integrating in which 

the individual should become #re the 

following! 

!• Basic democratic values. 

2* Good health~«»©nt«il, ©motional, and physical. 

3. Communicative ability* 

4* Socially itec*pt«d ethical and aor&l 

5* Pesir&ble per*o&<^«?HH*0a retj&iens. 

6, Participating group membership, 

7. Good imtergroup relations, 

$. Intellectual power. 

9- Aesthetic •XpltMiAft* 

10. Problem-solving technique. 

11. Social sensitivity. 

E. The professional eaqpe&a&eieft mm those In which an 

individual must gain fnwf l a order t # 

function »ff««tif»ly in a particular p9*gto«*iwi #r 

F. Anong the professional integrating cftapcttnt&Ni in 

which t&t modem public school t e s t e r sb®aM b*«te» 

proficient ay# the following: 

1. Knm the goals, realise the n«e®®#ity of the 

goals, and subscribe to the goals of the mod-

ern public schools of a democratic society* 

2. Know, understand, ami employ a sound p#y#»l** 

ogy ©f learning and the learning pmowt* 
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3* Kwiw %lm causes of g*?*aiMX ami aoeiftl 

grstlisn* know th* «oadltloii» f«r 

person&l wad s<xsi«l int#gr&tioiit and aid in 

tli® realisation «f the 1i l l i r* 

4# g«wft an ftpplleabl* knoftrXftdgt of foaon growth 

and «fi& 

5* lav® a®«|ttir«d tha necessary ttefeftleatl infer* 

Mt£o»» the ability* *#d th» wilXiapMMMi to 

Ipido pupils In a •***• 

&# Be i s tseamtaA #£ tha tool* of 

l«wt»iit*g t# nM atudonta ia their «»g» «f 

those tools* 

7» grow# dpsnisie® @sd j«r£i*lp«fe* la. 

group situations. 

| # m mbU to Analyst loeal ww£*l *i*tu&l«HS and 

bt «b&# to eftnftrlfeiifei to tlMrir toprowaeiit# 

% m m developed « trtta&yw of dealing with 

ymfelt that is based tm the teacher's aim 

pyrti«stlftr fMTMRMilit/ md that rtfl##ti» th» 

individ-aal unlquenesa «T tfet taaafear* 

II# A s©««d |t*#gm of pre~s@r?le© «4st#ati$ik f®?- modern pib* 

l i« school tamttomr* will frwride for the gaining of 

ptefltleDfiy in the integrating competencies in real l i f e 

aitaatiana evolving out of the in te rn t ing jNsrpaaa mmm 
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«f living* immng In terne t Inf puppm* « t m * of Hiring 

a re tlm 

Am tf©» and finally l iv ing* 

B» Vocational Xlvii^*. 

0« Clvl* aisd social living* 

I# Lelsiu-e t in t IHKt recrGetIonft.1 living. 

XXX* A sound pettttrft of prftHNtrvUm aineatioa for f a r 

aocifera pafell® ml'mol.® v i l l tet tha purposes and probleaa 

of th* individual prosjxsetive teacher. 

A* A pto&m of taac&ar ©iwatieii tdXX. gttti©-

tli# preipftettt* taaehar 1st «n6 &«#ffetaig 

his naada* 

B. A pttrpoassfisl pm&sm of t m b a r wil l gutigi 

tins jKrafptct&vt twatiher in «pgagtisli$ a 

pin.® «f action to sa t is fy tb» ftelt imnmK# 

C» A pr^0®#Ml pregra* of tesdrnr will guide 

tfe* «voXuti«B of on» furpoaftitol activity into fitfetr 

papOMftiX aetivlt&Mi with .# «ontixiuo«Mi Xia» of 

#@ati»witj tMrt f tha 3p.r#sp«©ttv«& toaetxar** 

•eqplaitlmi of Uw tetagraMisg *aaptMM£ft*« 

Beeeuttndatlon 

I t i# recommend that th9M ItMhwr mfaefttlatt fn#tt.» 

tutioue that «?# «mNWMKt with Mutating t«a«fettr» vapafeXt 

of Jtattlanlftg 4aalrably la *odar& public iwhedUi ©f A &MMN» 

eratie soeiaty pfct&a** tfealr p n i m t of pra-aarvlea aAMtfeJaa 

affear tha purposeful orgaain*%&» descr ibe in the w M l m t o 
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